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InwttUtUon isdleatsa that thsrs ara 39 labor
anions in ths nation pictar* industry; nors than
half ar* A.f. of l« J Um othora aro indspsndsnt
anions. Thera ara no C.1,0. anions In ths notion .

- pistars Industry, about naif of ths anions appoar
* *• bs eontrollsd by ths Cooatunist* or follow too
J ttaasunist Party 11ns for basinsn rsasons, raalia-

i-\£S^2r& ibat It la a food boainsaa policy tof follow slon* ratbsr than rssort to opposition tao-
ttcs. Ths so-callsd "cultural groups" in ths no-
tion pictors industry, actors, aetrassss, and
*ritsrs, appsar to bs andsr ths control and dirse-Won of ths Cosnunist Party and foUow ths Cocuraa-*
*st Party Una in all dstaila and rsrlss their po-
sition without difficulty vhso ths Goawunist Party
ohansss its policy. Quits a nombsr of dirsctora^ .

and axscutiTSs ars wsll known Cosjaunists. sthsrs
follow ths Coomunist Part* Una and ehanis without
bssitaUon whsn thsr* is a shan** in ths Canonist
rarty Una. Ths CosBunists in Hollywood bars sst
up nany Coomunist oontroUsd front organiaatlona-*
which follow srsry efaansa dictated by ths foraianpoUey of ths Comunlst Party of ths Sorlst tsiioo
«lth hsidqusrUrs at Moscow, ftusi*.
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HEFEREHCBt

D2TAILS:

letters from the Bureau, August 14, 1942 and
NoT«nb«r 9, 1942,

58441

AT IPS ANQEXB3, CAUJOKKIAt

The Bureau instructed that a comprehensive report ba pre-
~

v

"pared Indicating tha Coonunlst infiltration and possible control of the notion
picture industry* It was suggested that the report cover the activities of
the Communists in the field of labor organlsationa, showing the extent to which
the Cooaunlst Part/ has gained control and direction of tha activities of that
section of the skilled, unskilled and technical workers in the Hollywood sto-

• dios. It has been found In this field .that there are thirty-nine separata
*

t
labor organizations which operate as bargaining agencies for their individual

. groups, with approximately 20,000 members.

i. The first portion of this report deals with labor organ!-
\

aetions and groups, while the second main portion of this report deals with
% the activities of the Coonunlsts among the writers, actors, actresses, exacts
' t£ves, directors, and the so-called intellectuals in general.

"\ While both of these groups have been subject to Communist
penetration, and while the methods of penetration have not been the same, it
being necessary to approach the working man from a different angle than the
Intellectual, nevertheless both groups form a part of a broad campaign to in-
fluence the motion picture -industry as a whole, and the binding and directing
force Is clearly traceable to the activity of the Communist Party*

v
It has been found that the Communist activities la tha

action picture industry are not in any sense local bat on the contrary they
form a part of a gigantic world-wide conspiracy of control which has it*

• origin and direction in the Comntanist. Party of the Soviet Union*
* - „

Xt has baas observed that the activities, whether they
be in the Communist controlled labor unions* the Communist controlled emV
toral groups, or the Cosnunist front organizations under Communist control*

* follow every change dictated by the foreign policy of the Communist Parly of
the Soviet Union.

(
In each Instance when the Communist International, which /v

has its headquarters in Uoecow, Russia, sets up a policy to be followed
\ the Communist Par&ss throughout the world, these Communist groups im
wood have followed "The Communist Party IAne».(4| «

~~*



For example, from Auguat, 1935, when gSkhi falfij 'in

the Seventh World Congress of the Communist International, held In Moscow",

Hussia, laid down the formula for what was called "The Popular Front", up to

the time of the signing of the pact between HITI£R and STALES on August 23,

1939, every Communist controlled organisation in Hollywood labor union*,

cultural groups and front organizations followed that policy. On August 23,

1939 the non-aiwressive pact between HITI^ and STALIN waa announced to the.,

world, within a period of sixty days tnese sa»» iMioywooa orgam.zaWLou» cob- *

pletely re-rersed their position and began advocating isolation, opposition

to the lend-lease policy, and called the wax an iaperialist warAW (/^

Again on June 22, 1941 when HITLER attacked missis and

the Communist Party line was changed, these same groups changed likewise and

are now for all-out prosecution of the war and pretend to be bending erery

effort to defeat HI3T2SR in accordance with the announced Communist Party line*

ratiosai ccaaams. communist party. u.s.a.* new tore citi* retaub its special

JURISDICTIQK OVER HOLUWOQD CULTURAL CTPUPS FOR PURPOSB
OF PREVENTING SEFOSPHB

/[Source A has stated^ftnaft as far back as 1934 the Communist

Party began to lay plans to utilise Hollywood and the motion picture industry

for the Communist cause, bat it was not until the fall of 1936 that a full

realization of this possibility was reached. On November 13 and 14, 1936,

there was held in San Francisco a conference of writers from all over the
United States. It was called the Western Writers Congress* The call for

this congress was issued by RARHT ' CARLISLE, an important functionary of the

Communist Party in California at the time* He had been centering his activi-

tiea in the Hollywood section* CAKLISIS was a member of the National Coencil

of the League of American Writers wnicn was organised"IxTShe spring •fjSJT"
in New TcWl&iyr T!hia"^ with the~ International
Union of Revolutionary Writers whose headquarters were in Moscow, BumIju
-CARLXSI2 had also been national organiser of the JOHN HEED CLUB* a Comwonist

group which preceded the formation of the League of American Writers*

Representing the Central Committee of the Onswmrilt Party

at this congress were VICTOR J. JERC&ffi and MICHAEL GOLD. JtSOUS warn a member
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, and 03ID is the well known
Oxsmunist writer on the staff of the "Daily Worker", the official papar of <

the Communist Party in America, located in New Tork City* -

j
|
v

Writers and personages from, or connected with, Hollywood,

attended this conference as delegates, and weret ^ /"
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DOROTHY PARKER, a Hollywood acreen writer.
'"p 'WT!!nL *

VIOLA BROTHERS SHORE, Hollywood screen writer*

DONAID 0GDE2J STEWART, Hollywood screen writer.
TCT.T.A iiAE WINTER, Hollywood screen writer, magasine writer,

widow of LINCOI/i STEFFEUS, and at present
wife of D0NAU3 OGE2N STEWART.

GERAID STRANG, Hollywood screen writer.
CLARA 7EATH5HWAI, Hollywood screen writer.
UPTON SINCLAIR, author and screen writer.
JOHN STEINBECK, writer.
CARET. VcWULIAlB, writer and lawyer who was Commissioner of

Housing and Inmigration of the State of Cal-
ifornia during the Governor OISON administration

MICHAEL 3UIN (PAUL^BXAW-), columnist of the "People»s World, the
official Comounist publication on the west
coast*

It was at this congress that the possibilities of the Mo-
tion picture industry as a field for Conmunism were brought to the attention
of the Central Coanittee of the Conmunist Party with striking force*

£ Source B furnishedjto the Los Angeles Bureau Office a
letter received from the WESTERN WRITERS CONGRESS, Boca 214, 604 Montgomery
Street, San Francisco, California, dated January 27, 1937, signed by RAHHX
CARLISLE, Executive Secretary, on which appeared a list of the sponsors of
this congress* This list is as follows:

LXNCOIH STEFFENS
LOUIS ADAUIC
JOHN R. ADA1S
GBORGE P. ADAILS
HENRI G. ALSBERG
HOWARD BAKER
BETTT BALLANTINE
JOHN BARRT
ERNEST SUTHERLAND BATES
CHARLES BONNER
B. A. BOHON
JOHN H. BRADLET, JR.

CALVIN BRIDGES
JOHN/BRIGHT
ARTHUR BRODEUR
GHBERT BROWN
H. C. BROWN A
R. L. BURGESS

- k -

WITTER BTNNSR
JAUES CALDWELL
HARRI "CARLISIE
OLIVER CARLSON
ARTHUR CAILDR
HAAKON CHEVALIER
HUUPHR2T OOBB
.HOWARD McKDiLET CORNING
CLARK30N CRANK
H. L. DAVIS
HARDID SSI
GARLAND ETHEL
GUISEPFE FACCI
HARVEI FERGUSSON
SARA BARD FIELD
HnUEGARDE FLANKER
MARTIN FLAVIN
UXBXAK AIXEH d* FORD
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AlfHED FRANKENSTEIN
ELSA GIDU3W
MICHAEL OOIP
DAVID GHDT/KDWSKT

JOSEPH HARRISON
ADA HASTINGS HSDC3SS

HOWARD HILL
CHARLES HILTON
JAKES HOPPER
HELEN 33YT
FIDR5WCE BEAN JAKES
ALEXANDER KAUN
HERBERT KLEIN
ROBIN LAMPSON
FTOF. B. H. LEHMAN
JANET LEWIS
MABEL DODCE UIHAN
DR. LILLIAN J. MARTIN
HEDFEHN MASON
EDWIN JUSTUS MAIER
CARET McWUXIAMS
ALEXANDER MEUCLEJOM
SEIDEM MENEFEE
H. a. MERRIAH
UDRES MHI2R
Mil tfTT,X3g

FUUfiffi, MOOQ
RICHARD NEDBERGBR
ALBERT U* QTTStfHEIMai
LANCASTER POLLARD
LAHEQICS CLARK POWKIX
MICHAEL QQTH

PETER QUINCE
EDWARD RABENZKL
KENNETH HEXROTH
HARDID SALEUSQN
WffiLIAM SASOTAN

SHAFTELL
IRnlN SHAW-
VIOLA BROTHERS SHORE
UPTON SINCLAIR
TIES SLESINffiR

PAUL JORDAN SMITH
JOHN STEINBECK
IRVING STONE
ROBERT TASKS
LI0XD THOMPSON
ABTMQNT M. TURANO
ETHEL TURNER
FRANKLIN WALKER
CLARA WEATHHoTAX
MARIE 60 L. WELCH
GBORGB WEST
NATHANIEL WEST
T. K. WHIPPLE
ROBERT WHITAKER
TTSTiTB T. WHITE
STEWART EDTfARD WHITE
ALBERT RKTS WILLIAMS
GB0R(3! WILSON
ELLA WINTER
SOPHUS KEITH WINTER
CHARLES ERSKINE SCOTT WOOD
EEHXHOID
JAKE ZEITXJtt

As * revolt of -tfca WESTERN WRITERS CONQIESS, Source C / (A
has iUM that early in 1937, VICTOR J* JEROME ins sent to Hollywood im 1 j
direct the activities of the Coeaouniat Party in the notion picture industry^/

After his arrival her* a decision waa wade that owing ta
the iiiportance of Hollywood and the prominence of those personages, asters,
actresses, writers, directors and othezs who were drifting over into the Coev-

unist Party and the various front organizations, it would be necessary to
separate the Hollywood activities of the Party fro* all connection with Dis- /}.
trict No. 13 of the Coaounist Party and place it directly under the jerisdic-A /
tion and supervision of the Central Cosnittee of the Coemuniat Party in New
Tork City* This arrangement applied only to those units of the Party i&icfc
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were composed of prominent actors, actresses, writer*, director*, and execu-

tives* . It did not apply to rank and file Communists who were members of labor
unions

{ ^Jj

This decision was carried out and from that time on the

Hollywood cultural faction was completely independent and had no official con-

nection with the local management of the Communist Party.^ (ix)

To further protect the Hollywood luminaries who were then
flocking into the Communist orbit in such numbers, directives were issued that
«n party membership books were to be destroyed and all documentary evidence
of every kind was also to be destroyed^s^

In addition to the foregoing precautions, all units to

which personages belonged were made nclosed units'*. A "closed unit" is one
which retains the same membership continuously, taking in no new members,
thus preventing a leak*(^ ^S^i

Members of these units, when paying their dues to the /

party, merely bought the required dues stamps and then destroyed them^A^ J

Source D furnished to Agent a copy of a "strictly confi-
dential* report dated January 22, 1934 which was prepared by a party who had
been a member of the Communist Party and who may have been a member of the
Communist Party at the time the report was made. This report was made for
the "Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc." and contains much valu-
able preliminary information as this was approximately two years before the
Central Committee of the Communist Party, U.S.A. at New York City began to
realize the possibilities of the motion picture industry to the Cosauinist
Party. This report is copied herein:i^f(>-)

C
"Subject! Activities of Individual Communists

and Organizations in Hollywood* J. 7^
"The following information on individual Communists

and Communist organizations, subsidiary and otherwise, operating in
Hollywood, is furnished for your information^Sa^J

"The Los Angeles sub-district of District 13 of the)

Communist Party USA, now has a total of 105 units functioning in Los
Angeles and immediate vicinity, with a total membership of approxi-
mately 17$0 persons. This, however, does not include membership of
several thousand in their numerous subsidiary and auxiliary organisat-
ions.

-4-
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"la Hollywood proper, there have been established six

separate units of the Communist Party during the past five months,' at

the beginning of which there existed only one unit whose activities

nere sonswhat Halted, and the spreading of ita influence to the ex-

tent of the formation of six units is a significant barometrical read-

ing of the growth of the party in HollywoodAg

"While there are six units that are acknowledged, there

is a seventh which night be termed a shadow unit, which is being kept

secret until some time after February. This seventh unit is composed

mainly of former Socialist Party members who have broken away from the

Socialist Party and have become affiliated with the Coamunist Party
and the existence of this unit will not be made known until after the

state convention of the Socialist Party. Among the notable members of

this latter unit, are Ur. and Urs. NASH, having been identified as

state secretary of the Socialist Party.^fV tU

"The former Socialist Party headquarters located at 1A53

Vine St* , Hollywood, has been taken over by the Connmnist Party and its

subsidiaries* Among some of the organizations holding meetings there

are the JOHN REST CLUB, the Pen k Hammer Club, and a recent newly or-
ganised social group of the motion picture workers* This headquarters

is known as the Commonwealth House.^ ^Xa.)

"One of the Communist Party units held Its meeting at
the Commonwealth House on Thursday, January 11th, at which comprehen-
sive reports on the activities of this unit and its members during tee

past and on Its future work was rendered* Dm major concentration de-
cided upon the building of the Motion Picture Workers Union^H^^)

"A Mr* WOLF, an organizer of one of the Hollywood Units
of the Coamuniat Party, known both as HERMAN WOLF and HARVET WOU, i*
the organiser of the nnr revolutionary union, which is known as the
"Motion Picture Workers Industrial Union*" It appears that WOLF warn

formerly employed as a laboratory worker in a studio and has a wide
acquaintance among the workers in the motion picture industry, and he

.

is now applying himself assiduously to the building of this new unionist

"The Communist Party fraction of the new union is coa-
posed of WCLP, NEIL BRANT, the QQLDBLATT brothers (Toung Communist
League members) EDDY CLASS, BILL CHEER, HELUAR BEROUN, IOU HKIF5T2,
Mr. and Mrs* GORDON, Gardenia, and a few others. Not all the fraction
members ere members of the Communist Party, and though this is in
what of an unusual situation, it is permitted in this instance because
of the superlatively revolutionary psychology and Ideas of the persons
involved. They follow the party line and decisions unerringly
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"From confidential reporta, 7J0LF is being careful in
his selection of members for the union and appears to be concentrating
on the carpenters, painters and other laborers, and is shying away at
this time from the writers. This is mainly because the inarticulate
worker is more tractable than the intellectual and can be counted upon
to follow the leaders' instructions or appeals in the case of an emer-
gency.^^

"The policy in building the new motion picture union is
to carefully build up a solid membership of the studios anpioyees, then
when the membership is sufficiently strong enough* WOLF and the other
party members will propose affiliation with the Trade Union Unity
League and it is believed that the rank and file of the membership will
have by this time been sufficiently impregnated with Communist Party
psychology* After this move has been accomplished* the writers and
other more temperamental of the workers will be solicited for member-
ship^^

"As a means to an end* an association of motion picture
employees has been organized. This organization bears the front of a
social organisation, but is in reality utilized as a recruiting field
for the new motion picture employees union.£y (|jlJ

"This social group meets with and listens to HHUiAB B5RG-
UAN and other smooth tongued Communists, and absorbs Communist genua
without realizing it. YtoLF refers to the social group as the "educa-
tional** group and is frank among the comrades in the party in Hollywood
to admit that it was .organized for the purpose of lining up prospects
for the union.C*4(ls,J

"Other brevities on Communist Party activities in Holly-"Other brevities on Co
wood include the following^!(Si (\k)

"The Hollywood section of the Communist Party commemorated
the passing of NICOLAI LENIN at their own section, Sunday night, January
21at at the Commonwealth House, 1453 Vine St. (rear) at 3 p.m.; Dr.
TASHJIAN was the chairman of the meeting, and KEEL BRANT was the
apeaker^J^

"Members of the Hollywood section of the Communist Party
have received instructions from the sub-district headquarters in Los
Angeles that the election campaign will be one of the major campaigns
of the party this year. Every party member stands instructed to regis-
ter "Communist". The old evasion of "decline to state", is definitely
abolished and all party members moat register "Communist P^J

8
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"The Hollywood section of the Communist Party is

planning to establish the Daily Worker in Hollywood (The Daily Work-

er is the official organ of the Connmnist Party in the United States).

It appears that after considerable dickering, they have made arrange-
ments with the owner of a newsstand located at 6363 Hollywood Blvd.

to stock and carry this publication and copies may be procured at this

address at the present time*\^
f uj

"One of the outstanding activities of the Hollywood
section of the party is the maintenance of a propaganda group as the

"Hollywood Discussion Club," which trading on the leniency of the

School Board in its policy of permitting Communist subsidiaries and
Communist camouflaged organizations to use the school buildings for

their propaganda work, organized a committee to arrange and conduct
meetings of the Hollywood Discussion Club. The committee first se-
cured the 7ine St. School for these meetings. Meetings were held in
this building for a matter of several months, then it became apparent
that the location was not the best so far as drawing power was con-
cerned, and accordinglyf the committee sought a more advantageous lo-
cation, with the result that the school building located at the corner
of Santa Monica Bird, and Van Ness Ave. is now being utilized for dis-
semination of all sorts of Communist propaganda. Party members be*
lieve that larger crowds will be attracted in this location and that
the party's influence will grow among those attending these meetings
in the near future V\,0

"A Communist Party member named WILLIAM GHIER, who is
also an actor and now employed in the studios, has conducted negotia-
tions with the School Board for the use of the school buildings. In
his applications for permits to the Board and when appearing before
them, he is known as WILLIAM GREEN, and it appears from his talk or
cover with members, that he wears the ultimate in the matter of facial
innocence and expression, and is never suspected of being a Communist.
In the past, at regular intervalsjrit has been necessary for him to
appear before the School Board fdr-a renewal of the permit to use the
building, and at these times this mild appearing Communist used the
fictitious name o£Jfr. WILLIAM GRESf, impressing the Board members
with his integrity^ (u

}

"Several interesting new members nave been added to

the Communist Party units in Hollywood, among them being, DON GORDON,
the writer, BEN ?RIVAL, the artist, who has a small studio located at
6766 Hollywood Blvd., PBI7AL has been active in the John Reed Club;
his wife, ZQHA FRIVAL is also a party member* Another recent party



member Is PAUL HIAN, who conducts the Hollywood Book Store on Holly-

wood Blvd. KTAN is a student and a clever writer and is, incidentally

also very active in the John Reed Club, His nam de plane is MICHAEL
QUIN and he is on the staff of the "Partisan", the John Reed Club pub-

lication, and is now attached to Unit #4 as Agitprop director, but will

only remain until such time as this unit develops sufficiently to pro-

vide an agitprop director to take-his place. By territorial division

he belongs to another of the Hollywood Units^^\jcJ

"The "Partisan'1 is the official publication of the John

Reed Clubs of Hollywood, Carmel and San Francisco with mailing address

Box 2088, Hollywood, and is termed the "revolutionary journal of art,

literature and opinion." It is published in Hollywood, Cal. and made
its first appearance in Volume 1, #1, December, 1933^(u)

"The writers and artists union of the John Reed Club
meets separately every Wednesday night at the Commonwealth House, 1A53
Tine St., rear.^l '

"One of the other units of the Hollywood section of the
Communist Party is concentrating on agitation among the laundry workers
in the Hollywood territory* Leaflets have been distributed among work-
ers in the Hollywood Laundry at Sunset and Tujunga, and others at the
Community Laundry and the Pride Hand Laundry. NEIL BRANT is the direct-
or of the laundry activities of the Hollywood section and will present
a plan of action for the units in the near future.^

( (a^

"Other Communist subsidiaries existing in Hollywood
proper include: Two branches of the International Labor Defense, name-

ly the Ben Boloff Branch and the Karl Leibknecht branch, German speak-
ing. Two units of the Young Communist League, and two Young Pioneer
troops, and International Workers Order, adult branch and International
Workers Order, youth branch; a branch of the ICOR and a unit of the Work
ers Ex-Servicemen 1 s League. Also the Communist Party has fraction mem-
bers in five groups of the Bellamy Clubs; one of said groups sends dele-
gates to the "Anti War Conference" and to the "United Front Conference
Against Fascism. fSqJ OO)

"There also exists in connection with the John Reed Clubs
the block of painters engaged in frescoe and aural paintings; a branch
of the W.I.R. (Workers International Relief) is in process of formation.
Already there is functioning a Workers Film and Photo League, under the
leadership of the W.I.R.; it is composed chiefly of petty bourgeoisie
elements, but it holds alluring possibilities for exploitation by the
Communists; CLARK, a cameraman and member of Unit fth Communist Party is
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assisting in the extension of this organization. There ia also a branch
of the National Students League in Hollywood, which was organised by the

Young Communist League ^
* "The "Red front", an organisation of Communist members

for use as defense squads and strong arm tactics when cooing in conflict
with the police, has been organized during the past several months* It
is described by the Communists as the vanguard of the Communist Party

' and members from each of the 105 units are assigned to this organization*
The "Bed front" is already well organized in Hew York, Chicago and other
metropolitan centers, and will always be found at the front in fights,
demonstrations and other places where serious struggle is anticipated on
the part of Communist Party leadership.^ (ll )

"The Belief Workers Protective Union is a Communist or-
ganization of workers on county relief roll; has two locals located
throughout Hollywood, as well as a Communist Party fraction working in / .

one of the Hollywood Unemployed Cooperative Relief Association units^»(^)

"Will endeavor to keep you advised from time to time of
any outstanding progress being made by the Communists in their endeavor
to penetrate into the motion picture industry, or any other activities
that may interest you«^\| {y>^)

Source D also on February 20, 1933 furnished to the Asso-
ciation of Motion Picture Producers, Inc., a report in which Source stated
that the Communists "John Reed Club of Hollywood was a branch of the inter-
national Union of Revolutionary Writers and Artists," meabera of which are
to be found amond the writers, actors, actresses, artists and scenic painters
and others employed in the various motion picture studios{\J^u_)

Source further stated that a communication from the*Wbrk-
ers International Relief addressed to JOSEPH TURCRTHSKI was available which
made mention of the fact that SAM OHNITZ-y a writer, was employed by one of

studios and that a copy of a letter' b-f ORNITZ* addressed to the Interna-
tional Labor Defense in Los Angeles was also avaiiablelNj (jA-J

Source then stated "The Workers International Relief is
a Communist subsidiary and auxiliary mass organisation having a dual mission,
that of rendering assistance and relief in strikes, and has charge of prole-
tarian cultural activities, presenting propaganda films and entertainment,
and the establishing of Communist children's summer camps. 11 It further
stated that the national chairman of the Workers International Relief, BISHOP
WILLIAM ISDNTQQUERy BROWN, is an avowed Communist and its national secretary,
ALFRED WAGENKNECHT, is a member of the Central Executive Committee of the
Communist Party, U.3,A^^
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Source stated that JOSEPH TUHCHINSKT, to whom the lei

was addressed, is an active and militant member of the Coauaunist Party, in

charge of Workers International Relief in this section. Source further

stated that "The International Labor Defense with which SAM ORNITZ is con-

nected, is another of the Communist subsidiary and auxiliary mass organi-

zations, functioning for the defense of persons (particularly Communists)

arrested for seditious activities against the Government, and the defense

of Communists and Sympathizers arrested for unlawful activities during

strikes, demonstrations, riots-, and other disturbances^ £^
C0NT3MF0RAKT FTTH DISTRIBUTORS

Source E in 1935 made a report to the employer of Source

B relative to the above-named organization.. This report is copied in full

v
"HE* Aaron Brodsky

"There is, in Los Angeles, a group which calls itself the

"Contemporary Film Distributors". Those comprising the group are AABDN

BB3DSKT, KATE BBODSKT (his wife) CHANCIER WESTON and his wife. AARON

BBODSKT is the general head of the group*

"AARON BBODSKT is the western representative of the

Garrison Film. Company, a company producing liberal and revolutionary

motion pictures in the east. -It is controlled and financed by Commun-

ists, although this fact is shrouded in secrecy. The production of

these films is a part of the propaganda program of the Communist Party.

"Naturally, BBODSKT handles principally Garrison fiias

but he is not restricted in this matter. A brief review of the cir-

^ cuostancee leading up to BHODSKT'S present enterprise, ie necessary to

^*aa understanding of the situation as it exists today.

"In 1935, AARON BBODSKT Joined the Communist Party. He

was also a member of the Fila and Foto League, a left-wing group of

Bohemian type persona who had aspirations to become actors and actresses.

"Later, the Film and Foto League was reorganised and the

"New Film Group" supplanted it. After a brief existence, this organi-

sation was in turn dissolved in February, 1935* One half of the member-

ship, interested in the production end of the business, is still loosely

holding together, talking about making revolutionary or liberal pictures,

v

- 12 -



but actually doing nothing* The other part of the membership, less

interested in the "arty" phase of the business than in the more lucra-

tive "showing" of the pictures, set itself up in business* In spite

of the fact that the name they adopted (Contemporary Film Distributors)

gives the impression of big business, there are only four persons in
the entire organization, and they are Communists*

"BRQDSKT himself, makes a salary of from $150 to $200

per month, at present, on the showings of motion pictures* This salary

is based on "labor charges" he makes for shoving pictures to various or-

ganizations, groups, affairs, etc. When sound pictures are shown, a
larger charge is made than for a silent picture. In adoition to this,

BHDDSKY receives a 10$ commission from the Garrison Film Company, when
he shows a Garrison film* However, his steady income is derived from a
job which he holds, but which is not known to this writer*

"Every effort is made to delude the public as to the

true character of the revolutionary films, not only by BRDDSKT but by
the Communist Party as well - IF - it is thought that only by such

deceit can they guarantee that the pictures will be shown* For in-
stance, it is known to a few leading Communists, that a woman known
as Miss WILSON, bargained with the Public Library for the showing of
certain pictures. Hiss WILSON assured the Library employee that these
pictures had no connection whatever with the Communist Party or with
Communism* She produced a card (one of which is attached hereto) show-
ing that these pictures were to be shown in the Hollywood Women's Club*
Her listener was convinced that if the pictures were to be shown in so

reputable a place, they must be above criticism t But - these cards
were on display in the offices of the Communist Party, and the "Sfodern

Film Group" which purported to be presenting the pictures was actually
a email group of Communists attached to the Professional Section of the
Communist Party*

"Another card accompanies this article, which lists four
of this same group of pictures and showing, that this group of pictures
was to be shown in the Industrial Section's Headquarters* The Indus-
trial Section is a section of the Communist Party* In comparing the
two cards attached, it will be found that pictures, 2, 3, U and 5 are
the same in both instances* It is ridiculous to assume that the so-
called "Modern Film Group" would have no connection with Communism or
the Communist Party, with evidence like this on hand*
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"It is timely to suggest that organizations, clubs, etc,,

which are approached by personable men or women who make attractive

offers for the showing of motion pictures, should make a thorough inves-

tigation of the persons approaching them, and of the film or films of-

fered, before making any arrangements. These Connunist agents hare

developed a finished technique and can make a thorn appear as attractive

as a rose.

"This policy has been adopted by the Contemporary Film

Distributors, as well. Urs. AARON BRDDSKY is the "front" for the or-

ganization, making contacts with various organizations and groups and

attending to all business arrangements. BRODSKY attends to the tech-

nical end of showing the films. Mrs. BHDDSKT is the bookkeeper for the

group, as well*"

The first "card" referred to in the report above is iden-

tified as follows

s

"The Best of Foreign Films at the Industrial

Section, 5i6i S. Spring St."

The second "card" is identified as follows:

"Modern Film Group present*
Five internationally important Sound Films I • • . *

Hollywood Cornea's Club, 7078 Hollywood Blvd."

The five films mentioned on card No* 1 are the following:

"Thunder Over Mexico"
Mexican Film by EIS2NSTEB and
UPTON SINCLAIR

"Crime and rtmishaent",
French FUnTwith HARKT BAUERS

"Alone* - Russian Film

"A. Nous La Liborte"
French Film by Bene Clair

"The Wave" /,

Beautiful Film of Mexico today
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The five pictures mentioned on Card No. 2 are the follow-

ing:

1. "Youth of Maxim" - Russian
Directed by KOSINTSSV & TRAUEERG

2. "Crime et Punishment'1 - French
. _ Directed by PIERRE CHSHAL, with music by

HONNEGSR

3. "Alone" - Russian
Directed by KOSINTSEV & TRAUBERG, music
by SH0ST0KOVITCH

4* "A Nous la IAberte" - French
Directed by RENE CLAIR

5. "The Ware" (Redes) - Mexican
With photography by PAUL STRAND

It will be noted that four of the fire pictures are listed
on both cards* It is reported that all of these films are of a propaganda
nature*

WORKERS' Fllli AND FOTO LEAGUE

Source- F furnished)to vAgent a copy of a confidential re-
port concerning the activities of the Workers Film and Foto League which held
a mass meeting on February 6, 1V35 at the Commonwealth House, 1453 Vine Street.
Hollywood* California. Several of the Conmunist Party members who were most
active at that time are still active in the affairs of the Communist Party in
Los Angeles at the present time* SAM ORNITZ, the featured speaker on that oc-
casion, is one of the stauncheet Communists in California today* This report
is as follows t

-

"Preliminary activities are in progress in Hollywood;
for the organization of a bona fide Workers* Film and Photo League*
These activities include the holding of meetings to which the publio
and persona interested in the production of motion pictures* are in-
vited* Interesting talks, as well as the showing of motion pictures,
are provided for entertainment* The talks are designed to inform the
people of the aspirations and plans of the new organisation*

"In the past, there has been in existence a small group
which called itself the Workers* Film and Photo League, but this small

group was handicapped for lack of funds, for want of^upport from tech-
nicians and was in reality a one-man organization* ' J. SBUNOFF owns

- 15 -
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the camera and some of the paraphernalia , and he has done most of the

photographing and other work alone. Now, however, it is planned by cer-

tain or the. Coodunist Party members , to make a real organization out of

the remnants of the old, with a Party fraction guiding the organization*

Among those Party members who are active in forming the new group, are

BETTY SMITH, recently arrived from New York, Mr. SALTER, also from New

York, EDDIE 0' TOOLE, Bill* i£LLLER, BILL GHI2R and the WALLACES*

"On Tuesday, February 6th, SAM ORNITZ was the featured

speaker at one of these meetings. The meeting was held in Commonwealth

House, 1453 Vine Street. Approximately 65 people were present. An ad-

mission charge of 151 was made.

"ORNITZ said that the purpose of the League was to even-

tually produce motion pictures, depicting events in the class struggle,

etc. In order to produce pictures which may be put on a paying basis,

it is necessary to draw into the League film technicians, camera men,

grips, cutters, electricians, etc, ORNITZ warned his listeners that

they must not come into the Workers* Film and Photo League with the ex-

pectation of winning personal glory or fane. They must not come in for

"art's" take* They must come into the League with the full understand-

ing that association with the organisation will place upon them the

stigna of being called a Bed; They must come into the organisation un*

derstanding that they will have to face HXNES and his murderous Red
Squad; they can expect that when they go out. to photograph scenes at a
demonstration, they will probably be thrown" into jail and get their
heads bashed in, as well. However, ORNITZ added, the members of this
League will have the compensation of -a conscience which rests assured

in its conviction that the owner of said conscience, has done his best
for the revolutionary cause. "Personally*, said OENITZ, *X don't see

any fun in living unless you can take these chances. I don't know what
justification there is for your living unless you are willing to be
beaten up or jailed for the cause of the revolution* *

"ORNITZ sneered at- the type of motion pictures which is
being produced. He said that the actors are tired of love scenes and
"all that rubbish*. They want to make revolutionary pictures, which
actually deal with the class struggle. He declared that it was a reve-
lation to him when he found that so many of the actors and extras are
Red.

"ORNITZ spoke of having been in Kentucky and of seeing
the hunger, misery and want of the poor people there. He said it would
have been invaluable if he could have made pictures of the children
with their bodies emaciated from hunger, and their little legs that
looked like sticks. He added that he is under indictment in Kentucky
and that he was exiled from there. *, V
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"He declared that the major atudloa are now consider-

ing making aoaa Russian pictures* He told of tha gradual radicaliaa-
tion or aoaa of tha greater lights in. tha picture business. He re-
ferred to "Red Square", the picture which Columbia was preparing to

make. He said, in connection with this, that LAWRENCE STAI.LTNGB was
assigned to write the script for "Red Square". STALLINGB had always
been viciously opposed to the Soviet Union. In fact, he became furi-

ous when the revolutionary country waa mentioned in his presence* In -

order to gather the proper information for his assignment, he went to

Russia in the company of IflXESTONB, the directors who is a Russian by
birth*

"After spending a little time in Russia, MILESTONE and
STALLINGS returned tc America. STALLDJGS 1 sentimenta towards tha Soviet
Onion appeared to have undergone a complete change* He is now quite
sympathetic towards Russia, and the script which he wrote for "Bed
Square - proved to be exceedingly sympathetic towards the Red Government*

"At this point, IAU HEIFETZ, who waa sitting in the audi-
ence, asked ORNITZ for permission to make a statement* ORNITZ begged
that he do so, and HEEFETZ said, "Comrades, I have bad news for you* I
waa at Columbia today and they are not going to make "Red Square"* I

saw the script which STAHJNGS wrote and regard it aa the finest piece
of literary work I have seen for some time."

"ORNITZ displayed great chagrin at this announcement*
HEIFETZ added further that the publicity man at Columbia said to him*
"There 1 9 no use talking - we're got to sell the Americans on Russia."

"The meeting then continued in ita informal way. with
questions from the floor, and either ORNITZ or O'T0OI£ answering them.

"Someone in the audience asked if any technicians be-
longed to the Film and Photo League as yet* I T00X2 replied that
there are camera men, cutters and writers* in the membership at present.
It might be mentioned at this point that he announced that HARHZ KOUEB,
formerly a member of the YCL, is a cutter at U.G*M*

"Scrape of pictures which SBUNOFF had taken, were shown,
at this time, but because they were shorts and were not correctly as-
sembled the effect waa bad*"
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LARGE FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTORS IP THE COMMUNIST PARTT AT AN

SAffLT DATE

Sourca a furnished the Agent a copy of a report which na
prepared early in 1936 for certain picture producers. This report ia a* fol-

lows: £4

- - "from among the fabulous-salaried executives, directors,

actors, scenario writers, etc., of the motion picture industry, hare

come the Communist Party's most liberal financial supporters. Without

the huge monthly contributions of these persons, the Goaaunist Party

would have been handicapped in maintaining the extensive headquarters

at 224 S. Spring Street and at 230 S. Spring Street^! (U.)

"These contributors are given the utmost in protection

by the Communist Party. One trusted Party member acts as collector,

and once each month, visits the various contributors for the purpose of
making the collections. An official receipt is given* Only a trusted

few of the Party members know the names of the contributors. There is

one outstanding example of exposure, and that was the case of where

JAMBS CAGNET'S name was broadcast after letters had bean found, identi-

fying him as a Communist sympathizer and supporter* This experience

caused a tightening of the apparatus handling collections, etc.Q^fO-J

"JAMES CACHETS name is among those at the head of the

list of heavy cotii^i^utors^- He can be counted upon to make additional

contributions in emergency cases, as well as to maintain his regular
monthly payments • 1>J\

"FRANK DAVIS, assistant producer and director, whose
hone is at 338 N. Barrington Drive, Brentwood Heights, makes a regular
monthly- donation of $500.00 to the Communist Party. DAVIS recently

flew his own plane to tuna, where he was married to TBSS SL2SINGER.
TESS SLESIttGER, incidentally, divorced her fonaer husband because he
did not share her radical ideas. -She is a scenario writer* She, lika

DAVIS, is a staunch supporter of Conmunisd*(^ ^u.)

"Last May, FRANK DAVIS, accompanied by Mrs* BERTL LA
CAVA, wife of GHEQQKT LA CAVA (motion picture director), went to Russia*

He declared that his purpose in visiting Russia was to determine for

himself, that HEARST was printing lies about that country* DAVIS said

he was going to fly over the Ukraine and convinca himself that starvation

was unknown there.^e^^^

"Before leaving for New Tork, on the first stage of the

Russian trip, FRANK DAVIS made a gift of a Ford 7-8 coupe to the Los

Angeles Section of the Communist Party. The Ford had -teen one of his

personal cars and the signing over of the certificate of ownership
seemed a trifling thing to him. At the time he left for Russia, he.



was donating $100.00 per manth to the Party, The increasing of the

monthly contribution to $500.00 apparently indicates that his devo~'

tion to Communism has increased considerably since that time^o^ |LLj

"It may be interesting to note here that last summer,

the C.E.C. of the Communist Party sent a man known only as "LAWRENCE*,

from New York to Los Angeles, for the specific purpose of organizing

the wealthy sympathizers into a disciplined group. These wealthy Com- -

munist sympathizers were told that the Party needed their support and

would protect them. Since that time, the monthly collections have been

made in an organized manner and the income of the Communist Party has

been incredibly increased. A certain percentage of all collections re-

mains in the treasury of the Los Angeles^ Section, some goes to the Dis-

trict and the balance to New Tork.^V) (Xj

*?IARI0N AINSLES, scenario writer, was also among the con-

tributors to the Party. Last summer, she was donating $50,00 per month.

In September, she went to Russia to join her husband, who has been a

student in the University of Moscow for about three years. He is major-

ing in "Organization" and upon his return to the United States, the Party

will assign him to some major position in this field. MARION AINSLES

will return to America with her husband, and without a doubt, her dona-

tions will resume their regularity \\)^)

"SAM CRNITZ, writer, has long been identified with the

revolutionary movement. His monetary contributions to the cause of

revolution and the sovietization of the United States, are made through

the International Labor Defense. Besides his monetary contributions,

he contributes much in writing. He also speaks at various radical af-
fairs and is mightily interested in the production of motion pictures

which will act as mediums for the dissemination of revolutionary pro*
paganda. (^0^)

"OUT END0HB, writer, is also listed as a sympathiser and
contributors^^jjs *

"RUTH CHATTEHS0N, the star, is described as being extreme-

ly sympathetic and can be counted upon to make liberal contributions when

called uponC^^jO^

"LIONEL STANCES, the comedian who is becoming so popular,

is a member of the Communist Party and is probably assessed by the Party,

for a considerable percentage of his large salary^s^
jjj^
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"FRANK TUTTIS, motion picture director, is among the dev-

otees to the Soviet idee. The extent of hie contribution to the move-

ment, has not been learned by the writer, but it is understood that he

is most liberal. His wife, TANXA, was the sponsor of a large affair

held at the fashionable Trocadero, some time ago, the proceed* of which

went to the Scottoboro Defense

"ECWAKD G. ROBINSON, star, is an admitted Communist sym-

pathizer. He contributes heavily. Last summer, he attended the "protest

meeting" held at the Vine Street Playhouse in Hollywood, which was held

for the purpose of the so-called attack upon BILL GHIER. It may be re-

called that BILL GHIKR, a member of the Communist Party, was assisting

in the presentation of the anti-fascist play, "Till the Day I Die", at

the Vine Street Theater, at that time. One night, he claimed, he was

way-laid as he left the Theatre and severely beaten. CoEauniste and sym-

pathisers immediately arranged the protest meeting, at which C2HER, lean-

ing heavily upon a cane and attempting to look wan, wae the star* EDWARD

G. ROBINSON attended this meeting, occupying a seat down front. He wae

among those most vociferously voicing their anger at the attack upon CHEER

"It was learned that KING VIDOR is beginning to show left-

ward tendencies. At a meeting of writere and press correspondent* , KING

VIDOR remarked that Russia is making the very best motion pictures being

produced anywhere in the world today* He attributed this fact to the

fact that the producers "are not hampered by having to consider box-office

results 11
, as the Soviet Union is not interested in profits.

"VICTOR SHAPIRO, publicity man at Twentieth-Century Fox,

has joined the band of Communist supporters. He is willing to contri-

bute not only money but his ability as publicity man, as well, offering

all of the facilities at hie command, for conversion to Communist re-

quirements «£]sj^v)

"It has been report*! that LEWIS MILESTONE is rapidly be-
coming a believer in the Russian precepts, and that he is willing to

contribute to the cause in any way he is able to*

"It may be apropos to make some reference here to the play,

"Bury the Dead. " On March 29th, this play was read at the ffomens' Club

on Hollywood Boulevard, with FREDERIC MARCH and his wife, FIXJRENCB EL-

DHEDGE, reading-tUe-aa3°r roles. Among the notables attending this read-

ing were JAMES CACHET, LIONEL STANDER, ONSLOW STSV5US, DUDLET NICHOLS (who

recentiy-j»fused .to accept the academy award, claiming that it was not a

fairly conducted procedure and that it is an empty gesture), FRANK TUTTIS

and his wife and JOHN CR01T-1ELL, the well known director who has a magni-

ficent estate in Hidden Valley* ^ ^

\



"It ia understood that there has been considerable

friendly rivalry among the directors and actors, in attempts to secure

the coveted roles. A clipping from the Western Ttorker" indisputably

identifies some of these motion picture celebrities with the powerful

anti-war play, (enclosed). In the Los Angeles Times of April 19th,

1936, an article appeared, wording of which was as follows,

" fBUHX THE DEAD 1 TO BE PRODUCED.

" 'The reception accorded 'Bury the Dead 1 in New York

has prompted Contemporary Theatre to produce this anti-war play in Los

Angeles.

" »Following a conference with JOHN CSOMTELL and EOON

BREECHER, who »m co-direct, Contemporary Theatre has announced that

'Bury The Dead' will go into rehearsal immediately. According to the

present plans, it will open in May.

'

"(SERGE HELLGR52J, who is credit manager for the loan as-

sociation conducted by the Fox Studios, and who is head of the safety

department as well, is a heavy contributor to the revolutionary move-
merit. He contributes to every campaign and activity. He is employed

at the Fox V/estwood Studios. ^
"CLIFFORD ODETTS, well known writer, is another Communist

Party member and supporter. He came to Hollywood recently from New York
and accepted a position- at $2500.00 per week at Paramount Studios.

"Regarding: CLIFFORD ODETTS.

"The following was learned today from a reliable and
extremely- confidential source. _

a^r
"CLIFFORD ODETTS is the author of the anti-fascist play,

"Til the Day I Die" and of "Waiting for Lefty" • These plays created a
great furor when presented. For a long time, ODETTS, although a well
known writer and playwright, had been struggling for a livelihood in
New York.

"After the smash successes of his plays, the motion pic-
ture producers sat up and took notice of him. He was offered an enticing
job at the salary of $2500.00 per week, in Hollywood. It appears that
ODETTS did not even have to make up his own mind on the matter, for the
C.E.C. of the Communist Party - upon learning of the offer - instructed
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0D5TTS to go to Hollywood without delay and accept the
ODETTS carried oat his instruction and upon reaching Hollywood, signed
a contract for two years or so. ODETTS draws a salary of $2500.00 per
week which if promptly confiscated by the Coomonist Party, and ODETTS
is given a retail allowance by the Party«"(^ Ut^

INTRODUCTION OF COMMUNIST PARTY ACTIVITIES IN HOLLYWOOD 1OTI0H
PICTURE. LABOR UNIONS

Source H has stated that it was not until 1934 that the
Communist International (Comintern) headquarters in Moscow, Russia discovered
the tremendous possibilities of the motion picture as a means of propaganda
to serve the foreign policy of the Soviet Union and spread its brand of Com-
munism everywhere throughout the world wnere motion pictures are showny^/

^
LL)

Source stated that up to that time, which was the latter
part of 1934, the Communist Party in the United States had had no specific
instructions to concentrate on the Hollywood motion picture industry with
the object of capturing the labor unions of the workers in that industry and
influencing others in cultural fields in Hollywood, (IfULJ

Source stated that this is correct is borne out by what
took place at a meeting of the Communist faction of Los Angeles County held
at 2500 Brooklyn Avenue, Boyle Heights, in the fall of 1933 at which time
SAMUEL DARCY, then the Communist Party organizer of District 13 of the Party
under which the territory of Southern California operates, severely criticized
one of the comrades for mentioning the possibility of penetrating the motion
picture industry. DARCY said at that time that Communists had no business
wasting their efforts in "swanky Hollywood" . Their place, he said, was down
in the industrial districts, the .shipyards and the harbor where the real Com-
munist work was to be done/\J \M

fttttat[_Source H stated) tttat at about the same time, or shortly
before that time, a Russian motion

1

picture director, SERGEI EIS3NSTSIN, had
->»jttade a picture in Mexico In cooperation with UP?QN SINCLAIR, called "Thunder

Over Mexico". This picture was called "an epoch of revolution" by Communists
and sympathizers. It was exhibited extensively in the United States and at
the Lux 'Theater in Hollywood.

KISEWSTEIN caste to Hollywood at this time and was received
with much acclaim by executives, writers and actors alike* He was wined and
dined and shown every consideration* He was much impressed with the industry
but criticized the type of pictures made* He stated that they were not suffi-
ciently socially conscious*
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Source stated that lata in 1934 SISHtfSTKIN returned to
Russia and has never returned to the United States so far as Source is in-
formed. Source further stated that not long after EISEN5TEIN arrived In
Russia an article was published in the "Communist", the official monthly
organ of the Comintern in the United States* fln_this article the poisibil-
ities of Communist penetration of the Hollywood^ motion picture industry was
stressed and propaganda possibilities of the motion pictures were enlarged
upon. Source further stated that in the spring of 1935 direct orders cane - -

down "in mimeographed form (these communications are called "directives*)
from the top structure of the Party to all units in the Los Angeles section
that there must be an intense concentration on Hollywood and the motion pic-
ture industry* The article emphasized the fact that the Communists must try
to capture the labor unions for, if this could be done, they could be of much
service in influencing the type of pictures produced and thus serve the Soviet
cause. 1 The article emphasized that at the same time work aust be done among
the cultural group, writers, artists, actors, actresses, and others, to enlist
their assistance toward the Communist cause*

There is being set out below a history of activities of
the Communist Party as they were applied to the labor unions in the motion
picture industry in Hollywood from the year 1934 when the Communist Party de-
cided to enter that tieId, until the present time*

H0U3VPQD STUDIO UNIOKS

^Source. I, who has been a ntember of the A.F. of L* labor
unions in Hollywood for many years, has statedjthat the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees, an autonomous group of local unions identified
with the American Federation of Labor, is one of the oldest group of unions
now in existence in the United States* In fact it is older than the American
Federation of Labor itself*

Tfhen it affiliated with the A.F. of L* in the early nine-
ties of the last century it was granted jurisdiction over the working crafts

"In the theatrical business, stage carpenters, stage electricians, property
men, grips, flymen, and later when the motion pictures came into existence,
the motion picture machine operators*

Source stated that when the motion picture industry case
into existence it was looked upon aa a branch or rather an extension of the
theatrical business, differing only in principle by reason of the fact that
the camera and projection machine were interposed between the actors and the
audience*
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/LSoxxrv I further state^ that by reason of this fact the
I.A.T.S.E, claimed jurisdiction oyer all workers in the motion picture indus-
try contending, and rightly, that their charter issued by the A.F. of L.
covered this field* Shortly after the first motion picture studio was erected
in Hollywood in 1911 the I.A.T.S.2. began organising the workers in the Holly-
wood studios. This was about the year 1912. This jurisdiction was recognised
and I.A.T.S.E* waa the only union organization in Hollywood for some years*

-to v-*
•djth<

"

- -- /Source I further stated] that in the meantime, with the
great expansion of the industry and the practice of building large outdoor
sets and spectacular effects which took the place of painted backgrounds and
makeshift sets, the building trade crafts, carpenters, painters, plasterers
and others were casting eyes on this field and preparing to enter it*

In 1921 the I.A.T.S.E. called a strike of its workers in
a dispute with the studios* Immediately the building crafts stepped in and
broke the strike, and succeeded In establishing themselves as a part of the
Hollywood studio union organisations where they have remained up to the pres-
ent time* The I.A.T.S.E. was left with a smaller group of locals whieh they
have succeeded in retaining* r v

r-
^

L Source I further statedjtoat in 1933 in a dispute with
the Hollywood producers, the I.A.T.S.E. called a strike. Again the building
trades, especially the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, broke
the strike by taking the place of the members of the I.A.T.S.E* This strike
was purely a jurisdictional one, as was the on*^M* 1921.

[Source I further statedj^t as a result of this fight
over jurisdiction, the workers in the motion picture industry in Hollywood
became very much disgusted and began deserting the unions* Membership of
all groups dropped until they could be numbered in a few hundreds instead of
thousands* The result was that a very chaotic condition existed in 1933 ss
many of the 'workers had lost confidence in the A.F. of L*

,

He stated that up until this time the Communist Party had
Sored the motion picture unions, not considering them worth bothering about*

It was concentrating on factories, shipping and large industrial concerns*
This was the Communist Party line at that time*

CSource I further stated that suddenly awaking to the sit-
uation and taking advantage of the disorganized condition of the studio unions,
the group of Communists and fellow travellers in Hollywood held a series of
meetings in the fall of 1933* the result of which was a, decision to enter the
action picture field, and in January of 1934 they created an organisation for
the purpose of entering the field* This organisation was the MOTION PICTURE
WORKERS INDUSTRIAL UNION* It was an independent group coop^et^Ly under the
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control of the Communist elements, taking orders from the local functionary

of the Communist Party
*]£ty

MOTION PICTURE WORKERS INDUSTRIAL UNION
. ^7u3
.Source J has informedjtha Los Angelas Bureau Office that

the-ilotion Picture Workers Industrial Union was formed on or about January 1,

1934* He has stated that this union was formed for the purpose of taking over

and organising all workers of all classifications in the motion picture indus-

try into one organization* Prior to that time, in 1933, he stated there was
a strike in the motion picture industry called by the I.A.T.S.2. which had a
foothold in the motion picture industry since about 1912* He stated that this

strike failed and due to the failure the I.A.T.S.E. structure practically fell

apart and there were left only about 160 members which gave an opportunity for
a new group to step in* The result was that the H.P.Yf.I.U. was set up and
began to function*

[This union was independent - was not affiliated with the

A.F. of L* (The C.I.O. at that time had not come into existence)* Source J

stated that although the LI.P.Tf.I.U. was under the control and domination of
the Communist Party, working through the Communist Party fraction cf the union,
it never affiliated with the Trade Union Unity League* Demands were made on
the organiser of this union, H. G. 'flOLFE by LAWRENCE BOSS' (the correct name of
LAV7R3NCS BOSS was LAWRENCE RQSENFSLD), the section secretary of the Communist
Party, ELMER HANOFF, organizer for the Communist Party, MATER BAYLIN, a func-
tionary of the Communist Party, and JAMSS ALLEN, organizational secretary-'Of

the Communist Party, made demands on WOLFE that the M.P.Vf.I.U. axi'iliate with
the T.U.U.L. Source stated that TfOLFE emphatically declined to affiliate and
the union continued to function as an independent union•'QH* ^U-}

The officers of this union were the following persons:

HELMER BERGMAN, President, January 1, 1934 to April 1, 1934.
WILFRED ff. LION, President, April 1, 1934 to February 1, 1935«
MILDRED FLEMING, Secretary*
ETTOHE CONTINI, Treasurer.
H* G. flOLFE, Organiser*
ED M* GILBERT, Member Executive Board*

sy DON GORDON, n n n

JOHB L30SCHEN, « »

LOUIS HEIFETZ, » "

RUDOLPH KOHL, " «

HELMER PEDERSON, » «

ARTHUR JOHNSON, »

BORIS GOLDBLATT, » * «--y
SAM GOLDBLATT, " « "
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^mpum BERQIAN. Source K has stated that BERGMAN was born in Sweden

bat is a naturalised citizen by reason of the naturalization of his father;

that BERGMAN was a propagandist for the Communist Party of Russia; that he

taught in tho Communist Workers School in Hollywood at 1757 North Highland

Avenue in 1934, that his subject was "The Communist Manifesto ^\(^{JlJ

Source stated that BERGMAN vent to Russia in 1935 with

HENRY McCARTY, a writer in Hollywood; that McCARTY paid the expenses of

both on this trip; that they stayed in Russia for about three or four months.

He stated that when they returned to the United States BERGMAN became the

local chairman of the American League Against War and Fascism, and that in

1935 BEEC2IAN attended the Communist Party Section Convention which viae held

at 226 South Spring Street, Los Angeles. He stated that at this convention

BERGUAN officially represented the American League Against War and Fascism*

Source further stated that in 1936 EEROIAN met with the Soviet representatives
of the Russian motion picture industry who were in Hollywood to select skilled

workers for the motion picture industry in Russia* He stated that BERGMAN
aided them in selecting this group to go to Russia and work in the Soviet
Union* He stated that some of the persons selected to gp to Russia were

HEIFER BERQiAN, WILFRED YT. LYON, BORIS GOIDBLATT, SAM GOLDBLATT, ALLEttJflJNTER

JAKES B. ALLAN, and some others, about ten or twelve in all* Of tftese parties

BSROiAN, L30H, and the two GOIDBLATTS were leaders in the Communist Party in
the Los Angeles area. He stated that BERQ1AN stayed in Russia about two years*

The others returned at the end of one year* He further stated that after BERG-

l^N returned from Russia he lectured at open forums, dinners, small community
forums, discussion clubs, all. of which were very pro-Soviet and pro-Communist*
He stated that BERGMAN carried on this activity until about one year ago when
he became inactive* He also stated that BERCKAN is a close associate of NORA
HELLGREN and her husband, GEORGE HELLGHEN, and that BERQJAN has made his head-
quarters at the HELLGHEN home since 1933«iy^U^ ^

NORA HELLGHEN. ^Source U has informed]the Los Angeles Bureau
^Office that NORA HKLLGHEN is an outstanding member of the Communist Party; that
>she was born in Pennsylvania and went ~bo Europe as a social worker) that she

was also on the Ford Peace Ship Mission which went to Europe during the World
War; that later she became the English secretary to CHICHERIN, the first for-
eign commissar in the Soviet Union* Source stated that she is very familiar
with Russian affairs; that she is one of the old trusted members of the Com-

munist Party in Hollywood; that she is about 58 years of age at the present
time* He stated that her husband, CEORCS HELLGHEN, was bom in Chicago, Ill-

inois of Swedish parentage; that GEORGE HELLGHEN is about forty years of age
and is the credit executive at the Twentieth Century Fox Studios; that he is

also the credit adviser of the Motion Picture Cooperative Buyers Guild* He

stated that it is his belief and understanding that CSORffi HELLGHEN is not a
member of the Communist Party, but that he supports everyt^iid^ that NORA

R,
cs
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HHXXGHEN believes in and follows the Communist Party line and is Just as en-
thusiastic about Communism as NORA HELLGHEU is, but it is believed that he
has never been accepted as a member of the Communist Party* I>u aJ

WTLLFRq) W. LYON . /Source N has infoimedtthat LYON was
born in New Jersey and is about 45 to 43 years of age; that ne was active in
liberal and discussion groups during the UPTON SINCLAIR campaign for Gover-
nor of California in 1934; that LYON is a high precision mechanic and an
expert on motion picture cameras. Source stated that LYON was employed in
1934 by the Mitchell Camera Company, manufacturers of motion picture cameras;
that he organized the men in that plant and brought them into the M.P.W.I.U.
Source stated that in 1936 he was selected by the representatives of the So-
viet government to go to Russia and work as a motion picture mechanic; that
LYON stayed in Russia about nine months and when he came back to this coun-
try he became active in the union organization in the C.I.O. Rubber Workers
Union. He stated that LYON was radical for years but was not a Communist
until he came back from Russia in 1937, at which time it was reported that
he joined the Communist Party and had been made a member of the Section Com-
mittee of the Communist Party in Los Angeles. Source stated that it was also
reported that he went to Salt Lake City more than a year ago and that it has
been further reported that he has dropped out of Communism completely and has
had no connection with the Communist Party in the last two years

rv
UIIDR'J) FLSfflG. [Source o has advised/that UHDRED FLEM-

ING was born in the United States and is approximately forty years of age;
that she was a reader in the studios and became secretary of the M.P.W.I.U.
He stated that when the M.P.V.M.U. was dissolved, she became an enthusiastic
member of the Motion Picture Democratic Committee and was married to STANLEY
ROGERS, an art director. He stated that she is a reader in the studios at
the present time. He further stated that she wrote articles for "Black and
White" in 1939* a publication put out by the Young Communists League. He fur-
ther stated that she was a member of the League of American Writers and very
active at the Hollywood Writers School* He stated that she is a very close
friend and associate of DON GORDON , a reader at Paramount, and a very active

-vfiiember and supporter of the Communist 'Party. He stated that her husband,
^STANLSY ROCSRS, is a sponsor of the National Federation for Constitutional

Liberties. Source further stated that ROGERS is also a member of the execu-
tive board of the Ifotion Picture Cooperative Buyers Guild. .

ETTORE CONTINI. [Source p has stated} that CONTIHI, the
treasurer of the li.P.W.I.U., was a reader at the Universal Studios and a
close friend of MHDRSD FLEMING and DON GORDON. He stated that in 1933 and
1934 CONTINI was a member of the Young Communists League; that he was appoint-
ed a delegate from the M.P.W.I.U. to the American Youth Congress which met in
Ios Angeles early in 1934. He further stated that CONTINI became a Civil
Service employee in the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office as a stenographer
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or el«rk In 1935 and that be is still employed la the Sheriff's Office.
Source P stated that it is believed that CONTZHI has not engaged in any
Cns—wist Party activity sine* he has boon in the Sheriff Office*

H, G, WOI*. (Source Q has staU^^t'lOIF was born at
/that bs was engaged in the theatricalCovington, Kentucky in lota, that he was engaged in the theatrical business

from about 19Q1 to about 1924 at which time he case to Hollywood and worked
in the Hollywood studios until about 1933* Source stated that HOLF becane
the organiser of the H.P.ff.I.U. January 1, 1934 and continued at organiser
until 1936 at which tine the union was dissolved* Source further stated
that VJOLF becam a member of the Ccamuaiet Party about November, 1933 and
left the Coomunist Party the latter part of 1935; that fro* 1935 to date he
has been employed as a utility worker in Hollywood sod is a member of Local
724 of the Utility Iferkers Union! A.P. of Hollywood, ,^

ED M. CliaSPJ . [Source B has advised)that GILBERT was
born in Vest Virgtnil"and is about 45 years of age; thatrhe ie at present
on the executive board of the M.P.W.I.U. Source has stated that by pro-
fession GHBBBt is a set designer or draftsman and that he is now employed
in various studios in Hollywood* He stated that in 1941 GILBERT was the
President of the set designers guild, which ie affiliated with the A.F. of
I~, a studio union* Source tags further stated that be has been a member of
the Cnmmnnlst Party since 1933 and has held many Communist Party fraction
meetings at his home and has been otherwise very active in the Communist
Party affairs; that he is a real fanatic on the subject of Communism*
Source further stated that in 1935 GQ2ERT mas the representative of the
top fraction of the Communist Party to the Labor Commission of the Commun-
iet Party for the city of Los Angeles | that be was a delegate to the Con-
ference of Studio Onions and a close associate of HKKHKHT K. SORRSLL, and
that he is and has been tor a long time a member of the Motion Picture Dem-
ocratic Committee*^

/bi
rU-J

CaHN P. HEMTSCHEL. fsomroo S has advised] that HHTISCHtt
was born in Montana and that he is about 38 years of agej titfi he is an irom

worker or prop maker and is regularly employed at the Hollywood studios*

Source stated that HXHTSCHEL is a member of Local 44f I.A.T.3.S. in Holly-
wood; that he was a member of the executive board. M.P.W.I.O. and has been
s sember of the Communist Party since 1934* Source stated that evidence of

bis membership in the Ow—mlst Party sad bis activities in the Communist
Party is contained in correspondence between BOT BODSOH, s member of the
Centre! Committee of the Communist Party in lev York City and the leading

Communist in trade union work in the Party and JSFP KIBHS, the leading Com-

munist in Hollywood trade union work at that time. (This information is

contained in fichibits Ho. 1 and 2 which will be attached to this report
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DON GORTON. Source T hM informed Agent that the Com-
munist Party rwme of DON GORDON is JOKH SKFTO100D and that he was born in

:. the state of Connecticut and is about 46 years of age. Source has stated
that fran 1934 to 1936 CORDON was a member of the executive board of the
ii.P.Tf.I.U. He further stated that GORDON has been a member of the Commua-
iat Party since 1936; that in 1936 he solicited Source to become a aeaber
of tfae Communist Party. Source further advised that GORDO? is at the bead
of the reading department of Paramount Studios at the present tine. He
further stated that GORDON 1* a aeaber of the League of American Writers and
that be hao taught at th* Writers School. He also stated that GORDON had
contributed articles to the magazine "Black and *7hite" published by the Young
Communists League and managed by WILL R0G3C, JR., and that he was also con-
nected with the "Clipper 1*, the ofricial organ of the League of Anerican
Writers.

JOHN LOOSCHEM . Source U has advised Agent that LOOSCHEH
was born in California and that he is about 47 years of age; that he is a
aeaber of Local 946 Studio Carpenters, A.P. of L. Source further advised
that' LOQSCJHQI was a member of the executive board and sergeant-at-arms of
the M.P.HM.U. He further advised that in 1934 I00SCH3! was a member of the
Pen and Homier Club and that he joined the Communist Party in 1934 and with-
drew about a year and a half later. Source stated, however, that LDOSCH3J
is still sympathetic to the Coraminist party. He further stated that LAOSCHEN
attended a meeting at the Qnbassy Auditorium about September, 1942 which meet-
ing was for the benefit of the "People* a World" and at which meeting UTKS QUXH,
a "People's World" columnist, and JOHN PITTMAH, another "People's florid" col-
umnist, were the principal speakers. He further stated that 5D RQBBIN, the
Corauunist Party radio commentator, was the chairman of this meeting*

IflUIS H5IF5TZ . Source 7 has informed that H3IFETZ was
born in Boston, J'assachusctts, and was a script rritor, that he is at the
present time a member of the Screen Writers Guild. Source stated that HSI-
FHTTT has never been a iiwrtiber of the Coaciunist Party, that he baa been so-
licited on many occasions to join the Party, but he has never done so, but
he alwaya follows the Communist Party line specifically.

^RUDOLPH KOHL . Source V has informed that K"HL is a mem-
ber of local 644 of the Studio Painters. He further advised that KOHL was a
member of the executive board of the M.P.V/.I.U. and was active in this union,
having recruited more members into the Communists than any one individual*
Source V stated that KOHL has been a member of the Communist Party since 1934.
He advised that KOHL was appointed a regional director of the Hollywood Studio
organization campaign of the C.I.O. in 1934 by HAHHX 3RXDG5S, at which time
the C.I.O. was endeavoring to take over the studio unions and at that time
the unions were all A.F. of L. or independent. Source stated that KOHL is
still an active Communist and that he attended the National Convention of the
Communist Party in 1939 as a delegate from California.

I
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. ^Source V h&a advised) xhe Los AngelesKEI2JER PEDEHSON
Bureau Office that PEDEHSON was born in Norway or Sweden and that he claims
to be a naturalised citizen. Source stated that PEDERSON is an ex-Socialist;
that he is a member of Local 946 of the Studio Carpenters, and that he is

about sixty years of age at the present time* Source stated that FED3RS0N
was a meober of the Communist Party in 1935 and 1936 and was active in Swedish
clubs

\ . _ nCV
(W

ARTHUR JOHNSON . L^uree X has inforaed] Agent that JOHNSON *
"

was never a Caamunist; that he was definitely against the Communists* He
stated that JOHNSON was working in the machine shop at Technicolor and that
he was a meober of the executive board of the M.P.W.I.TJ. He stated that JOHN-
SON saw that the M.P.VM.U. was Communist controlled and he withdrew from the
H.P.ff.I.U* Source stated that he is at the present time a very active Techno-
crat.

(5$fib)
^BORIS GOLDBLATT. ^Source Y has informedjrhe Las Angeles

Bureau Office that GOLDBLATT was born in Russia* He is about sixty years of
age and claims to have been naturalized in New York City as soon as it was
possible for him to become naturalized after his arrival in the United States*
Source stated that GOLDBLATT <*i sine to have taken part in the 1909 revolution
in Russia* Source stated that he works at the present time as a studio car-
penter and is a meober of Carpenters Union 946* He further stated that CDID-
BLATT is the father of SAM GOLDBLATT and LOUIS GOLDBLATT, outstanding Coanun-
ist Party functionaries in California* Source stated that BORIS GOLDBLATT was
a member of the executive board of the M.P.TT.I.U. and made a trip to Russia
in 1935 when the Soviet Government took over a group of Hollywood workers in the
motion picture industry to participate in the Russian motion picture industry*
Source stated that BORIS GOLDBLATT is a staunch fellow traveller and follows
the Communist Party line on all occasions, bat he stated that BORIS GOLDBLATT
has never been a member of the Communist Party. He stated that GOLDBLATT has
confined his activities to the I.C.O.R.

Mm GOLDBLATT . /jSeurce Z has informed) Agent that SAM GOLD-
"^-JBLATT was born in the United States*' -He also claims that his father. BORIS

GOLDBLATT, was naturalized in New York City* Source stated that SAM QOIDBIATT
is a member of Local 683, Laboratory Technicians. I.A.T.S.E., Hollywood* He
also stated that SAM GOLDBLATT was a member of the executive board of the
M.P.W.I.U. and was a member of and a leader in the Young Communists League in
1934. 193$ and 1936. Source stated that SAM GOLDBLATT is now a member of the
Communist Party under the name of TED MILLER; that he is extremely active in
Hollywood union matters serving the Communist Party and has supported various
front organisations and the Motion Picture Democratic Conmitteej^J
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D3UIS GOLDBLATT. ISource Z has further advised^ that

LOUIS GOLDBLATT, a brother of SAM and son of 9QRIS, has not been active in

the motion picture field, but that he has been the secretary of the State

C.I.O. Industrial Union Council at San Francisco for several years and very

active in Communist affairs throughout the state, and that he left Loa An-

geles in ^arch, 1942 and the reason is that he is now in Chicago, Illinois,

carrying on C.I.O. organizational work.

LINE NQff CHANCES. (1935)

Source 2-A has informed the Los Angeles Bureau Office

that {in April, 1935, instructions were sent out by the Central Committee of

the Communist Party that the Party line had changed and that all independent

unions were to be liquidated and their members sent into the A.F. of L. unions

with the object of capturing the A.F. of L This policy was followed by the

M.P.T7.I.U. In a short time this union took in a large number of members and

was well on the way to becoming the leading union in Hollywood'* In a short

time the Communists in the union and their fellow travellers began to desert

and go over into the various locals of the A.F. of L.] All of these A.F. of

L. locals were mere shells. <jf(ft

i

In order to bring about the dissolution of the 3f, P.W.I, U.

the Communists used every trick of sabotage known, such as circulating rumors

that it was a company union and advising all workers to stay away from it,

although they themselves had built it.

[Source stated that as a result of this the M.P.7/.I.U.

gradually went out of existence and in February, 1936 it was officially dis-

solved,
]

y Source further stated that this union was the forerunner
/and prepared the way which has enabled ^the Communist Party to gain control

-vcrver six A.F. of L. labor unions in the* Hollywood motion picture field, the
number of workers in which was approximately 8,000. In addition to these
six A.F. of L. labor unions, the Communist Party has gained control over six
independent labor unions which were called guilds and which had approximately
2,000 members* Source stated that in addition to the A.F. of L. labor unions
and the independent guilds referred to herein, there were approximately 25
other labor organizations in the motion picture industry in Hollywood with
an approximate membership of 13,000 to 20,000. These 25 guilds and unions*,

represented their members for the purpose of collective bargaining* The Com-

munist Party did not completely control these groups but it was, incidentally,
waging a campaign to take over these groups and force them into the Communist *j>

Party line for the benefit of the (kwmunist Party
^ 0j\
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Source stated that this period of the life of the II.

W.I.U. was the period during which the Communist Party of the United State*

advocated the changing in their program by revolutionary methods. The slogan

during that period was that the American people must adopt "the revolutionary

way out of the crisis*"

Source stated further that this was the period of acute
depression in the United States which the Communist Party was exploiting for
the- purpose of fomenting revolution and before the change in the Communist
Party line early in 1936 which ushered in what was called:

"THE POPULAR FRONT"

At this time the position which the Communist Party took

was that the New Deal was the first step toward Fascism and that President
R0OS2VELT was setting himself up as a dictator, and that this was the last
Presidential election we would see*

Source stated that there was a meeting held in the Holly-
wood Conservatory of Music about June* 1954 under the auspices of the H*P*W.
I.U., at which meeting MAURICE SUGAR from Detroit. Michigan, was the principal
speaker* He stated that SUGAR was brought to the Pacific Coast by the John
Reed Club of Hollywood, which afterward became the League of American Writers,
Hollywood Chapter, and affiliated with the International Union of Revolutionary
Writers, set up in Kharkov, Russia in November 1930*(<y to

Source stated that at this meeting MAURICE SUGAR attacked
the ROOSEVELT Aominiatration and New Deal, saying:

"This is the beginning of fascism in America; that
ROOSEVELT was the coming dictator; and the N.R.A. was the Na-
tional Run-Around'**

Source stated that the whole trend of SUGAR'S address was
^>.that no confidence could be placed in_democracy and democratic principles as
^practiced in the United States and that the only solution was the establish-
ment of "a workers 1 government".

Source further stated that the John Reed Club which
brought SUGAR to Hollywood, was a Communist front organisation, the dominant
figure of which was HARRY CARLISLE, bom in America, a member of the Communist
Party and a leading Communist in Southern California at that time. He stated
that other members active in the John Reed Club at that time were:\/

(jffiLUER BERGMAN - Communist Party functionary ^fc^
JOHN HDWARD LAJJSGN - Dominant Communist .in Los Angeles area
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HEIL BRANT - member and orgardzer for the U.K.RJLW.A.
(It is reported that BRANT has a Government
job in Washington at the present tins)

[DAVIDA FRANCHT (D. A. COREI) ~ A member of the Communist
Party and in 1936 the organiser for the Hollywood \V*<

Section of the Commnni st Party*
LAWRENCE ROSS (LAWRENCE BDSENFEID) - Section Secretary of

Communist Party in Los Angeles. \\

iJCELVINA GOODMAN - A member of the Communist Party. jlf ^- -

lBR. V. A. K. TASHJIAN - Chairman of the Control Commission of
\ the Communist Party in Los Angeles*
DUDL2T NICHOLS - Fellow traveller, writer and director,

i
NORA HELLGREN - A high Communist Party functionary*
fiAXER BAHJN - A member of the Section Committee of the Commun-

ist Party in Los Angeles* (He was ordered deported
seven or eight years ago but so far as is known he has
not been deported*)

ited) that <^Source 2-A further stated] that during the spring of 1934
CAREY McWHUAliS spoke at a M.P.W.I.U. meetings that UcWILLIAMS is at present
the Director of the Housing and Immigration in the Governor QISON Administra-
tion, and is a sponsor for many Communist front organizations such as the
American Peace Mobilization, National Federation for Civil Liberties, National

ars Guild, League of American Writers, National Negro Congress, Hollywood
Anti-Naxi~League , Hollywood League for Democratic Action, Motion Picture Demo-
cratic Committee, American Civil liberties Union, International Labor Defense,

and many others. (The first official act of Governor EARL 'BARREN was the
moval of CAREY McWHXIAMS from office.)

The same source further stated that JACK U* Y/EATHERWAX

spoke at a meeting sponsored by the U. P.W.I.U. at the Vine Street School*
His subject was the "Breakdown cf Capitalism and the Need for A Workers
Government". Source stated that TfEATHERWAX has been exposed by the JACKN

TENNEY Legislative Investigating Committee of the California State Legisla-
vf^ture, as a member of the District Committee of the Communist Party in Cali-

fornia, »

Source further stated that in the spring of 1935 orders
came down from the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the U.S.A.
that all independent unions should be "liquidated** and that the Communists
and their influence should be transferred over into the established A.F* of

L. unions and where there were no A.F. of L* unions already established, It
should be the duty of all Communists to organise such workers under the A.F*

of L.jj^jUC)
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Inmediately upon receipt of these instructions the Coa\
munist leadership of the H.P.W.I.U. went over into the various A.F. of L. \
locals in Hollywood and began to work in those unions* (It should be under-*

stood that at the time that the H.P.ff.I.U. was organised there were a great

many legitimate local A.F. of L. unions covering a great part of the motion

picture industry in Hollywood, but due to a disastrous strike called by the

I.A.T.S.E* in 1933 these unions were deserted by their membership and had be-

come_niere shells*)

EFFORTS OF C.I.O* TO INFILTRATE THE STUDIO UNIONS

; -/MOM
Source 2-A has informedrAgent that at the time of the

•P.W.I.U. in February,^1936, there had already started

a split in the A.F. of L. JOHN L. LEWIS, who at that time was preaching the

dictrine of industrial unionism, had already early in 1936 split away frost

the A.F* of L. and formed the Committee for Industrial Organization. The

theory of industrial unionism is basic In the Communist program and its sym-

pathies were for the C.I.O. in preference to the craft unionism of the A.F.

of L. Source stated that at that time the Communists had already deserted

the M.P.W.I.U. and used their influence to re-build the already existing A.

F. of L* craft unions in Hollywood. They found themselves building up those

craft unions when secretly they were in favor of the C.I.O. , therefore the

only way out of this anomalous position was to take over the craft unions of
Hollywood as a boay, if possible, and affiliate them with the C.I.O.(//|m

The same source further stated that although there are
many other unions in the studios, the I.A.T.S.E* group is dominant. This
alliance by no means has the majority of workers under its jurisdiction,
but it does have jurisdiction over the "key" crafts, cameramen, laboratory
workers, sound men, the majority of electricians, grips, property men, pro-
jectors, prop makers, etc. He stated that in aacdtion to this it has juris-
diction over the projectors in the motion pictures everywhere and it is this

v latter fact that makes this alliance the strongest union structure in the in-

"•^dustry.

Source stated that the I.A.T.S.E., being the strongest
unit in the industry, the Communists began their attacks upon this group.
They reasoned that if they could capture the I.A.T.S.E. the rest would be

Source further stated that in the fall of 1937 HAHBX
BRIDGES, regional director of the C.I.O., on the West Coast, appointed
RUDOLPH KOHL, a member of the Communist Party in Hollywood, as regional
director for the Hollywood Section. At the time he was appointed KOHL
was a member and had at one time been the business representative of Local
644, Studio Painters, A.F* of L. This local was not a unit/in the I.A.T.S.E
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KOHL'S duties were to direct the campaign to take over the I.A.T.S.E. into

the C.I.O. KOHL at the time was a member of the A.F. of L. union*^^)

committee of motion picture arts and crafts
(C.O.M.P.Ala

. - - Source 2-B has stated that about December, 1937 another
organization, the Committee of Motion Picture Arts and Crafts (C.O.M.P.A.C.)

was set up in the motion picture industry which was conceived and dominated

in the usual Communist Party manner. The purpose of this organisation was to

draw the workers of every type and kind in the studios, using the prevailing

acute unemployment problem as a base* Although its activities were presum-

ably directed towards solving the unemployment problem by means of division

of work and the creation of jobs and other means, in reality it was & scheme

to make contacts and propagandise workers along the lines of the Communist
Party, and particularly to create sympathy for the C.I.O^jAiUj

Source stated that at first meetings of the heads of this

group outright opposition to the I.A.T.S.E. was expressed and plans were de-

vised to w*aken the influence of the I.A.T.S.E. This organization was work-

ing in conjunction with the attempt of the C.I.O. to enter Hollywood.

RUDOLPH KOHL, the appointee of HARRY BRIDGES heretofore mentioned, was leader
in all of its activities* JEFF KIBRE, a well known Communist leader mentioned

in connection with this same attempt, was also active*

Source further stated that the controlling individuals

in this organization weret

JACK H0LE2I, Chairman, a member of Painters Union #6i*4*

(He is now dead)
CHARLOTTE DARLING was secretary.
H> M. GILBERT, whose Communist Party connections and

activities have been set out above.
i LIONEL STANDER, who in 1934, introduced himself to the
V -— M.P*W.I.U. a*, a member of the Communist

Party and who was active in the Hollywood
Anti-Nazi league, American League for Peace
& Democracy, and North American Aid to
Spanish Democracy*

GSORGE E. BODLE, fellow traveller who is a member of the
National Lawyers Guild ano> a follower of the.
Communist Party line* (at present Assistant?
Director of the Man Power Commission on the (1

Pacific Coast) '
. .

* ^
LILLIAN HEXIUAN, member of the League, o^American Writers,

American Peace Mobilization who sent the call
of the Fourth writers Congress of the League
of American Writers and a fanatical follower



HHfflKRT BIBEBMAlt, National TOce-President of the American Peace
Mobilisation and director of the Southern California American
Paaea Mobilisation} member of tha Hollywood Anti-Nasi League,

Laague for Peace and Democracy, Motion Picture Dejaocratic Com-
mittee who personally picketed tha White House with the American
Peace Mobilisation ti»o clays before HITLER attacked STALIN on
June 22, 1941* BIBEHMAM ie a member of tha League of Americas*

Writers and has appeared on a Tery large number" of programs.
Ha has followed the Ccanuniet Party Una unhesitatingly.

IRWIN P. H5NTSCHBL, whose record appears supra*

HERBERT K. S0RR5LL, business representative ox the Studio Painters
Union No. 644, President of the Conference of Studio Guilds, ex-
President of the California State Non-Partisan League, a member
of the Communist Party as exemplified by Communist Party Member-
ship Book for 1938 No, 60622, which gives his Communist Party
name as HHRB2RT STEWART, and the minutes of the Section Committeej
also the minutes of the Section Committee of the Communist Party
for 193d show that he was a member of the Communist Party in 1938.

Professor HOKUM T. of Los Angeles City College, and a member
of the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League. BYRNE conducted the Hollywood
Peace Forum, the organization which took the place of the Holly-
wood Anti-Nazi League. Source stated that BTRNB also spoke before
many forums, churches, schools, and clubs which follow the Com-
munist Party line and his meetings were always advertised in the
"flew Masses" and over a period of eight or ten weeks in 1939 and
1940.

Source further stated that the CQ.jI.P.A.C remained in
existence only eight or nine months, during which time it acted as a trans-
mission belt for the Connunist Party, drawing studio workers into such poli-
tical setups as the Motion iicture Democratic Committee, American League for
Peace and Democracy, Hollywood Anti-Nazi League, and the laying of the founda-
tion for the organisation T/hich was to take its place, the United Stuaio Tech-
nicians Guild (U.S.T.G.).

Source further stated that the C.O.K.P.A.C. died a natural
death about September 1, 1938*



TRTRTf-FOURTH OONVBJTIOW OF THE I.A.T.3.E.. CICT5LAIP. OHIO
JUNS 6 to 9. 1938

Source 2-C has stated that RUDOLPH KOHL, who had been

appointed regional director of the C.I.O. lor Hollywood by HASH! BRIDGES,

failed in hia efforta to handle the situation favorable to the Communist

Party. Source stated that KOHL made no progress toward winning the studio

workers over to the C.I.O. ; that a few months before the C'.O.M.P.A.C. went
out of existence JOT KIBHE appeared on the scene. During that time KIBHE
became a member of the X.a.T.SJE. and worked about one month in the Property

Department. He stated that KIBRK began to take part in union activities and

made speeches to the various unions and within about thirty days he emerged

as the adviser to the executive board of Local Mo. 37, I.<\.T.S.E. f which

local had a membership of approximately 3500.

KIBRB also became the leader and director of what was called

I
"The I.A.T.S.2. Progressives". Source stated that the tern "Progressives"

/ is one that is used by Communists when working in trade unions to conceal

their real affiliations. KIBHS then used his influence, with the support

I of other Communists, to work in the international convention of the I.A.T.S.E.

held in Louisville, Kentucky from June 3 to 6, 1940. Photographic copies of
letters which appeared in the record of the convention proceedings is attached

hereto as Exhibit Mo* 1* These letters show the Communist activity directed

by KIBHS. This exhibit also shows the connection with and instructions from
- HOT HUDSON, a member of the Central Executive Committee of the Communist Party,

U.S.A., and directing head for all trade union work of the Communist Party in
the United States. (See Exhibit No. 1< Page 8).

Source stated that further evidence of KIBRE'S connec-
tions with the Central Committee of the Communist Party in New York is ?hown
in KIBRK 1 S letters to BOB RS^D (Exhibit 1, Page 3) in which nBP.^ solicited
the advice of JACK SATCHEL, a member of the Central Committee of the Commun-
ist tarty, U.S.A.

Tource stated that further connections of KIBBS with the
District Committee No. 13 of the Communist Party is shown in a copy of a let*
tar to YJALTER IJINTER, State Trade Union Director of the Communist Party for
California. (Exhibit No. 1, Page 9).

Further connections of KIBRE with the Communist Party
are shown in the copy of his letter to KHJIS GOU^LATT, a member of the Dis-
trict Conraittee of the Communist Party and State Secretary of the C.I.O. at
San Francisco at that time). (Exhibit No. 1, pages 4 and 5)
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Further connections of KIBRE with Ccaaunlst Party func-
tionaries are shown In a letter from MAC WEISS, Acting State Assistant Secre-

tary of the Coanunist Party In Ohio to HOY HUDSON, above mentioned, (Exhibit

No* 1, pages 7 and 8)

Further evidence of such connections of KIEHS with the

Comttunist Party. U.S.A. is shown in the affidavit of jSZRA P. CHASE, a member
of Use Communist Party In Ios Angeles at thai Use who stated under oath that

JEFF KIBRB has been for some years past a member of the Coossunlst Party • • •

and was assigned to "special" work in the studio unions* More specifically,
the I.A.T.S.3. Local No. 37 and to the organising of special studio units of
the Coomunist Party of the U.S.A." (Exhibit No. 1, Page 12)

Source 2-C further stated that due to the exposure of the
activities of KIBEE and HOEJ P. ff-MTSCHEL at the Cleveland Convention in 1938
when their connections with HARRY BRIDGES were exposed (Exhibit No. 2, Pages

7, 8 and 9) their efforta failed and as a result of this failure the interna-
tional officers of the I.A.T.S.S., GEORGE E. BROWNE, President, and TJIIXIAH
BIOFF, BROWNE'S West Coast representative, retained control of the Hollywood

.

locals of the I.A.T.S.E. This control exercised by BR07INE and BIOFF over the
I.A.T.S.E. locals had beun established on January 2, 1936 when a closed shop
agreement and full recognition of the I.A.T.S.E. was entured into by the Mo-
tion Picture Producers Association and I.tLT.S. which agreement is still,

in effect.

At this juncture it must be stated that BR071NE and BIOFF
have been convicted on a charge of extortion at New York City in Federal Court
in which the- charges alleged that they had obtained several hundred thousand
dollars from the motion picture producers under threats of calling strikes

,

and are now serving long sentences in Federal prison, and other charges are
still pending against them.

The I.A.T.S.E. as the bargaining agency for its raeabers

and the Motion Picture Producers Association .-oaintain the s«me relations as
were set up in 1936*

I.A.T.S.E. LOCALS KOW IN HOLLYiflOD

Source 2-D has Informed Agent that immediately following
the victory of the I.A.T.S.E. in the September 20, 1939 election, Local No.
37 was broken up into seven separata locals and Local 37 went out of exis-
tence.



Source has further stated that the seven locals which
wars foraad from the foraer membership of Local 37 are the foliowing, givin*

the approximate membership}

No. 1, Affiliated Property Machinists No. 44; membership 1,500.

Ho. 2. notion Picture Studio Grips Ho. 80j membership 1,700.

No* 3* Studio Set SLectriciana 728; membership 1,100, .

No. 4. Studio Projectionists Ho. 165; membership $00.
No. 5. Studio Laborers and Utility florkers Ho. 727; aanbership 1,000.
No. 6. Uake up Artists No. 706; membership 1,000.
No. 7. Notion Picture Costumers No. 70S* membership 1200*

Source further stated that separate and distinct from Local
No. 37 there are the following three I.A.T.S.E. locals which had been automous
since their formation in 1929 and 1930 and were nerer at any time a part of
Local No. 37, which was the first I.A.T.S.E* local in Hollywood, going back to

about 1912. They are the foliowingi

Ko. 1. International Photographers Local 659; 650 members.

Ho. 2. Sound Technicians Local Ko. 695; 1,000 members.
No. 3. Laboratory Technicians Local No. 683; 1»350 msnbers.

Source further 3tated that after the breaking up of Local
No. 37 I.A.T.S.E. into seven units and the failure of K1BRE and the Comounists
to capture these unions, they switched their tactics and began setting' up an
.independent organization which was to be a bridge over which the studio work-
ers could cross into the C.1.0. The name of this organization was the UNITED

'

STUDIO TECHNICIANS GUILD. (U.S.T.G.)

UNITS) STUDIO TECHNICIANS GUIIP (U.P.T.C.)

Source 2-E has stated that due to the failure of the Com-
munists to gain control of the Hollywood locals of the I.A.T.S.E. by action
of the National Convention at Cleveland, it became necessary to change tactics.
V/ithin sixty days after the Cleveland Convention, June 6-9, 1938, the Commun-
ists began setting up an organization under the leadership of JEFF KIEHS which
they called the United Studio Technicians Guild. Source stated that although
JSfF KIBKS directed and practically controlled the U.S.T.G. ha doniod member-
ship in this organization and throughout the life of this group he retained
his membership in Local 37 of the I.A.T.S.E.

Source further stated that the purpose of the U.S.T.G. was
to take in all members of the I.A.T.S.E. locals in Hollywood and hare the
U.S.T.G. supplant the I.A.T.S.E., the ultimate object being to affiliate the
U.S.T.G. with the C.1.0, under HTJiHr BRIDGES. ource further stated that the
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campaign began in September 1938* It had the support of all Communist influ-

ence In Southern California* Source stated that the investigation of BROWNE
and BIOFF and the ensuing publicity made it possible for the leaders of the

U.S.T.G. and those who were sympathetic to meet the members of I.A.T.S.E.
locals and point out to them that they were controlled by & "bunch of racke-
teers and gangsters" and that the only way to get honest unionism was to join

the U.S.T.G. Source stated that the organization grew with amazing rapidity
and. within a period of nine months the membership had reached approximately - -

2200. Aside from this, there were thousands of others who were sympathetic
but were not members of the I.A.T.S.E. He stated that at this particular
time the U.S.T.G. was well on the way to taking over the Hollywood unions
and would hare succeeded had it not been that the I.A.T.S.E. had secured and
made public the letters and communications which showed that the U.S.T.G*
was a Communist directed movement, that KI3HE was a member of the Communist
Party, that he was the stooge of HARRY BRIDGES, and .that he was taking orders
from the top structure of the Communist Party represented by BOY HUDSON of
the Central Executive Committee of the Communist Party. U.S.A. (See exhibits
No. 1 and 2 attached hereto.)

Source stated that further evidence of Communist control
of this group was in the activities of the following individuals who were mem-
bers of the executive board of U.S.T.G.

I

SAM GOLDBLATT. Source 2-F stated that GOLDBLATT was a
member of the Laboratory workers at Fox Studios and that he is a member of
the Communist Party; that GOLDBLATT was formerly a member of the Young Com-
munists League; that he made -a trip to the Soviet Union and worked there
for about a year in motion pictures; that he is a close associate of KGRVAL
CRUTCHER and works with CRUTCHER; that his father, BORIS GOLDBLATT, was in
Russia with him; that his father was born in Russia; further that his brother
LOUIS GOLDELATT, the right hand man of HARK! BRIDGES, has a long Communist
Party record under the name of TED MILLER and that LOUIS GOLDBLATT worked with
JEFF KIBRE in his efforts to capture the studio uaions^i (^\

' JOSEPH KRONEBERGER ." Source ,2-G has stated that KRONB-
BERGER is a member of the Communist Party under the name of JERRY BROWN;
that he was active in the Motion Picture Democratic Committee. 'He waffftso
active in the Laborers Non-Partisan League and Hollywood Anti-Nazi League
and other Communist front organizations^1^ (to)

JUNIUS NIKLSON * Source 2-H has informed that he is well
acquainted with NI3LS0N and that to his personal knowledge he knows that
NIELSON was charged with Communist activity in the A.F. of L* union and that
he was expelled from Local No* 724 of the Studio Utility workers on the charge
that he was active in the Communist Party*"

^ I \V HJ 1
^

_

.0

i Studio Utility workers on the charge ,)
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I5AD0R BBSB5CK . Source 2-1 has aUUd that BESBSCKm
well known to him personally and that ha knows that BESBBCK was charged with
Coonunist activity in Local No. 37 of the I.A.T.S.E. in the latter part of
September* 1939 and that he was expelled from that union on that charge.

J* H. UacISAACS. Source 2-J sUted that to his personal
knowledge he is a member of Hollywood labor anions, that BacISAACS was charged
with Coonunist activity before Local No. 37 of the I.JUT.S.E. and that he waa
expelled froa that union in the latter part of September, 1939 on said charge*

Source 2-K reported the following to the Los Angeles Bu-
reau Oflice: that the following parties were members of the executive commit-
tee of the U.S.T.G. and so far as known were nut Conraunists although they were
active followers of JEFF KIERii of the Communist Party line.

LOUIS KRIEG5K
CS0RC3 H. DAVIS
CHARLES G. GUTHRUS
CHARLES. ACROSS -

HEHXAN LIPNET
IXHARD J, ROBERTSON, Chairman of USTG.

Source further stated that about the first of August,
1939 AIEX SAUNDERS, who had been the secretary of the U.S.T.G* froa its in-
ception, aade affidavit relative to the control of the U.S.T.G. by HAKRT
BRIDGES. This affidavit was filed with the National Labor Relations Board ,'*

'

of the Los Angeles section and has to do with the election that was held on f

September 20, 1939 to determine the bargaining agency for the U.S.T.G. elec-
tion. Source stated that it was shown that he was a Canadian and that he
later returned to Canada and in June, 1940 he was reported as being in the
Canadian Army. Source stated further that his picture appeared with HAiiEY

BRIDGE": in some paper at the time. The paper is not known but it probably
wis the "Peopled Fforld*.

aJVAiTD ICTI . Source 2-L has stated that H5IN was a mem-
ber of Local 37 of the I.A.T.S.3. and that he succeeded SADND33S and was made
"office manager*. Source further stated that HSIii remained in that position
for a period of two weeks only, at which tome he resigned and made an affidavit
the meatier part of which is as follows:

"During the two weeks I worked there I became convinced
of the .fact that the U.S.T.G. was not a true democratic union organised
by and for the best interests of its members, but on the contrary was
dominated and controlled by CHARLES J. KATZ, an attorney, and JZFF KIE
both non-members of the U.S.T.G., and by SA'f GOXDfiLATT and a few P5£^y*£,
sonally interested other parties whom I do not know." ^^mXSAm
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Source stated that the above affidavit was signed August
2U, 1939 before MILTON TAYLOR, a notary public.

Source further stated that HEIN testified before the
TSNNET Investigating Committee that the office was deluged with Communist
propaganda such as the "Peopled World" and Communist inspired leaflets*

Source further stated that at a hearing of the JACK
TSNKEY Committee, H3IN testified that during his term as office manager of
the U.S.T.G. the office was deluged with Communist pamphlets, leaflets,
magazines and newspapers and in his opinion the organization was under the
control of the Communists (The Communist connection of JEFF KIBHE has been
set out above).

Source stated with respect to CHARLES J. KATZ that he
is one of the attorneys for the Communist Party and one of the attorneys for
HARRY BRIDGES; that he was formerly associated with LEO GALLAGHER, leading
Communist Party attorney; that KATZ is also a member of the National Lawyers
Guild, the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League, the League for Peace and Democracy,
the Motion Picture Cooperative Buyers Guild, the North American Committee
to Aid Spanish Democracy, the Motion Picture Democratic Committee, the Na-
tional Federation for Constitutional Liberties, and others. Source further
stated that the exposure of the above mentioned facts turned the tide away
from Communist influence and the great majority of members of the U.S.T.G.
recognized it as a Communist controlled union and would have nothing further
to do with it.

Source further stated that the U.S.T.G. before the com-
munications above mentioned were published, feeling that the situation was
well in hand had already calft ed for a National Labor Relations Board elec-
tion* He stated that the election was held on September 20, 1939 and un-
doubtedly because of the exposure of Communist influence over the U.S.T.G.
it lost the election by a two to one vote. He further stated that if the
U.S.T.G. had been successful in this election it would have meant that

- - ' ^eventually the C.I.O. would have gainecf control of all of the labor uniona
iff Hollywood and of the entire motion picture and theatrical business be-
cause he stated that the I.A.T.S.E. is the key union organization in this
industry, that the I.A.T.S.E. is still an international group of unions
within the A.F. of L. and has approximately 80,000 members in the United
States and Canada.

Source further stated that JEFF KIBRE, having been ex-
posed a second time as working in the interests of the Communist Party, re-
signed as adviser to the executive board of Local No. 37, I.A.T.S.E. in
Hollywood and left that field. He stated that the next that he heard of
KIBRE that he was the organizer of the Fishermen* s Union at San Pedro, Cali-
fornia in June, 1941. He further stated that he is informed jkftat KIB%^f<M
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the present time ia the international representatire of the Fishermen*

s

Union - C.I.Q. on the Pacific Coast.

Source further stated that the Communists, haying failed
to capture the Hollywood local of the I.A.T.S.E. by the device of setting up
the U.S.T.G. as a separate union, they went back into their own various locals
apparently as good members. He stated that there were a few expulsions by
the. LA.T.S.E. of some of the leaders of. the U.S.T.G., but these were few» He
stated that the great majority were taken back into the various unions and " - -

that the past was forgotten*

STUDIO PAINTERS LOCAL NO. 644

Source 2-U has reported]that Local 644 of the Studio
Painters gained a foothold in the studios in the early twenties. Source
stated that this union had a precarious existence from its inception until
about 1933 when as a result of a strike in that year its membership followed
the other studio workers in desertion of the A.F. of L»

Source further stated that when the M.P.W.I.U. was formed
in 1934, which organization as we have seen above was the first Communist con*
trolled union in the studios, it laid the foundation for the Communist activity
which followed* Source stated that the Painters came into the M. P.W.I.U. in
large numbers; that RUDOLP W. KOHL who was not a member of the Communist Party
at that time but who about six months later joined the Communist Party, had
instituted a membership drive, among the Painters and drew into the M. P.W.I.U.
several hundred of the painters. Source further stated that while they were
members of this union over a period of about a year, many of then became tho-
roughly indoctrinated with Communist ideas•^^f^j

Source further stated that when the Comunist Party line
was changed in the spring of 1935 and the independent unions, of which the
.M.P.W.I.U. was one, were to bo liquidated, RUDOLPH W. KOHL left the M.P.W.I.U.
^ind influenced all painters to do likewise.

Source stated that as a consequence of this order the
painters went over into Local 644 almost in a body. He further stated that
about this time the following incident occurred* KOHL recruited about 120
members into the M.P.W.I.U. in a period of about ten days; that within one
week after he had done this he received orders from GEORGE LIAUHER, in charge
of the Labor Commission of the Communist Party in the Los Angeles Section,
that the Party line had been changed and informed them that he had been ad-
vised that he must not recruit any more members of M.P.W.I.U. but that he
must go back into the A.F. of L. and build up that union* Source stated that

i
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KOHL by this tine having become a good Communist Party member, promptly obeyed;

that he went over to the Studio Painters Local No. 644, leaving the other

painters behind in the H.P.YM.U. Source stated that this caused a lot of
confusion but eventually KOHL convinced them that his leaving then temporarily

was for the best interests of the workers and after a short period he succeeded

in justifying his action by getting them over on his side agkin£\/(U-

J

. „ _ Source stated that KOHL, who was recognized as a sort of

leader among his group, began actively working to build up local 644; that
he succeeded and shortly thereafter he was elected Business Representative of

that union and held the position for several years* Source further stated

that during this time due to KOHL*3 influence this union became the leading

Communist dominated group in the Hollywood studios* He further stated that

it has continued to be controlled by the Communist elements up to the present
tine. Source further stated that KOHL continued to be the leader of this

union until the painters strike in 1936 at which time HERBERT K. S0RR2LU by
taking an extremely active part in the strike, emerged as the strong figure
in that union. Source further stated that ia-L937^SGSRSLL supplanted KOHL
in the leadership of this union*^\^uJ)

Source stated that KOHL in the fall of 1937 was appointed
by HARRY BRUXSSS as regional director for the C.I.O. in the Hollywood studios*
He stated that his efforts in that capacity failed and the C.I.O. attempt
failed so KOHL went back to work in the studios as a painter and KOHL was suc-
ceeded by JEFF KJBR3 and the U.S.T.G. in the next attempt of the Communist
Party to take over as herefore related«(\l UjJ\

Source 2-N has informed the Los Angeles Bureau Office
that SORRELL having supplanted KOHL as the leader of Painters 644 and as this
union was spearhead of Communist penetration, having been developed out of

^the M.P.W.I.U., he. SORRELL, became the* leader of the Communist factions in
v$he Hollywood unions

\y*)
"

x

Source stated that while SORRELL was exercising this au-
thority the Motion Picture Producers Association (U.P.P.A.) represented by
their labor committee man, PAT CASET, saw in S0RR2LL and his leadership an
opportunity to develop another labor structure within the A.F* of L. which
would contest the power and authority of the I.A.T.S.E. as the I.A.T.S.E. was
still under the same leadership of BHOHNE and BIOFF.
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Sourc« further stated that CASE! favored SORRELL in all

negotiations regarding labor to such an extent that SQRRELL could get almost

anything he wanted from the M.P.P.A. Source stated that in these negotia-

tions SQRRELL went outside the jurisdiction of his own union and managed to

secure representations from other unions and secured with the help of CASE!

wages and working conditions that the regular business representatives of

those unions could not secure for themselves*

Source stated that as a result of these favors at the

hands of CASE! and the combined efforts of Communist sympathizers, SOKRELL

soon emerged as a leader of certain unions mentioned heretofore which leaned

toward the Communist position*

Source further stated that the build-up of SORRELL at

one time reached the stage where CASE! proposed to E. J. MANNH, an executive

of M.P.P.A. that SORRELL be set up as the labor czar in Hollywood to handle

for the unions all their affairs. Source stated that CASEY had made the

statement that SORRELL "was easy to do business with and better results could

be obtained under such an arrangement. n However this suggested arrangement

was turned down by Mr. HANNIX and LOUIS B. MAYER, executives of the M.P.P.A.

This was in the spring of 1941*

Source further stated that SORRELL was working at this

time in conjunction with the Communist Party is borne out by his testimony

before the TENNET investigating committee of the State Legislature in loa

Angeles when SORRELL stated that JACK MOORS, Secretary of the Communist

Party in Los Angeles County, was in the habit of calling upon him in the

union office and giving him directions for his union activities.

Source further stated that SORRELL having developed as

a leader of those locals which had strong Communist fractions in them, the

next move was to set up an organization which would tie all of these locals

Into one body under the domination of SORRELL. In fall of 1941 the Confer-

^ ence of Studio Unions was fowned. _
.

—

V

CONFERENCE OF STUDIO UNIONS

Source 2-0 has stated that this so-called(^"Conference of
Studio Unions* is a small, compact group of delegates or representatives of
a bloc of labor unions in the Hollywood motion picture industry which has
been taken over and is now under control of the Communist Party operating
through its members in those unions which have captured key position**.)[U<3

In reality this "Conference of Studio Unions* is ^
'

organization set up in the Hollywood studio labor groups to,^£tt3fif|fflfpr' ^
trol and steering committee to coordinate and direct Commi



activities looking toward the taking over of all studio workers and their

unions into the Communist Party orbit* It is the organization upon which

the Communist Party relies for eventual complete domination of motion pic-

ture workers^]l^LC)

The unions which have already been taken over and which

are^under Communist influence and which are represented by this conference

are:

(1) STUDIO PAINTER, LOCAL 644 of the International Brotherhood of

Painters, Decorators and Paperhnagers of America.

(2) Laboratory Technicians, Local 683, of the International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employees

•

(3) SCRSSK OFFICE EMPLOYEES GUILD, an affiliate of Studio Painters,

Local 644, above*

(4) SCREEN CARTOONISTS GUILD, an affiliate of Studio Painters, Local

644* above*

(5) SCREZN SET DESIGNERS GUILD, an affiliate of Studio Painters,

Local 644, above*

(6) STUDIO MACHINISTS, LOCAL 1185 of the International Association

of Machinists*

All of the unions above named are affiliated through

their international and national bodies with the American Federation of

Labor* Each affiliated union must pay a per capita tax of five cents*

4 The membership of above groups is approximately eight

thousand (8000).

1

The Conference of Studio Unions was set up at a speci-

ally called meeting of the Studio Painters Union on November 2, 1941*

The organization is governed by a President, Chairman,

Vice-Chairman and Secretary-Treasurer. Each union body affiliated is repre-

sented by not more than three delegates, one of whom must be the business

representative * j

HERBERT K. SORRELL is president of the Conference of

Studio Unions. He is also business representative of Studio Painters, Local

644.



NOHVAL D. CRUTCHER, is Chaiiman. He Is also Secretary-
Treasurer of Labor*to17 Technicians, Local 683*

P. T. WAYNE is Vice-Chairman. He is also business repre-
sentative of Studio Machinists, local 1185.

''

HUSSKII. L* MCKNIGHT is Sserstary-Trsasurer. Ha is also
.

President of Laboratory Technicians, Local 683 and Editor of "FLASHES-, the,
4

official publication of Local 683*

Other delegates or representatives composing the Confer-
ence are:

JOHN R. UARTIN, business representative of Laboratory Technicians, ^

Local 683.

GLENN PRATT, business representative of Screen Office Employees
Guild.

WILLIAM PCMERANCB, business representative of Screen Cartoonists

Guild.

ED bu9ln*33 raprescaUittvo of Screen Set Designers' Guild.

_ BERNARD LUSHER, Secretary Screen Office Employees Guild*

' BLANCHE C0U5, Screen Office Bnployees Guild.

DAVE HILBEBHAN, Vice-President Screen Cartoonists Guild.

2D M. GIIJiKI.T, Screen Set Designers Guild.

^

CARL HEAD, Studio Painters, Local 6U.

Y.TLLIAM BALL, Studio Painters, Local 6U.

JOSSFH STERNAD, President Screen Set Designers Guild.

G7XRCS E. BODLS, was, up to a few weeks ago, the attorney for the

organization. (He has been appointed to the 1?ar

Manpower Coonission for this district)

•

LDUIS R. STEIN, has taken the place of BOOLB as attorney for ths
conference*

Cnhile the stated object of this •conference" is To
brine about joint economical action and closer unity of the unions to protect ,

- #
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individual autonomy of the crafta," the real purpose la to act as a closely

knit governing body secretly coordinating the activities of the member unions

II
with the "party line" of the Communist Party. (uk.J

The group acts, in reality, as a "top fraction" of the

Communist Party to interpret the line and guide all activities in the direc-

tion of the political iiosition of that party<(X^

The actions, resolutions and recommendations of the or-

ganization coincide with the line of the Communist Party in detail.

It has passed resolutions and sent copies to the Presi-

dent of the United States demanding a second front at once*

It has passed resolutions demanding the immediate inde-
pendence of India*

It has passed resolutions protesting the deportation of
HARRY BRIDGES, and has sponsored and circulated pamphlets to this effect*

It has passed resoluations, and put out to the public,

pamphlets on the negro question identical with the present program of the
Communist Party on that issue.

It is an integral part of Labor 1 a Unity for Victory Com-

mittee, a Communist inspired group.

It is affiliated with, and has supported financially,
the United Citizens for Victory Committee, also a Communist inspired group.

It is a sponsor for the War Symphony Committee, a recent
Communist front organization in Southern California.

... It passed resolutions demanding the release of EARL
'b&JWDER when he was imprisoned in Atlanta prison.

It sponsored the "Open Letter to the American People",
written by DALTON TRUUBO.

This conference and the group of unions it represents
are recognized by the responsible A.F. of L. leaders in Hollywood as consti-
tuting the Communist "Bloc", and as the wedge being driven by the Communist
Party into all labor organizations in the motion picture industry with the
ultimate objective of taking over control of all workers in the Indus^g^^^ytjp

j
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HERBERT K. SORKSLL, the president of the organization,
and virtual dictator of the ^roup, is a Communist of long standing, and a
member of the Party. At a meeting of the T2MTEY Committee of the State of
California investigating subversive activities, his connections with the
party were proven* T7hen shown documentary proof of his attendance at a con-
vention of the Los Angeles section of the Communist Party, he admitted that
he had attended, but stated that "he did not know it was a Communist conven-
tion," -

At the same inquiry he admitted his connections with
JACK LCORE, the local Secretary of the Communist Party at that time*

S0RR2LL is business representative of Studio Painters,
Local 644* This union is one of the first organizations in the labor field
in Hollywood to go over to Communist control. The control of this union
since 1935 hae been by members who were active in the Motion Picture Workers
Industrial Union in 1934* This latter group was completely Communist domina-
ted* Its attempt to take over the Hollywood studio workers failed*

NORVAL D, CRUTCKER, the Secretary of Laboratory Techni-
cians, Local 633 is a Communist Party member, and has been active in Com-
munist circles since 1934*

D. T. '.7AYMS, business representative of the Studio Ma-
chinists is a close fellow traveller of the Communist Party line and a
satellite of SOHRELL. ?his union is virtually an outgrowth of the Motion
Picture Workers Industrial Union.

RUSSELL L. MCKNIGHT, Secretary-Treasurer of the confer-
ence, is president of Laboratory Technicians, Local 683, and the Editor of
"FLASHES", the official publication of that union. This publication follows)

the Communist Party line; was isolationist before Russia was attacked, and
violently patriotic immediately after. It quotes extensiTely from "IN FACT",

^.a Communist publication, and the magazine "FRIDAY" (now defunct). It has
"'reprinted articles from many other Communist publications; has run articles
by known Communists and fellow travellers such as LAL SINGH * CARET MCWILLIAU5,
SAM KALISH, DR. HERBERT B. ALEXANDER, (SORCS S5LDES, SAM GOLDBLATT, and
others.

Other delegates making up the conference who are commun-
ists and fellow travellers arei

JOHN R. JiAETIN, business representative of Laboratory* Technicians,
Local 683.

4



GLENN PRATT, business representative of the Screen Office Snployel

Guild*

BERNARD LUSK5R, Secretary Screen Office Eaployeea Guild,

wttj.tau POMERANCE, business representative of Screen Cartoonists
Guild, and ex^field representative of toe local Labor
Relations Board,

DATS KILBSRHAff, Vice-President of Screen Cartoonists. Guild.

ED M. GILBERT, a member of the Communist Party of long standing*

ED }iU5SA, business representative of the Screen Set Designers
Guild,

GEORGE E. BODUE, the attorney for the conference has been involved
in Communist activities for years* His position is well known*

While the Conference of Studio Unions ostensibly operates
in the union field, it is part of an interlocking combination of all Cocniun-

ist front organisations in Hollywood, of which there are some thirty or more.

Its specific duties are. however, to work in the trade
union field and act as a liaison between the Communist Party and Hollywood
Studio Unions. _ „

r -\^ ]

Source 2-0 has stated)that the local union from which
all of this activity originally started was Studio Painters Local No* 644,
the history of which has heretofore been given. As stated it received ite
impetus for Communist activity from the M.P.Vf.I.U.

^Source 2-0 has statedjthCt Ihe other unions forming
this conference are the following! z

j

LABORATORY TECHNICIANS #683* /Source 2-P has stated^//
that this union is a local and a part of the I.A.T.S.E., that it was or-
ganized and granted a charter by the I.A.T.S.E. in 1929* He further stated
that it has functioned as a regular and conservative local until 1941 » that
its membership is composed of workers who develop and process the film for
motion pictures. He further stated that the department over which this
local union has jurisdiction and control of the workers is one bottleneck
which could disrupt the entire industry under a given set of conditions, n
He stated that the tremendous expense of producing a picture is finally re- (ynh
duced to an image on a narrow strip of film 33 am in width. He stated that —

/

this narrow strip of film, which reprasents the entire effort*, of the indus-

try, must be processed, much of it in a dark room in this department *,
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this department the product then spreads out fanwise throughout the world*

Source stated that it has alv/ays been the contention of
the Communists that if they could succeed in getting control of the workers

in this department the industry would he at their mercy* Source stated that

the Communists and fellow travellers working in this union since 1936 utili-

zing their usual tactics of slander, false rumors and finally accusations

that the regularly elected officers were secretly conniving with BBO'tfNE and

BIOFF,"they finally succeeded in 1941 in causing anti-Communist officers of

the union to resign in diegust and the Communist element in the union took

over control which they now exercise* He further stated that this union has

followed the Communist Party line from isolation to the present war; has

passed all resolutions identical with those of the Communist program and is

affiliated with Hollywood Writers Mobilization for Defense, Labor's Unity
for Victory Committee and has issued pamphlets protesting the proceedings of

deportation of HARRY BRIDGES j resolutions advocating a second front has been

adopted; the independence of India has been urged and resolutions on the

negro question ; was sponsor for the VTar Symphony Committee; works in connec-

tion with the League of American Writers, and supports every phase of Commun-

ist front activitj^S^^

Source further stated that the officers of this union,

#683, I.A.T.S.E., are the following!

RUSSELL L. McKNIGHT, President. He is editor of
"Flashes", the official paper of the union.

MELVTN G. YOUNG - Vice-President.

PAUL JAFFE - Recording Secretary*

NORVAL CBUTCHER - Secretary-Treasurer.

JCHJJ, R. liARTIN - Business Representative.

CHARLES GPEENBERG - Sergeant-at-arms.

RALPH BLANCHAHD - Member of the Executive Board.

FRANK REGAL - Member of the Executive Board.

ARTHUR LEV52JHAGEN - Member of the Executive Board.

DOROTHY ALEXANDER - Member of the Executive Board. L
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SHAW - Member of the Executive Board*

THBODORS FOGEIKAN - Member of the Executive Board*

SAMUEL HORN - Member of the Sxecutive Board*

Source 2-P has stated that everyone of the persons named
above* with the exception of CHARLES GKEENBERG, is either a Communist Party
member of a fellow traveller* They all follow the same line in its devious
.changes. Source further stated that previous to this time this union an-
nounced in its official publication* "Flashes" • that the war was one of im-
perialism, made no appeals for national defense, ridiculed the passage of
the Selective Service Act, and supported the general isolationist policy of
the Communist Party at that time*{\i^y^

Cn.i>*M« + rrCn > mU^mti AAA 4-h«« «• 4*

quote from such Communist publications as "In Fact" and "Friday", and re-
prints in substance articles appearing in the "People's world", the official
publication of the Communist Party on the Pacific coast* Source further
stated that it has invited to' speak before its membership such well known
Communist Party members and fellow travellers as:

CARET McWUJ.IAMS
SAM KAIISH
DR. HEB3RT B. ALEXANDER
DALTON TRUMBG

Source further stated that since HITLER'S attack on
STALIN this union has completely reversed its political viewpoint and it

demanding a second front, independence for India* protested the deporta-
tion of HARRY BRIDGES, and issued pamphlets to that effect, and follows
implicitly every detail of the Communist Party demands*

SCHEEK OFFICE _BTO)YJ£SS GPHD

f&ource 2-Q has state3jWat\t]
pendent group in about*1937* ]

_ ^this union was originally or-
ganized as an independent group in abou€~l937* He stated that after being
in existence som* three or four years it came under the influence of HERBERT
K. SORRSIX and the Communist elements within It and In 1941 it was issued a
charter by Local 644. A.F. of L* Studio Painters, and is now affiliated
through Local 644 with the International Brotherhood of Painters, Paperhangers

J
nwiQiAV**



(Source further stated that this union has jurisdiction

over all clerical workers and secretaries in the Hollywood studios, although

the A.F. of L. has a regular established office workers union in the Los
Angeles area where these workers rightfully belong. This group has affili-
ated itself with the International Painters organization* The reason for
this odd combination is the preference for the Communist leadership of SOR-
RELL over affiliation with regular A.F. of L. Office Workers Union. 1

L?ource 2-Q has statedythat the following are the officers
of this union:

MARGARET B3NET - President

BLANCHE C0I£ - Recording Secretary

BERNARD LUSHER - Financial Secretary

CLAIRE HARGAN - Treasurer

JACK REID - Warden ^

BARBARA ALEXANDER - Conductor

3LEMN PRATT - Business Representative

Source further stated that the officers named constitute
the executive board. He further stated that the officers of this union and
the union as a body follows the Communist Party line and in so doing has
passed the same resolutions and engaged in the same activities mentioned
above. regarding Local 683- Source further stated that GLENN PRATT, the bus-
iness agent of this union, has recently entered the Officers Training School
of the Amy and ED U. GIHJERT of the Screen Set Designers Union has been
elected to take PRATT'S place as the business agent of this union. GILBERT
is a member of the Communist Party,

he buaim

SCREEN CARTOONISTS GUILD LOCAL BO. 852

[Source 2-R has informedy that this guild has jurisdic-
tion over cartoonists, sketch artists, ana animators engaged in making anl^t
mated cartoons in the motion picture industry. ^Source 2-R has statecfXhat^'
this guild was organised about 1939 originally as an independent group. He
further stated that in 1941 the guild succumbed to the influence of SOHRELL
and was issued a charter by Local 644» Studio Painters, and therefore is now
affiliated with the International Association of Painters, Paperhangers and
Decorators of America.
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Source stated that this affiliation of the cartoonist*
with the painters and paperhangers was brought about by the help which SORRELL
rendered to this guild in getting better working conditions and wages and
which help was made possible by the favorite!am shown SORRELL by PAT CASET

.

was an important factor in winning the confidence of this gaild by SORRELL*

Source further stated that this same process was employed
by SORRELL in all the other unions and guilds which were members of the Con--,
ferenee of Studio Unions*

r -tV^Source 2-R stated that the officers of this guild are the
following:

JACK ZANDER - President

DAVE HUBERUAN - Vice-President

ERIC LARSEN - Treasurer

PEPS RUIZ - Financial Secretary

AL ARMATUZIO - Warden

A. C. GAMER - Conductor

WILLIAM POMERANCE - Business representative

/Source 2-R has statedJthat the officers of this guild
and the guild as a body follows the Communist Party line and in so doing has
passed the same resolutions and engaged in the same activity mentioned above
regarding Local 683*

SCREEN SET DSSKMERS GUILT?

that 'this guild has jurisdiction[Source 2-S has stated]
over set designers, draftsmen, and illustrators, that the workers composing
these crafts over a period of years have had various organizations, none of
which were successful* Source stated that at one time they were classed as
scenic artists and formed a union on that basis but it soon went out of e*»
istence. Source further stated that further attempts were made which like-
wise failed* He also stated that it was not until 1939 that they formed a
stable organization* Source further stated that in the fall of 1941 this or-
ganization affiliated with Painters Union Local No. 644, thus coming under C\
the influence of HERBERT K. SORRELL and this Painters Union No. 644 which \Q£/
had been dominated by Communist influence since 1935 as has^retofore been
shown* *
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Source further stated that the membership of this guild

is limited, being only approximately 300 members. He stated that as a con-

sequence this guild does not have the usual number of paid officials. He

stated that the business of this guild is transacted at the office of its

attorney, GEORGE E. BODLE, 608 South Hill Street, downtown Los Angeles; how-

ever since BODLE has been appointed as Assistant Director of the War Manpower

Commission on the Pacific coast in charge of Southern California district,

this guild is now located at 94A1 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, tele-

phone CHestview 1-4051*

^Source 2-S has stateo^lat^the present officials of this

organization are the following}

JOSEPH STE.TNAD - President

ED MU5SA * Business representative

T.-tctte THOMAS - Executive board member

LETT CDUID - Executive board member

ART LONERGAN - Executive board member

FRITZ WILLIS - Executive board member

HID H. GILBERT - Executive board member

Source further stated that the officers and executive
board members above named handle all of the affairs of this guild and the
general membership does not even have a vote in the affairs of the guild*

Source further stated that the officers of this guild
and the guild as a whole follow the Canaunist Party line and in so doing

^Ihave passed the same resolutions and- engaged in the same activities men-
tioned above regarding Local 683# *

of
Source 2-S has stated that/the officers named ED M,

GILBERT is known to be a member of the Communist Party and has been to the
knowledge of source a member of the party since 1933* Source has stated
that in 1934 and 1935 GILBERT was a member of the executive board of the

HPWIU mentioned above* He further stated that in 1935 GILBERT was made
chairman of the top fraction of the Communist Party In the Hollywood studio

units, being appointed to that position by GEORGE 1IAUKSR who was in charge

of the Labor Commission of the Communist Party of sauthern California^
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STUDIO MACHINISTS LOCAL M0. 1185 (S.M.L.)

LSource 2-T has informedjthat the Studio Machinists Local
No. 118$ is, a* are all of the other locals that make up the Conference of
Studio Unions, a unit of the international group affiliated with A.F. of L.
He further stated that this local is one of the unions of the International
Association of Machinists* _ , \

- , fA/'V
TSource 2-T has further stated tnat workers who belong

to this union are highly skilled mechanics engaged mostly in building and
servicing motion picture cameras and other high precision work of like char-
acter*

Source further stated that this union came into exist-
ence as an outgrowth of the M.P.W.I.U. heretofore mentioned; that in 1934
and 1935 the majority of the machinists in the Hollywood studios were mem-
bers of this Communist dominated H.P.W.I.U. Source has stated that it had
taken in the entire crew of machinists then engaged in the experimental
plant of Technicolor Corporation; that it had also taken in all of those
workers employed in the Mitchell Camera Company, the largest manufacturer
of motion picture cameras in the United States. Source has further stated
that while this plant was not a part of the motion picture studies proper,
its products were used solely in the production of motion pictures. He has
further stated that this union also had taken into its ranks a large per-
centage of skilled mechanics in the studios proper.

Source -further stated that the Communist program and
party line at that time was accepted by the machinists members of that un-
ion almost wholeheartedly. He further stated that the leaders of this
group and the individual to whoa the machinists group within the union
looked to for leadership was WHFRED IT. LYON, who is referred to abort as
President of the M.P.W.I.U. and who later made a trip to Soviet Russia to
work in the motion picture industry there and who was selected by the dele-
gates from the Soviet Union in 1936 to go to Russia for that purpose.

Source further stated that when the Coonunist Party-

line changed in the fall of 1935 and all Communists were instructed to Join
the A.F. of L. unions, this group of machinists left the U.P.W.I.U. and
applied for a charter from the International Association of Machinists, an
international affiliated with the A.F. of L. Source stated that a charter
was granted and about 1937 this local No. 1185 was created in Hollywood*

/Source 2-T further statedj^fJtt\he union followed the v^A
usual procedure of new unions in building up Its membership; that at the \J \

same time Communist influence was at work in the union and by the summer
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of 1941 this union under the leadership of its business representative, D. T.

OTNE, had gone over officially into the group called the Conference of
Studio Unions, dominated as above stated by HERBERT K. SOHESIX. Source fur-

ther stated that the original meeting called to set up the Conference of
Studio Unions was authorized officially by this Local 118$ and Local 644 of
the Studio Painters. He further stated that at this meeting SOHKELL and
D. T. WAYNE represented their respective unions as the original base for
this conference*

Source further stated that this union No. 1185 is repre-

sented in all of its transactions by this business representative. D. T.

WAYNE* No other officer appears in any negotiations for the union or appar-
ently take part in any of its political activity* He stated that WAYNE is
the Vice-President of the Conference of Studio Unions*

^Source 2-T stated) that this union acting through its
spokesman, D. T. WAYNE, has affiliated with the same organizations and pursued
the identical line as has Local 644 Studio Painters* He has stated that lir.

WAYNE is completely under the domination of HERBERT K, SOERELL.

{Source 2-T has further stated)that this union has fol-
lowed the same procedure as to resolutions and protests as has Local 683
Laboratory Technicians mentioned above. He has stated the union follows
the Communist Party line as an integral part of the Conference of Studio
Unions*

Source 2-T has stated that this Conference of Studio
Unions is the group of A.F. "of L. unions which has penetrated the Studio
Union A.F, of L. structure and planted the Communist Party line by boring
from within, which has been the tactics used for twenty years by the Com-
munist Party and practiced in the earlier days by WILLIAM Z. FOSTER who
from 1920 to 1928 was the secret agent of the Communist Party, U.S.A. in
charge of organized labor activities, during which time he denied he was
a Communist and posed as a legitimate- labor leaderA/ ((A^ r " - -aV^)

[_3ource 2-T has statedA that 4 it was not to be implied
that this Conference of Studio unions controls the majority of A.F. of L*
workers in the studios. There are many other A.F. of L. locals not Com-
munist controlled, but this small group composing this Conference are
more or less key unions* He further stated that they have the backing of
the entire Communist structure and the sympathy of the large number of
fellow travellers in the cultural group, and due to this fact they possess
strength out of all proportion to the number of locals and membership* .

r "ftW \Q
[Source 2-T has further stated that the publication in

which the affairs of this Conference of studio Unions are bandied is the
monthly paper "Flashes", issued by Local 683 of the T ^foy^g. TMhltf^
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Source has also stated that this union uses the daily

"Variety", a trade paper which is extremely partial to the activities or this

conference and to H2RBSRT K. S0RH5LL. This source further stated that RALPH

RODDY, who is in charge of labor dues for "Variety", apparently is a fellow

traveller and follows the party line. These newspapers will be treated under

separate headings*

HOLLTYTOOD QUIID COUNCIL

(Source 2-U has reporteaV that the (guilds making up the

Hollywood Guild Council are the bargaining agencies for what is known as

"the cultural groups, writers, artists, directors, readers and publicists*"
These guilds although not affiliated with A.F. of L. or any other labor

group are the bargaining agencies for their members. It should be noted
that as in the case of writers, directors and art directors, the matter of
salaries is an individual matter. Those guilds in their bargaining nego-
tiations deal with such matters as working conditions, screen credits, etc."j

7PRK5 FDR THE FORMATION OF THS HOLLYTTOQD GUIID COUNCIL

Source 2-U has further stated that after the defeat of
the Communist controlled United Studio Technicians Guild (U.S.T.G.)/tne Na-
tional Labor Relations Boaro election held on September 20, 1939 as above re-
lated, £he Communist elements not being able to function within the I.A.T.S.K.
proceeded to set up another organisation outside the A.F. of L. As a base
for their operations they created another organization "The Hollywood Guild
Council". This council was composed of representatives or delegates from what
is called "the cultural groups". They are the followingQF/^>-J

Guild Approximate membership
in 1941

-^r Screen Directors Guild 350

Screen Readers Guild ' 2$0

Screen Publicists Guild 200

Screen Set Designers Guild 350

' Screen Office Saployeea Guild 900

Screen Cartoonists Guild 500 \f)

Total 4,000 ^
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[Source 2-0 further atatedjthat the Hollywood Guild Council
was set up in the fall of 1939> shortly after the U.S.T.G. was dissolved; that
when this guild council was organised the Screen Set Designers Guild, Screen
Office anployees Guild, and Screen Cartoonists Guild, were not affiliated with
the A.F. of L. This affiliation was not made until the fall of 1941* The
others never were affiliated with the A.F* of L*

- - - Source further stated that the[purpose of this Hollywood
Guild Council was to afford a base of operations to carry on Communist propa-
ganda and keep alive the attempt to penetrate the other unions* They attempted
to draw into the council many of the A.F. of L* locals but were not successful*
The activities were confined to these various guilds which had always been more
or less subject to Communist infiltration.^^

Source further stated that (the leading group and the one
which practically controlled the Hollywood Guild Council was the Screen Writers
Guild. ] All of the activities of this council had their origin in the Screen
Writers Guild* The officers and leading figures in the Screen Writers Guild
are almost all members of the League of American Writers. This League of
American Writers has been in control of the Screen Writers Guild for many years
and has succeeded during that time in having its members placed in key posi-
tions in this guild*

The political viewpoint of the League of American Writers
has dominated the Screen Writers Guild completely. The other guilds mentioned
never played a great part in the Hollywood Guild Council for the reason that
they were not so easily organised* To a large extent they lent their names
and appointed delegates to the council* It might be said that they "trailed
along,

Source 2-U further statedythat the activities of the
Hollywood Guild Council extended from the fall of 1939 to June 22, 19**1# at
which time HITLER invaded Russia, which automatically ended the HITLSR-STALIN
^oact. He stated that this period was one in which the line of the Communist
Parity was isolationist and anti-war and anti-preparation for defense. He fur-
ther stated that the Hollywood Guild Council during this period fell into line
with that position. However it accomplished very little, being overly consci-
entious in its activities*

Source further stated that immediately after the invasion
of Russia this council had no further place as a propaganda group inasmuch as
the majority of the representation of the guilds were writers, directors, art-
ists, etc. They transferred their activities from a position of isolation to
one of violent patriotism. He further stated that after the change in the Coo- J
munist Party line caused by the invasion of Russia was made clear, wnicjyAecjtfyi^
approximately three to four weeks, the directing heads of the ' |uild t^pttfciS^
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began an intensive campaign in support of the war. They transferred their
activities to other fields, the principal one of which became the Hollywood

Writers Mobilization for Defense.

Source further stated that the Hollywood Guild Council
did not go to other organizations as a bocty but the individual members went

as individuals and joined and supported such organizations as the Writers

Mobilization for Defense, The Citizens Unity for Victory Committee, Laborers
Unity for Victory Committee, The Committee for the Care of Children in Wartime,
the United Russian Relief, Committee for Medical Aid to Soviet Russia, American-
Russian Council for Friendly Relations, The Hollywood Canteen, Victory Bond

Drive, and many other forms of war activity*

Source stated that as a result of this transfer of activi-

ties to these other groups by the leaders of the council, it became inactive
and at the present time it remains as a mere name only*

Source further stated that so far as it has been possible
to ascertain theiHollywood Guild Council did not make public the names of the
individuals who were its leaders and directors. The council never took direct
action as a body but it acted as a sort of steering committee or advisory
club for the various guilds that made up the council*^ source stated that the
following persons were the most active in the affairs of the Hollywood Guild
Council:

3H2RIDAN GIBNEI - President, Screen Writers Guild, 1941.

ROBERT RDSSEK - Secretary, Screen Writers Guild, 1941*

"'LESTER COIE - Treasurer, Screen Writers Guild, 1941.

MARY McCAIX, JR.- Member Screen writers Guild, 1941*

/jOHN HOWARD UTEON-Meiber of Screen Writers Guild, 1941#

/
/

JEROME CHODOWDV - Member of Screen Writers Guild, 1941*

ALLS?? SCOTT - Member of Screen Writers Guild, 1941*

ED Li. GILBERT - President, Screen Set Designers Guild, 1941*

GLEN PRATT - Business Representative, Screen Office
Employees Guild, 1941.
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Vice-President, Screen Cartoonists Guild,

Screen Directors Guild, 1941*

^Screen Readers Guild, 1941. "*£r -

T.?.qT.TTr. MASON - Screen Publicists Guild, 1941.

^Source 2-U further 3tatedJ~that the approximate membership

of the Hollywood guilds affiliated with the Hollywood Guild Council was 4,000,

the majority of whoa were members of the Screen Writers Guild and Screen Office

Employees Guild. He further stated that the Hollywood Guild Council is now

practically inoperative due to the war conditions and the further fact that

since it was set up the Screen Office anployees Guild, the Set Designers Guild,

and the Screen Cartoonists Guild became affiliated with the A.F. of L. in the

fall of 1941 and are now a part of the Conference of Studio Unions as noted

heretofore*

Source further stated that some of the guilds mentioned

above were affiliated with the Hollywood Guild Council and are independent

groups and have no connection with national unions.

DAVE HIIBERMAN -

\/FRANK TUTT1S -

DON GORDON

SCREEN WRITERS GUIH)
1655 No. Cherokee Arenas,
Hollywood. California

^Source 2-7 has reportedfthat the Screen Writers Guild is

an independent organization not affiliated with the American Federation of

Labori although it calls itself a guild it is a labor union and is the bargain-

ing agency for writers in the Hollywood motion picture industry. -

[Source 2-Vhas statedjfchat" the Screen Writers Guild was or-
ganized in 1934, that it is the first union group in the cultural field to

come under donation of the Communists and fellow travellers. In fact it was

organized by a group of writers who were then members of the John Reed Club
of Hollywood, a Communist front organization that afterwards became the Holly-
wood chapter of the League of American Writers in 1935.. Source stated that
prominent among this group of original organizers w&rei

HOWARD LARSON
SAMU3L OBKITZ
DUDLEY NICHOLS
GUY ENDQHE
HARRY CARLISLE
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All of the above have long record* of ffTiinl it activity
In the Hollywood motion picture industry* J

Source further stated that the Screen Writers Guild ever
since its inception has taken the leadanong the organised cultural union
groups in the Hollywood Motion picture industry in following the Communist .

Party line in all its devious changes* He further stated that this guild was -

mainly responsible for setting up the Hollywood Guild Council, a Communist
dominated group* Although not affiliated with the Conference of Studio Unions,
it has probably acted in support of that body which, as has been shown, is
another Communist controlled group of A.F. of L« local Hollywood unions. Source
further stated that this guild is the sponsor and moving force in the Hollywood
Writers Mobilization for Defense; that it sponsored the publication "Communique "

which was published and distributed 'from its headquarters. He further stated
that it is one of the sponsors of the Hollywood Canteen which was recently set
up for the purpose of furnishing entertainment for the aimed forces* Ho fur-
ther stated that its officials and members have been active in every fom of
Coanunist and Communist front activity in southern California for years*

Source 2-7 has further stated that the Cownunist domination
of the Screen TTriters Guild has been so continuously obvious that in 1936 a
small group of writers revolted against this domination and attempted to_ oust
the Communists from control* This revolt was led by a small group of writers, /
most active of whoa were JAUES K. McGUTUBSS, JOHN LES HAHIN, TOWARD EMSIETT /
"ROGERS, PATrSBSON McNUTT, BESS 1£EH3)ITH, HHWAN J. UANCKESWICZ, ROBERT RISKflT
and SAMSOK RAPHAELSON*

Source further stated that one of the foremost "red baiters"
as he was called at the time was Ur» MANCKEEWICZ, one of the highest paid
writers in Hollywood. Source stated that tfANCKIOTCZ ran a full page advertise-
ment in the Hollywood Reporter, a trade daily, which he headed as follows:

"PROPOSED CHARTER
FOR

LOCAL NO. 1, SONS AND
DAUGHTERS OF 'I ?/IIX ARISE"
SCREa* WRITERS
UNION*

He signed the cofvaunication*

"Writers of Hollywood unite 1
You have nothing to lose but your brains]
HERMAN J. UANCKIEfflCZ,
Grub Street, Beverly Hills, California*
In the Tear of the Terror, One,"
New Theater June, 1936. P*25



Source 2-V further at*tad that despite the fact that this
- small group had exposod tha Screen Writers Guild as being Coonuniat controlled
• it lost the fight and tha guild continued as usual* Source stated that again

in 1941 another revolt against the Communists in the organisation took place*
Sosm of the sane group tried again j notably Xr* RQGEBS and Mr. HcGUIHESS were
active* This time they succeeded in forcing the resignation of JOHN HOIttHD

. LaXSOfl, DOKALD OCDHi STSHAKT, and RING LARDKRR, JR. frosj ofilelal podUons* .

These three hare long been know for their Communist activity. He further
stated that the resignation* of IAK30N, STEffAKT and LAHDNER were merely con-
cessions to a state of affairs* as at this tiae Coanunists and fellow travel-
lers were still suffering from the effects of the HTTLSR-STAUM pact, but
source stated that after Russia was attacked by KITL ".:"t rjid the Communist Party
line changed and permitted Coumunists to pose as good, loyal American citizens
and at the sane tiae denounced anyone as "fascist1' or "Nazi" who brought up
the question of Communis*, the Communist elements became bold and again openly
took the reins of the Screen Writers Guild*

Source further stated that the close connection between
the League of American Writers and the Screen Writers Guild is evidenced by
the membership of many of the officials and members in both organizations*
He further stated that members of the League of American Writers are in com-
plete control of tha Screen V/riters Guild.

Source 2-V reported to the Ins Angeles Bureau office that
'the following parties were elected officers of the Screen Writers Guild on
November 12, I%2|

'

./J

HART McCALL, JR. President
LESTER COIS (a* Vice-President

r

FRAIIK POUTER
FRa.'CIS EDV.'APi)

HAIJOID EL'fiH'Vj:

iwro DUTL^R
VMS CCir.XJiT

p:rul jarricoi^'
OOKXSJ EAitt

HARJIT JURKIT2-
GUCTS LEHLIAN-
JAK3 lOJRrlN-

{

rALDO SALT
ALLAH SCOTT
JAI GURNET i

•".

FZXIX JACKSOH
TAU30T JHWIUGB-
JOHH LARKIN -
HAT FERRIN -

B2TTY RSINHARDT -

ItARGlOTITE ROBERTS-

Secretary /
FIRAOOH Treasurer

Executive bo<±rd member
Executive board jronber
Executive board member
Executive board member
Executive board member
Executive board member
Executive board member
Executive board member
Executive board maaber
Executive board member
•Alternate executive board member
Alternate executive board member
Alternate executive board member
Alternate executive board member
Alternate executive board member
Alternate executive board member
Alternate executive board member



(Source 2-7 and 2~W further stated) that the following offic-

ers of the guild are followers of the Communist Party line as indicated below:

UAH? McCAIX. JR>, President of the Screen Writers Guild,

is supported by the Communist elements in the organisation; was elected Norem-

ber 12, 1942 as President; was active in the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League, a

Communist front organization, until the signing of the STAUN-HITLSR pact*

spoke under the auspices of the Hollywood League for Democratic Action, a "
-

Communist front isolationist organization, on February 21, 1940, at the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles, in which the program was "Hollywood Accepts

MARTIN DIES". She stated at this meeting "MARTIN DISS was worse than Commun-

ism". She was one of the members of the Screen Writers Guild who wired a de-

mand to Congress on March 5, 1940 that it eliminate the DISS Committee* She

sponsored the Russian anniversary celebration at the Shrine Auditorium on Novem-

ber 8, 1942* She was a member of the committee on arrangements. She is a mem-

ber of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization for Defense, a member of the League

of American Writers, and teaches at the Hollywood Writers School and follows the

Communist Party line explicitly*

LBST5R COLE. Vice-President of the Screen Writers Guild, ia

a member of the League of American Writers* He was one of the signers of the

letters of "150", "400", which were part of the struggle between STALIN and

TROTSKY for control of the Communist Party. He was a signer of the call for

the Fourth Congress of the League of American Writers, which was a supporter

of the American Peace Mobilization. He is an instructor in the Hollywood

Writers School, a Communist dominated school run by the League of American

Writers* He has been a follower of the Communist Party line for many years*

FRANCIS EDWARD FIRAGOH* Treasurer of the Screen Writer*

Guild, is a member of the League of American Writers* He was one of the

signers for the call for the Third Congress of the League of American Writers*

He is a member of the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League and the Hollywood Writers

Mobilization for Defense* ~

HAROLD BUCH&AN is a member of the executive board of the
Screen Writers Guild. He is also a member of the League of American Writers,

^ a member of the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League, and a member of the Hollywood

Writers Mobilization for Defense. f\0k

MARC CONNETU is a member of the executive board of the

Screen Writers Guild and it a member of the League of American Writers* He

signed the call for the Third Con&reaa of the League of American Writers.

He is a member of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization for Defense* He teaches

at the Hollywood Writers School. He follows the Communist Party line* He

was a member of the arrangements committee for the Russia^ anniversary cele-

bration November 8, 1942 at the Shrine Auditorium in Los 'Angeles*
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PAVL JAHRI00* member of the executive board of the
£ Screen Writers Guild, is a member of the League of American Writers. Ho
£ teaches at tho Hollywood TTriters School and is a member of the National
- Federation for Constitutional Rights* * Communist front organization. Ho

is a member of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization for Defense. He signed
the call for the Fourth Congress of the League of American Writers which
endorsed the American Peace Mobilization. He follows the CcsBwmist Part/
line faithfully,

GORDON KAHK is a member of the executive board of the
Screen Writers Guild and a member of the League of American Alters* He was
an associate editor of "The Clipper"* the official organ of the League of
American Writers, Hollywood chapter. He was a member of the Motion Picture
Cooperative Buyers Guild, a Communist front organization. He was one of the
signers of the call for the Fourth Congress of the League of American Writers
which endorsed the American Peace Mobilization. He follows the Communist
Party line faithfully.

HAHRT JURNITZ is a member of the executive board of the
Screen TJriters Guild and a member of tho League of American 7/riters. He is
also a member of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization for Defense.

T5AL0O SALT is a member of the executive board of the
Screen Writers Guild and a amber of the League of American writers• He was
-an associate editor of "The Clipper*, the official organ of the League of
American Writers, Hollywood chapter* He is a member of the Motion Picture
Cooperative Buyers Guild, a Communist Party front organization. He was one
of the signers of the call for the Fourth Congress which endorsed the Ameri-
can Peace Mobilization. He follows the Communist Party line faithfully*

/JLAK SCOTT is a member of the executive board of the
Screen Writers GuiJa and a member of the League of American Writers. He
teaches at tho Hollywood Writers School and is a member of the Hollywood
Writers "obilization for Defense* He foalowa tho Communist Party line
strictly*

JAY uOPiCT is a member of the executive board of the
Screen Writers Guild and a member of the League of American rTriters. He
teachea at the Hollywood TTriters School. He was a co-author of the plays
"Uset the People" and "Zero Hour", both of which were isolationist arid were
sponsored by the American Peace Mobilization. They were produced by the
Hollywood Theater Alliance, a Coanunist front group, and directed by H2HBERT
BIBERIAN, a well known Hollywood Communist. QORNET follows the Communist
Party line strictly*
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Source 2-V conpiled * list of the members of the Screen
' ICTiters Guild who ar« Communists and/or fellow travellers in the League of

'American T/riters and who have been identified for many years as engaged in

Communist activity*

JOHN HOHABD LAE50H
SAM OHHXXZ
DUDLET NICHOLS
TiSS SLSSIHGER
frakk davis
dorothy parkt.r

.ulan cxsvbell
•iapjon spitusr
madeline ruthven
h. s. (ht) kraft
lester cohen
GUT EWDORE
JERRI SACKHEIM
V1T.1A BROTHERS SHORE
DCUALD 0GD3I STEWART
eila I'JT; vmr-KS
JOKT ErdGHT
R09URT TASKER
john rcracurr

rdbsrt aossm
THEODORE DREISSi
JULIUS EPSTEIN

PHILIP EPSTEIN
sienet Bucnax
*FHTII.TP DUNNS
UMAX) CHODOHDV
JEROME CHODOHDV
LILLIAN HSIJifAN

CEDHIC E"LFRAGE
liac BiJCTSTsn;

HARRY CATiLISLE

VERA CASPSHAI
WILT CASTLE
ARANUD D'USSEAU
EDF-ARD ELISEU
JOSEPH HEU3S
? iAHTH-' at/.«T

ARTHUR KOEEP.

ALBERT "ALT-

\U L. RIV13S
G"X)RG2 SXLAR
ORSON VJFXLE3

VICTOR A. YAKHONTOFF

Source 2-V has stated that all of the above are active
members of the Leacue of American Writers and the Screen Writers Guild; that
they are all identified either as membera of the Communist Party, fellow

travellers, or members of such front organizations as the Hollywood Anti-Kazi

Leacue, the HoUywooo League for Democratic Action, Hollywood Peace Forum,

Hollywood Theater Alliance, United Refugees Committee, Hollywood Co.nmittee

for Writers in Exile, Rescue Sr.ip Mission, Hollywood Writers Mobilization for

Defense, Consumers United, notion Picture Cooperative Buyers Guild, national

Federation for Constitutional Rights, SCHKEID'i&lAK-DARCr Defense Committee,

Unitett Spanish Aid Committee, HARltl BRIDGES Defense Cocnlttea, American Peace

Mobilization,' .Viierican-Russian Institute, American Society for Cultural Rela-

tions with Russia, Caaraittee to Aid Agriculture workers, League of VJomen

Shoppers, tVesten Y.'riters Congress.

SCREEN DIRECTORS GUHifr

1
^Source 2-X has reported that the Screed Directors Guild

of Hollywood was organized in February, 1936 for the purpose as stated at that
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tiaa to bring the directors of motion pictures into line with other labor *KT*
unions in the industry. This source also furnished inforaation relative to

the various parties who are active in the affairs of this guild.

This effort was made by a snail group of notion picture

directors who professed the "progressive" position, and who maintained in a

broad sense that the motion picture should carry a social or political mes-

sage rather than being what they claimed it was at the time, merely an "escape

mechanism" for the masses. In reality the term "progressive" meant sympathy

for the Coamunist cause which was then just beginning to make headway among

the intellectuals of the Hollywood motion picture industry*
j

The names of those composing this small group werei

KING VIDOR JOHN CHEMEIX
LEWIS IOLEST0W5 WILLIAM WKLL2UN

i FRANK TUTTLE HOUEEN MAUDULIAN

-T~-ilLLIAM K. HOWARD CREGORI LACAVA
'

jr JOHN PCRD fmffFMTS FT
"

FRANK BOHSAGE 5DWAHD SUT

\ HOHAHD HAWKS H. BRUCE HUKBERSTONK

/ , ' WESLEY RUGGLSS '

\

The difficulty in organising these directors whose salaries

ran into thousands of dollars per week and reducing them to a status of trade

unionists was no small one*

The position and duties of the director of motion pictures

place him closer to the producer or employer than to the worker. At times his

interests lead him actually into the production field where he becomes an em-

ployer of a kind*

For these reasons [the Screen Directors Guild is in no

sense strictly a bargaining labor union! although the Communist theoretician

claims that it is, but the director's 'as a class have not yet discovered the

fact. Actually the Screen Directors Guild occupies an anomalous position

among Hollywood labor organizations which plays at going through the motions
of a labor union* The high salaries of the directors and their preferred po-
sition among the elite of the motion picture world contradicts any questions/'

of "wages and working conditions" • f\. L

This leaves the Screen Directors Guild with buttons basic
reason for existence which, to a small group within the organisation, Is all

'

. ,;ln all. This reason is ideological, or, as this group would express it if

£ driven into a corner, "cultural"* By "cultural" is meant production of mo—
rjf tion pictures sympathetic to the cause of Communism and the political

"

\ of Soviet Russia.} V



_/
This is no implication that the entire membership of

Screen Director! Guild, or even the majority, are of this viewpoint, or that

the organisation ae a body reacts in that direction. It is the usual small

group within the organisation that works to steer it into this type of ac-

tivity.

. _ The Screen Directors Guild, of necessity, confined within

narrow bounds as a bargaining agency. Also any political activity it it free

to adopt is circumscribed. .
• --

Yet in spite of those restrictions the Screen Directors f^J/
Guild has sponsored such organizations as the Hollywood Writers lfobili»tion{'T"
a Communist inspired project, the Hollywood Canteen, likewise controlled by
Communist elements, the War Symphony Comaittee, and others* It was affiliated

with the Hollywood Guild Council mentioned heretofore.

There is considerable Communist activity among the indi-

vidual members of the directors guild, but they function as individuals and

take part in outside organizations and groups.

The Communist Party has for years made every effort to

take into its folds motion picture directors. They have recognized the stra-

tegic position of the director in injecting propaganda into a picture* In
this they have been somewhat successful heretofore*

But at the present time the field is wide open. The po-
sition of Soviet Russia &* an ally, and the large number of pictures now be-
ing made based on the war situation, permits those directors so inclined to

inject into the picture such Communist propaganda as would not have been pos-
sible heretofore. And for the making of such pictures the Hollywood producers
invariably select those directors and writers who are sympathetic to the Soviet
union and the Communist cause*

ing:
The officers of the Screen Directors Guild are the follow-

GEDRGE ST5V&£S - President

EBN5T LDBIT5CH - First Vice President

NORMAN TAUHDG - Second Vice President i/W r

WILLIAM* A. SSITKa-Secretary

^jtat ru^Hgrr - Treasurer

J. P. UcOCfftlN - Executive Secre

MABEL WALKER WTLLEBRANDT - Counsel

1- 68 -
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Board of Directors: (in addition to the above)

DAVTp BUTLER GB0RC2 CUKOE

m;XRD H. GftlFFITH HENHT HATHAWAT

HDWAKD KAWKS MASK SANDRICHj/
A. EDiVARD SUTHERLAND RICHARD WALLACE t

WILLIAU A. WLDim SAU WOOD

Alternates to the Boards

FELU FEIST^
REEVES EASQN
IRVING PICHSL
LESLSI SELANDER

Of the abore offlLcials few have been openly active or have
expressed publicly sympathy for Communism orits philosophy*

GBORGK STBVEKS . ^Source 2-X has reported/that CSJORCZ STEVEK3 is President

of the Guild; that he has been identified with some of the Communist front

organisations. He represented the guild in the United Citisens for Victory -

Committee, and spoke at a meeting in the Philharmonic Auditorium in September
of 1942. He has had some connections with the Hollywood Theatre Alliance, a
Communist inspired project, and has affiliated with various Russian Relief
drives* His activities have been of a mild nature*

ERNST LUBIT5CH has been looked upon as a fellow traveller
but directed the picture "Ninotschka", which was anti-Communist satire* This
would cancel out any Communist leanings previously held* For directing this
picture he was attacked by the Communists in the industry and out*

Of NOHMAN TAUHOG, WILLIAM A. SEITER, TAT GARNETT, and

J* P* McQOWAN, there is no record of any activities*

Of the Board of Directors the same can be said, with the
exception of IRVING PICHSL. one of the alternates*

r JVH
IRVING PICHSL* LS°urc« 2-X has stated) that Ur. PICHEL has

long been active in circles allied to the Communist Party. Sponsor and active
in the Hollywood Anti-Nati League, and sponsor of the United Spanish Aid Com-
mittee, both strictly Communist front organizations* He teaches at the Holly
wood Writers School, conducted by the League of American Writers. While PICHEL
has been identified with the foregoing organisations he seems to know whan to
draw back and not go too far* However, he follows the Coamunist Party line,
but safely*
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None of the rest of the officials of the Screen Directors

Guild have been involved to any serious extent in Communist activities as ap-

pears at this time j however this ck>es not mean that the Communist Party has ig-

nored the motion picture director. On the contrary there has been an intensive

camDaign to influence the directors and it has been successful to quite an ex-

tent. But in doing this a difierent tactic was used than those which were ap-

plied to other groups and labor unions. It would not serve the purposes of

the -Communists nearly so well if they were to control the Screen Directors Guild

from the top by electing their members and fellow travellers to the offices irr- -

the guild. It would be much better to influence the individual director and use

him where he would serve their purpose by his control of the picture as it was

produced. Besides there would be a danger if any of the directors became pub-

licly known as Communists and sympathizers—their position in the industry would

not allow of it, particularly if they should be in control of the Guild.

The following members of the Screen Directors Guild in

Hollywood are known followers of the Communist Party line:

FRANK TUTTLE. Source has stated that TUTTLE is a member

of the Communist Party (EURT-HQNETCOHBE) • He has been active in almost every

Communist inspired group operating in Hollywood* Sponsor of the Hollywood

Anti-Nazi League. He has been active in the Hollywood Peace Forum which suc-

ceeded the Anti-Nazi League and became isolationist when the Communist Party

line changed. He is a member of the Hollywood League for Democratic Action,

a Communist anti-war group following the Communist Party line. TUTTL3 spoke

at a mass meeting of a group at the Olympic Auditorium on April 6, 1940, in

Los Angeles, which meeting was to "Keep «merica Out of the V.
rarN * He is a mem-

ber and active in the Motion Picture Democratic Conntittee, a Communist group

that changed to isolation when the Communist Party line changed. He is a mem-
ber of the Zukas Defense Committee-defense of Communist ZUKAS sentenced by
Yorty Committee investigating subversive actirites. He was a sponsor of the

United Spanish Aid Committee and other Spanish civil war aid committees and
it ^s reported that approximately $300,000 was collected for this purpose and

r that a great portion of it was collected for the purpose of bringing to the

'United States writers who were in exile and other radical factors who were in
internement camps in various European countries' for their radical and Commun-
ist activities. It is also reported that a large portion of this 3300,000 was
never accounted for to anyone.

ORSON ?/ELLES is a member of the original "Group Theatre.*,

New York, Communist controlled theater project affiliated with the New Theatre
League, a branch of the International Union of Revolutionary Theatres. He is ^
a member of the League of American Writers. He signed the Fourth call for r-iUj
Writers Congress which was a support of the American Peace Mobilization. He \ \ \J
is chairman of a committee from Hollywood demanding that deportation proceed-
ings against HARRY BRIDGSS be dropped. He is active in the; Rescue Ship Mis-
sion, a Communist collection agency for funds never accounted for. WEILES is'
now very patriotic, having changed with the Communist Party line* He was also
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a, sponsor of the United Spanish Aid Coaedttee and other Spanish civil war
aid committee* and it is reported that approximately $300,000 was collected
for this purpose ana that a great portion of it was collected for the purpose
of bringing to the United States writers who were in exile and other radical
factors who were in internement camps in various European countries for their
radical and Communist activities* It is also reported that a large portion
of this $300,000 was never accounted for to anyone*

^JAY LSYDA is now Technical Director on "!£Lssion to Moscow*,

a picture now being made by T/arner Brothers* He has a long record of Communist
activity* He was director of propaganda via the theatre for International Un-
ion of Revolutionary Writers in Moscow in 1934-35* He is associate editor of
"New Theatre", a publication controlled by the Communist Party, issued in New
York from 1935 to 1939. He was associated with the Film Library of the Modern
Museum, Rockefeller Foundation in New York in 1940* He was discharged for
Communist activity in July, 1940 by IRIS BARRY, Curator, as a result of popular
pressure* He has been engaged in many other activities*

/ HERMAN SHUMLIN is a former Broadway producer, now a Holly-
wood director* He has followed the Communist Party line faithfully for many
years. He is a nember of the "Group Theatre 1* in New York, and active in all
of its affairs. He was sponsor for the "Theatre Commitzee for Defense of the
Spanish Republic". He was a member of the Hollywood Citizens Committee for
Federal Theatre, and a member of the Executive Board of the Theatre Arts Com-
;oittee (T.A.C.). He was a supporter of the American Poace Mobilization. He
has engaged in many other activities, all of which followed the Communist Party
line from the Popular Front to Isolation, to violent patriotism*

JOHN FORD has shown Communist sympathies to a limited ex-
tent. He is identified as attending Communist social gatherings in Hollywood
luminaries homes. (BURT) Sponsor for the Steinbeck Committee for Agricultural
Workers, a Communist controlled group (met at the Philharmonic Auditorium, Los
Angeles, March 21, 1940). The activities of FORD were of a mild nature, and in
all probability he is an innocent*~He was third Vice-chairman of the Motion
Picture Democratic Committee* ~

,

JOHN CROMWEU, is one of the original organizers of the
Screen Directors Guild* He is a member of Hollywood's Committee to Protect
Civil Liberties, a completely dominated group* He is sponsor of the Hollywood
Committee for TTriters in Exile", a Communist project.

t/ HERBERT BJBERMAN is one of the leading Communists in the
Hollywood section. He is a member of the National Council of American Peace
Mobilization* He picketed the White House for the American Peace Mobiliza-
tion, and is local chairman of that organization, as well 1 LlAlMF)ll'W1lfflt

' n1
'

Peace Forum* Ha was involved in an attempt by the UniteJ?S&9a%4mHM«s



Guild to take over Hollywood unions for the Communist Party. He is a contri-

butor to "New Masses", New Theatre magasine. He is a member of the Hollywood

Anti-Nazi League and Motion Picture Democratic Committee. 'There are many

other instances of Communist activity on hie part. He is now patriotic in

conformity with the Comaunist Party line.

^
\siE$& }JLSSTONg follows the Communist Party line. He sup-

ported the -New Theatre League, which is affiliated with the International

Union of Revolutionary" Theatres, with headquarters in Moscow, Russia. He wrote

articles for the New Theatre magaiine in March, 1937- He is a member of the

Executive Hoard of the Uotion Picture Spanish Aid Committee, a Communist front

organisation. He signed a letter of "ISO" which was protest against investiga-

tion of Moscow trials. This fact is proof that IHLESTOKS was interested in

inner workings of the Communist Party. He is a sponsor of the Hollywood Thea-

tre Alliance, a Communist organization. He has engaged in many other activi-

ties.

B. A. DUPQNT is editor of the Hollywood "Tribune", a Com-

munist publication issued in 1939* This publication was short lived as the

HITLER^STAIJN pact caused its death.

wtt.t.taM DIBTEHLS is a follower of the Communist Party line.

He is a member of the Hollywood Committee for Writers in Exile, a Communist

front organisation, and of the Hollywood Anti-Naai League. He gave interviews

to the '•Daily Worker", the Communist Party's official publication (1939). He

was named as a member of the Communist Party by IVAN 001 in December of 1937.

/JOHIS IVatS has long been identified with Communist activi-

ties. He is an original member and active in the New Theatre. League, an affil-

iate of the International Union of Revolutionary Theatres. Contributor to the

Hew Theatre magasine, and director of "Documentary* films. He is a sponsor of

the Motion Picture Guild, a Communist controlled organisation for the making of

propaganda filiis (1939)*

PARE L0HSMT2 has engaged in activities practically the same

as ITERS.

DUDIgT NICHQIS was formerly a screen writer and member of
the League of American Writers. He ie now a producer and director* He has a

long record of Communist and Communist front activities while connected with

the League of American Writers.

. ^HERBERT RUNS is one of the original group that set up the

New Theatre League* He is editor of the Hew Theatre megaline. He ie one of

toe original founders of the League of American Writers in coojunctifia. w£v>
3ARL BHOTOER, ICCHASL QOID, etc. He is now in Mexico making ,ao^figlW "docu-

mentary" films. He has a long record of Communist activities* „ ,



GARSIH KANIN follows the Cojaaunist Party line. He Is a

member of the Hollywood Connittee for Writers in Exile, a Communist Party

fronts He is a contributor to "New Masses'*, a Communist publication. He

signed a resolution to support the "Peoples Front" in Etogland, about April 1,

1941» The "Peoples Front" in England corresponded to the ^American Peace Mo-

bilization in the United States. EARL EROWDER and other known Communists

were also signers of this resolution. He sponsored the Hollywood Theatre

Alliance, a Comnunist undertaking*

There are others among the directors of Hollywood who

have evinced sympathy for the Communist cause, but it is of a milder nature

and follows the same general pattern.

SCREEN PUBLICISTS GUILD - 1735^ No. Vine Street, Hollywood,

California

H*^)
/.Source 2-1 has stated) in* substance the following with

respect to the officers and activity of "certain individuals in the Screen

Publicists Guild. The officers ares

LESLIE JIASON - President
TEST CARLE - Vice-President
DAVID HcCOIG - Secretary
TED TATIBB7 - Treasurer ^

The Executive Board members are the four above named and

the following:

— WILLIAM BELCHER ROBERT JOSEPH
WILLIAM BLOECHER BESSIE KA2HKS
JERRI BRETTINGRAM DON McELWAdB
VOHN CAMPBELL, JR,^ CAMERON SKLPP
CHARLES_fiASKON_ JOHN DEL VALLE
ittT~2AUES - - ARTHUR ZELLNEE

Source has stated that none of toe above named officers

have been identified as being members of the Communist Party or as having
taken part as individuals in any Communist activity of the usual Hollywood
variety, yet the organization as a body has affiliated itself with known
Communist inspired groups. \

Source has stated that this union has been represented
by its President t.hst.tb MASOff sno has acted as a delegate and as a member of
or as sponsoring the following} The Hollywood Guild Council"; Labors Unity
for Victory Committee; Hollywood Writers Mobilisation for Defense, wkich was

a part of the Screen Writers Guild; and the Le&guft. of <*MrfVinr Writewwr- 9*^

hM also sponsqra/kjhs fleilyw^Od: Canteen whlob is sponsored, geqsrallfo by
Communist elements. >^



Source has stated that the only other member of this guild
who has at times represented the organisation as a delegate is DON KING who
is considered by conservative labor unions in Hollywood to be a fellow traveller
but he has never engaged in any decided activities. He further stated that
the ntnber of members in the union is not large, approximately 350; that on
this account it has had very little influence on the larger groups or those
engaged in Communist front activities*

SCREEN HEADERS GPUP, 1655 North Cherokee Street,
California

/_Source 2-Z has reportedjas* follow* on this guild. He ham
stated that the following are the officers!

JOHN WEBER - President

T.TTJ.TiW BSlQPIST-ttee-PresideBt

JE3S3 BURRS - Corresponding Secretary

BOTH FASKB - Recording Secretary

k

BILL OOIZ^ - Treasurer—

—

HAL I27T - Member Executive Board
BERNARD GORDON- member Executive Board
HESIZT HAINES - Member Executive Board

. IOTS CLAY - Member Executive Board
VFRANK CIZAVEB - Member Executive Board
WILLIAM SHEKKH*- member KxeeaUve Board

Source has stated- that the Screen Readers Quild is not a
large group, perhaps not over 250 to 300 in all* He further stated that some
are employed regularly at the various studiob, while others do what is called
free lance reading. Their duties are to read books, rnagail nes and all forma
of published material and make synopses from which stories or scenes may be-
adapted to the motion pictures.

Source has further stated that the readers have been to
a large extent influenced and dominated by the Screen writers Guild. The
reason for this is that the readers consider themselves potential writers
and their ambitions lie in that direction. For this reason the Screen Read-
ers Guild follows the lead of the Screen Writers Guild in all matters. It

is affiliated with the Hollywood Writers Mobilisation for Defense, the Holly-
wood Guild Council, and is active in supporting any political activities and
fronts which the Screen Writers Guild advocates.
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SCHBBJ DIAIOQUS DIHBCTORS GOUP ~

/Source 3-A has stated/that this organisation is an inde-

pendent group not affiliated with the A.F. of L. and that it cam* into exist-

ence in 1936. He stated that it was an attempt to organise into a guild or
union that mignt be tented an anomalous section of the directors guild. It

was composed of a snail section of this group whose activities are of a rather

specialised nature, direction of the dialogue in the picture* These duties

naturally develop into the domain of the director of the picture and therefore

the etataa of the dialogue director is somewhat vague.

Source stated that as a. body this guild has never affili-
ated with the usual Cosnunist efforts to consolidate groups such as the Holly-
wood writers Mobilisation for Defense, the Conference of Studio Onions* or
any of the other Communist inspired groups. He further stated that this guild

is not at the present time taking a part as group in any of the usual under-

takings for wmr purposes such as the Hollywood Canteen, Russian Relief, etc*

Source stated that the original organisers, and those most
active in the organisation in the past are and have been the following*

WHUAM L. BBOSSSAD TED STAHHQPS
SIANIZI J. CEAHDOS JAXB3 I2E90R
H> L. DAVEKPOET MILTON SACKSOB
LESTSR SCHAFFKR RICHARD LaPAI
EDWARD E. KAIS FJMARD J. COHKEL -

HUGOS BA2W

Source has^ stated that with the exception of RICHARD LaPAI
none of the above have been identified with Cnssamrl st activities. He stateeV

that LaPAI was for some years a member of the Communist Party in Hollywood and
did important work for the party among the prominent Hollywood luminaries, but
he stated that LaPAN broke with the party about five years ago and since that
time has become violently opposed to it. He further stated that- LaPAI at the
present time is not employed at the studios and so far as he knows LaPAI has
abandoned all political activity.

AMERICAN GPHJ) OF MUSICAL ARTISTS

/source 3-B has reported^thsft tnie organisation Is not
strictly a Hollywood group but is rational"in its scops and is composed of
prominent musicians, soloists, directors and others. He stated that it is
not a Hollywood union in the tense that it acts as a bargaining agency, as

all members of this organisation are also members of the American Federation
of Musicians., affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, whi

bargaining agency.'fbV musician*. Source further stated t..u

1
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not been active In Communist circles but has supported some organizations sus-

pected of being Communist front organizations, such as Russian War Relief j

that it has furnished musicians free of charge to such organizations as the
Russian War Relief. He further stated that it is one of the sponsors of the

Hollywood Canteen and furnished a great deal of the music, and perhaps all
.of the music, that, is given at the Canteen for entertainment purposes. He

stated positively that it has not sponsored such organizations as the Holly*
wood Writers Mobilization for Defense*

^Source 3-C has stated) that Screen Actors Guild is the

only labor union in Hollywood which does' not function under a charter from
an international group affiliated with the A.F. of 1, Being the only group

of its kind, that is a union of Screen Actors, it exists only in Hollywaod

and for this reason it functions by a direct charter from the A.F. of L.

through the Actors Equity Association.

SCREEN ACTORS GUIID

{thaltK^{Source 3-C has statedVthat KENWH THOMPSON, Executive
Secretary of the Screen Actors Guild, performs his duty as Sitecutive Secre-
tary of the Guild and does not take part in any activities outside the needs

jf the guild as a labor union. He does not object to the Communists func-

ioning in the union, neither doea he support them. He has never been referred
-) as a Communist or fellow traveller. JEFF KIBRS in 1939 stated with respect

THOMPSON: "TKOiiPSON is vacillating and .cannot be held in line."

a guild:

[jSource 3-C statedythat the following are the officers of

JffiENEELlHQIiPSOH - Executive Secretary

JAMES CAGJIEr
N~ President

GE0RG2 A. MORPHT - First Vice-President

PAUL HARVEY - Second Vice-President

WALTER ABSLL - Third Vice-President

LUCILLS GL3AS0N - Recording Secretary

PORTER HALL - Treasurer

WALTER ABSLL - Member, Board of Directora
n . :

~j

JAMES CAGNET - Member, Board of Directors j

QUA DUNN -c Member, Board of Directors
GEORGE A. MURPHT - Member^ Board of Directors



<)

LLCYD PIDGEON - Member, Board of Directors
ELIZABETH RISDOH-ilember, Board of Directors
FRANCHOT TONE - Member, Board of Directors
CHARLES TROT/BRIDGE r- Ueraber, Board of Directors •

. JANE VTQIAN - Member, ^pard of Directors.

(JSource 3-C has stated>that the affaire of the Screen Actors
Guild are conducted in a different manner froia the rest of the unions in the
Hollywood motion picture industry. He stated that all matters are in the hands
of the elected officers and Board of Directors; that this union does not hold
membership meetings regularly; that it has a called meeting when something
special is called in order that the membership may vote on some specific ques-
tion, but he stated that this occurs only on rare occasions and that the only
regular meeting is the one which is called once per year for the purpose of
electing officers*

Source further stated that due to this arrangement whereas
the membership acting as a body can take no action on such affairs, Communist
Party members, fellow travellers, and sympathizers among the Hollywood Actors
carry on their work tnroughjxthAr organizations such as "fronts". They act as
individuals without th»~t5fHcj^l^anction of the union, the Screen Actors Guild.

"
\

JAMES CACHET , Source 3-C stated that CAGNET has contri-
buted large sums dfcaah to the Communist Party. This feature is being
treated elsewhere inthts^sport.^lj^)

' CrBQRGE A". IIURPHT . Source has stated that MURPHT is the
First Vice-President, is very friendly with the C.I.O. and PHIL A. COWTALLT, '

President of the C.I.O. and Secretary of the L«A.I.U.C. He stated that he
considers LSJRPHT very sympathetic to the Communist cause but that he would
not be willing to call him a fellow traveller.

Source further stated that PAUL HARVEY, T7ALTER A3ELL,
-J5*2£CIIIE GLEASON and PORTER HALL have not been active even in any front or-

ganizations*
*

FRANCHOT TONE . Source stated that FRANCTOT TONE ha* "been
very active in Communist front organizations, has contributed large sums of
money to the Communist Party, and hasjjeen very active in matters in which
the Communist Party has been involved

RICHARD LaPAN . Source stated that LaPAH in about 1935 h
or 1936 was the collector for the Communist Party amongst the motion pictured
people* At that time LaPAN stated that he had collected large sums of money f
from JAKES CAGNET and others in the Screen Actors Guild, ,Hebetated, that ' in r

1934 LAWHEKCE ROSS was ^Secretary of the Communist Party in* Lo/
w
*ngeles Cownty -~
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and on one occasion he sent a hurried call to Hollywood insisting that IOTIS

HEIFST2 see JAMES CAGNET at once and get $200.00 as he needed it immediately

.

A presumption grew from this bit of inforaation that CAGNEI might at any time

be subject to-call for Communist funds.(^4
( IL)

' ~
Source 3-C has stated that the following members of the

Screen Actors Guild have taken part in and supported Communists and Communist

controlled front activities in the Hollywood section over a period of six or

seven years to his own personal knowledge^y t-M

LUCILLE BAIL
ROl&f! BOHNEN
VIRGINIA ^UCE— -

UOHRIS CARNGVISKY
dorothy coumingorb
frances farmer
helen gohagen
tow~garfieii>

(correct name
JAKE GARFINKEL}—

,

STEWART HAMBLEN
v:al^er HUSTON
FRED KEATING
ttCTOR KILLIAN

'

IDA 1UPIN0
FREDERICK LIARCH

PHILIP MERI7ALE
liAURICS r-CURFHT

CLARENCE MUSS
IRVING PICHEL
EUCIAN PRIVAL
LOUISE RAINES
PAUL ROBESON
GALE SGNDEHGAAED
ART SMITH
LIONEL STANDEE
FRANCHOT TONE
ORSON VSLLE3

A. F. of L. LOCAL UNIONS NOT MENTIONED HERETOFORE

Source 3-D has statedjthit the following sixteen unions

which have not heretofore been mentioned in this report are A.F. of L. uniona

and should be mentioned here in order that all unions in the motion picture

industry may be accounted for. He has stated that of this number nine form

^-part of the I.A.T.S.E. group affiliated with the A.F, of L. through the

national organization of the I.A.T.S.E.* They are the following:

AFFILIATED PROPERTY CRAFTSMEN LOCAL 44.

INTSTJIATICHAL PHOTOGRAPHERS LOCAL 659.

INTERNATIONAL SOUND TECHNICIANS LOCAL 695.

MAKEUP ARTISTS LOCAL 706.

MOTION PICTURE COSTUMERS IOCAL 705.

MOTION PICTURE SET ELECTRICIANS IOCAlVi^-
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liOTIC;.' PICTURE STUDIO GRIPS LOCAL 80.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIO PROJECTIONISTS NO* 165.

STUDIO LA30RAT0RY AMD UTILITY TORKSRS LOCAL 727.

" Source has stated that the following A.F. of I. local unions

are not a part of the I.A.-T.S.S. group but are affiliated with the A.F, of L.

through their various international bosses:

Local Approx. ttembership

STUDIO DRIVERS (TEA:«ISTE:s) LOCAL 399 1.000

STUDIO PLASTERERS LOCAL 755 550

STUDIO CARPENTERS LOCAL 946 2,200

STUDIO UTILITY TJORKERS LOCAL 724 1,600

AMERICAN CTERATIOII OF kUSICIAKS LOCAL 47 500

EITHRi'lATIGKAL BRCTHSRHOOD OF ELECTRICAL VDRKERS
LOCAL :X>. 40 1,300

BUILDING SERVICE TJORKSRS LOCAL 99 500

[Source has stated in the above-named unions it cannot be
said that there is any large amount of Communist infiltration. A campaign for
this purpose has been carried on for the past five or six years but has not
been successful. He has further stated that in no one of these unions has any
of the officers been won over to the Communists cause; however, among the me*-

rship of some of these unions Communists and their sympathizers had been ac-
tive prior to June 22, 1941, the date on which HITLER attacked STALIN. Since
that time, however, he states that Communist Party instructions have been that

there is to be unity with the A.F. of L, and that no serious attempts should
be made to capture official positions in those unions. He stated, however,

that this does not mean that they have dropped their activity; in fact it has
been intensified but it has been turned in numerous directions. He stated

that the purpose now is to utilize the present structure of these unions and >•

influence the membership to support such extra-union activities as aid to <7 '

j

Russia, resolution for a second front, independence of India, support for the Q /

various projects put out by the Communists such as nurseries for the children

of war workers, labor management committees and all war activities determined

by the position of the Communist Party line toward the Soviet jjhion.

J
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AFrrxvns property craftsi-Sn ho. u» fi.A.?.s.s. Affiliate)

Source 3-E has advised that none of the officers of this
union ar« Canaunists or fallow travellers and for that reason same are not
being listed*

Source 3-8, however* has stated that the following members
of this union are listed as Communists. FKZD KAJSKSLL, Communist Ftrtj- name
T?J.ir. OAKTS, and IHTCN P. HENTSCKEIX, whose Coomunist Party name is JOHN F.
MTUiS. Ix, will be noted that HEIJTSCHELL has been mentioned heretofore in
Exhibit No* 1 and Exnibit No. 2 in the correspondence between JEFF KIBH2 and
I«T ana other officials of the Communist Party in connection with their
activities at the 34th Annual Convention of the I.A.T.S.E. held at Cleveland,
Ohio, June 6-9, 1935, in which ROT HUDSON questioned the loyalty and ability
of KZirTSCHELL.

HUGH P. Source 3-E has stated that l!ASOK was regis-
tered for voting purposes as a Communist in 1936* It has also appeared at the

JAG" Le£isiative Committee testimony that MASON attended the Conmunist
Party fraction meetings and that Coomunist Party meetings were held in his home,

Source 3-E has stated that the following menbers of Local
"o. have been listed by the officials of the union as having carried on and
supported Coanunist propaganda at union meetings i

KABH? CH3RNIN WILLIAi: M. D3UGUS
UTT.T.TAH r/ILFROD AHTKUH FRT3JS0N
LOUIS HAZEI ROBERT A1ES >

JOHN C. PELTON iflJRKT PASCH
RCT W. VTCKST GEQ2C25 HAIKSS

D1T5RKATI0KAL PBOTOCRAPHBtS LOCAL NO. 659 (I.A.T.S.S. affiliated
Kith A. F. of L*

Source 3-F has stated with respect to the possible Coanun-
ist infiltration into the International Photographers that ttere has been no
nfiltration of Ccoauniats into the officials of this group. He stated the
nly member of this group who seems to have Communist connections is JAiSS HONS
CT(*Z, a Chinaman. Ke stated that HOTCE was a member of the Motion Picture Co-r

oerative Buyers Guilxa and that he was a member of the Hollywood Anti-Kazi
je&£ue and it is considered that ha has been very sympathetic to the Communist
<ause but it is not known definitely that he has ever been a member*



INTERNATIONAL SOUND TECHNICIANS LOCAL 695 (IJUT.S.S. Affiliated
With A«F. of

iditne Los{Source 3-G has inforaed^tne I/>s Angeles Bureau office that
there is no evidence that there is any Comnunist infiltration into this union

to such an extent as to hare any influence whatever on the union's activity as
a body. Source has stated, however, that HASQUL^TIH, the business agent of
this union, has been identified as consorting with Coomnnist elements in Holly-
wood. He further stated that SMITH was voted for office at the Labor Rational
Convention of the I.A.T.S.E. at Columbus, Ohio in June, 1942 and was part of
what was tamed the Communist bloc fJUsrgtfaywood. He was a delegate from his
union to Labors Unity for Victory, a Communist front meeting held in the Los
Angeles Central Labor Council Hall, September 14, 1942.

Source stated that SMITH is not what would be called a
stable man by the Comunists. He uses them and they use him for certain par-
poses but it can be said that the Communists do not control him.

Source further stated that the other officers of this
union have not been implicated' in Communist activities and union as a body has
not supported Communist proposals which follow the Communist Party line*

hv^\ IX
UAKE DP ARTISTS DXAL HO. 706 (I.A.T.S.E. Affiliated

* f) 7 "\ With A. F. oTE

id tii

fSource 3-H has reportea)tnat the membership of this uniom
is comparatively small and is made up of o£d time actors "and for that reasssi

any Communist activities have fallen on barren ground. He stated that the only
member of this union who is a fellow traveller is RAIMDND LOPEZ. He stated-

>
that LOPEZ was a member of the Communist Party ancTa^etvr'lzr&e H.P.ff.I.U.
mentioned heretofore and for some seven or- eight years has carried on Commun-
ist propaganda and has been identified with Communist front organisations. He
further stated that LOPE is a man of little force -and does not .have the 'ability
to influence anyone.

MOTION PICTOffl COSTUMES LOCAL MO. 705 (I.A.T.5.E.

AFFILIATED WITH A.F. OF U .

— []§ource 3-1 has st*tedjfeaV JiJ^jEEft^W^is the business
agent of this union. He has stated that Tgng*wfw im wy^rTntH» nor a
sympathiser with Communism} that this union has an approximate membership of
600, which is composed principally of persons of foreign extraetioiujesx&>u
can be found in the garment industry. Source has stated that wUgPM' ten-
dency of these typee is to lean toward the left, the fact that *Eey are ex-
ceedingly well paid in the motion picture industry overridesjjfcmpletely «ny
political viewpoint they might desire to adopt*
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MOTION PICTURE 5ST ZLSCTRICIAHS IDCAL 'TO. 728
(I.A.T.S.S. affiliated with A.F. of L.

—\7N ^

'

^Source 3-J has informed]that the officers of this union
appear to hare no communist connections; however he has stated that among the
membership there has been sons who have been active. The following individuals
have been reported as having supported the U.S.T.G. and the Communist program
to take over the Hollywood Studio Unions:

JEER? (J.N.) FATKIN . Source "has stated that FATKIN is an
electrician who is on call to the various studios when needed. He stated that
FATKIN supports all proposals aavancea in the interest of the Communist Party
line at all meetings of the union. .

x

ROY H. RICE, /source 3-J has state^that RICE is a steward
in the union and that he is on call as a set electrician; that it is reported
that he is an associate of FATKIN in following the Communist Party line in all
union meetings*

Source has stated that MIKE ELLISON, BILL GORSUAN and
GEORGE KATZSiAN, members of this union, have cooperated with FATKIN and RICK
at all times in following the Communist Party line. .

/^Source 3-J further stated^that within the last few months
there has developed an internal situation within this union which may result
in this membership ^roup going over to the Conference of Studio Unions domin-
ated by Communist influence under the leadership of HERBERT K. SORRELL. He
further stated that PAT CAS5T, the Labor Relations Man between the studios and
the unions, is in favor of lining up with the Conference of Studio Unions. He
stated, however, that GUT RUSHING, the secretary of this union, is opposed to
any Communist infiltration, but the business agent, A. J. MORAN , seems to favor
collaboration with Communist controlled unions at the

1

studios. He stated, how-
ever, that it cannot be stated that MORAN is a Communist but at times he has
been known to sympathize with Communist programs and has advocated following
some activities which are a part of t-he Communist Party line.

£ Source 3-J has statedjthat 'the following parties who are
members and not officers of this union are known to have Communist sympathies

s

JOEL KRONISH
FRED HGUNSCHELL
GBORGE MEROHOFF
WILLIAM KANE"
GBQRCE DAVIS
WILIXJULGORSMAN

'HARPER'
jCTPlTffiflCHSNBr

4'

HERMAN LIPNET
WILLIAM SHARK
CHARIES GUTHRIE ~
G30RGE KATZMAN / fW /
RICHARD LIVINGSTON^ y
T. V. SHEFFIEUD 1

H. C. JUUP _^>***~~^

**
: - „

-



MOTION PICTURE STUDIO GRIPS LOCAL NO. 30 (I.A.T.S.E*

Affiliated with A. F. of L
/^Source 3-K has inforoed^t^e Los Angeles Bureau Office

that none of the ofiicials of this union have any Communist connections* He
further stated that the whole union is patriotically opposed to all Communist
influence*

~ MOTION PICTURE PftOJECTlCHISTS LOCAL NO, 165 (I.A.T.S.E*

Affiliated with A» F. of L*

[Source 3-L has informed Agent that- this local is a snail
group with only about 200 to 250 members • He stated that the officers ars
free from Communist connections. He further stated that there is one member,
EDT/AHD LEVEGUE, who is a member of the Communist Party under the name of HER-
BERT FORD. He stated that LEVSGUE was a member of the IT.P.tf.I.U. in 1934 and
1935 and at that time was very sympathetic to Communism and later joined the
Communist Party and has informed that he retains his membership in the Commun-
ist Party*^^)

LABORERS AIJD UTILITY WORKERS LOCAL HO. 723 (I.A.T.S.E*

Affiliated with A* F. of L*

Jsource 3-i£ has infomeajAgent that this union is one of
the I.A.T.S.E. group" and that at one time this union had jurisdiction over
utility workers and laborers in the studios, but within the last few years
another union, the Studio Utility Employees Ho, 727* affiliated with the In-
ternational Hod Carriers, Building and Common Laborers Union Of America, af-
filiated with A. F. of L, , has taken over most of this type of workers, which
has left this union with only about 250 to 300 members* -le stated that as a
result there i3 no Communist activity in the union at all as it is expected
that sooner or later this union will voluntarily go out of existence.

^ Ai&EICAN FEDERATION OF KU3ICIAHS LOCAL NO. 47

/^Source 3-N has reportecjto^the Los Angeles Bureau Offics
that this union is an affiliate of the American Federation of Labor and
represents all organized ausicians in the Los Angeles section as the bargain-
ing agency. He stated that this union is not strictly a Hollywood union but
it aoes encompass all musicians who work in the studios in Hollywood*

(jSourc* 3-N stateijj'tna^tne officers of this union at the
present time are the following: J. K. (SPIKE) WALLACE, is the Prssid
business, representative* £f

C3

JOHN GHOEN - Vice-President

FRANK B. PENDLETON - Recording Secretary

- —
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AL C. MTERS •

JOHN M. BOYD
H. C. GEEEH
RICHARD DICI

ZARHH bICKFORD
JACK BAPTISTS
ART GEIDLSR
lUURI H. PAUL
GEORGE "H. SIOTH

Financial Secretary

.

Trustee —

—

Trustee
"Trustee

Member Board of Directors
Member Board of Directors
Member Board of Directors
Member Board of Directors
Member Board of Directors

The officers are also Members of the Board of Directors.

(_ Source 3-N statedfthat this union :U one of the largest

groups of the A.F. of L. in southern California, having a paid up membership

of approximately 8,000, He further stated that although this organization has

a clause in its constitution which demand* expulsion from the union of any m
ber or members who are Communists, who advocate Communism or any other subver-

sive doctrines, or who engage in subversive propaganda, the union as a body
has cooperated with known Communist groups in the Las Angeles locality.

Source further stated that the Musicians Local No. 47
from about 1937 to 1940 was conducted in a conservative manner; that JACK
TEKNET was President of the union during that time. He stated that the union

has a hall at 141? Georgia Strett, which is owned by the union. He further

stated that TENNEY was elected to the California State Legislature in 1938
and he afterward became a member of the Sam Yorty Assembly Investigating Com-

mittee and in 1941 TEJINSY succeeded YORTY in the committee which was after-

wards known as the Tenney Legislative Investigating Committee and was also

known aa the Anti-Subversive Committee of the California State Legislature.

Source stated that T2NNET ceased to be the President of
the union in 1940 and J. K. 'TALLAGE wasjslected to succeed him. He further

^Sftated that after TSIKET went out of offj.ce aa President, 'TALLAGE, SAX ALBERTS,

12SCHA ALHIAI'I, HENRI AL2EHTI, and a man by the name of 3A1I became active in

the union; that ALBERTI, ALTUAN and BAN have been identified as members of the

Communist Party up until 1940. He stated that prior to that time ALBERTS waa

not known as a Communist Party member but was considered a fellow traveller.

Source 3-N has further stated] that the Communist line

activities of this union are expressed through iw President, J. K. 7IALLACE

who sits in the forefront to support the Conference of Studio UnionSj

completely Communist controlled and under the leadership of HEP-BERT

HELL, a well known Communist. He further stated that the union
resolution about October 1, 1942 demanding the opening of a second front*

He further stated that V/ALLACE as a delegate to Labors Uniey J>6r Tic

lions, which iS-.^
3ERT K. SGR- Q^
passed a \
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Comoittee, a Communist dominated group, rent on record as saying that his

union had gone on record as supporting the Coamittee for the Care of Children

in Wartime, a Communist sponsored group. He further stated that as an indi-

vidual WALLACE'S name appears on a pamphlet written by DALTON TRUMBO, a well

known Communist writer in Hollywood, as a sponsor. He further explained that

this pamphlet was a protest against the deportation of HARRY BRIDGES. He fur-

ther stated that WALLACE, speaking for this union, has led the attack on the

activities, of .the Anti-Subversive Committee and JACK TENNEY. personally.

(TENNEY was elected to the State Senate in the November, 1942 election.)

^Source 3-N further stated that '.TALLAGE and this union take

credit for the establishment of the Hollywood Canteen, which behind the scenes

is controlled by a group of Communists and fellow travellers in Hollywood. He

stated that this canteen furnished entertainment and refreshments for the armed

forces without charge. He further stated that the general impression is that

rTAIXACE is not a Communist Party member but he sponsors Communist activities

and is a close associate of HEPBE3T K. SORKELL and has made statements for his

union that it will support demands made by SORRELL and his Conference of Studio

Unions in any demands that they will make on the motion picture industry.

STUDIO DRIVERS LOCAL IjUMBSR 399

^Source 3-0 has stated^^at^there has been an intensive
campaign carried on by the Communists to penetrate and overtake this union,

a campaign which was led by known Consnunists, fellow travellers and sympa—
hizers. This local union was considered by them to be a key union in that
roup of A.F. of L. locals not'a part of the I.A.T.S.E. bloc. In this they
ire correct for the reason that if they could succeed in capturing this group

c would provide an important wedge to penetrate the teamsters group on the
est coast.

The campaign- reached its height in 1941* At this time

^he heads of the union, ilr. JOSEPH TUOHT^ Business Representative, and KAXffl

{&ARE, Secretary, who, with all other officials of the union, are opposed
to radical activities, succeeded in expelling two* of the Communist leaders
from the union on charges of Communism. The two leaders were GENE BRADI
and BEN BUDUAN, whose record appears in the files of the Los Angeles Bureau
office*

These expulsions tended to stop activity and at the

'esent time it is of little importance, although there is a sizeable group

Comunists and fellow travellers in the union. However, they are strictly

*-*iercover and give little trouble.
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Their namea are:

^L* J* McCORUICK
(Husband of LARUE McCOESUCK)

ROY HcKEAN
AL CAYA
STANLEY FARKER-
HARKT ALLISON—
JOHN STRONG
HARRY STOHS—
TERNS SPARRY
JACK GANNON
GOLDIS GRZHN
ADRIAN BEALL
CHARLES TESJ

L. D, SAMPSOI

LEON SILVER
FRANK TALBOT
FLOYD PRATT
FRANK COLLm
'.VILEY HLLL
JAH3S DeSHCN "' —
CECIL BEAVER
GEORGE C0D2IAN
(Correct name liYMTS EDELMAN)

vincekt larsen
jack ksssier
HARRY STSPa-IEERG

SOL GOLCBKRG

Gource 3-0 has
bers himself, personally, through
they were active in the U.3.T.G. in

3dMe i>llectedythe information about these mem-
members of the union* He stated that

, that they supported the Motion Pic-
ture Democratic Committee, which ?ras a Communist front organization. He
stated that they also objected to the- expulsion from the union of BEN BUDMAI!

and GENE BRADY because of their Communist activities. The expulsion was made
by a vote in an open hearing of the union* AL CAYA acted as the spokesman at
the first hearing. At the second hearing, which took place in 1941, BRADY and
BUDI1AI' sought the advice of GEORGE SHIBLEY, an attorney at Long Beach, Cali-
fornia who has been involved in Communist activities and is a member of the
Lawyers Guild and whose practice is confined to individuals and organizations
of a Communist viewpoint and the men mentioned above voted against expulsion*
They did not support the American Peace Mobilization or other fronts outside
their labor union*

-3*. STUDIO PLASTERERS LOCAL NUMBER 755

r ^hF*
—

[^Sovxce 3-P has statedjthat this union is one of the con-
servative bloc of unions. BEN MARTINEZ, is the business representative of the
uffiion and has been cooperative in combating Communist activity in the Holly-
wood unions.

fSource 3-P has statedjthat there are no Communist activi-
ties in this union of any consequence; that the membership is limited and it
hs not one of the larger key unions; that the membership is approximately 400*,
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Source 3-P further stated Ahat the only members of the

union who hew shown Communist tendencies are^H U-)

RUDOLPH PARDUCCI \ /

/mm GRSUTE3T
\ (f

/ HAROLD F. WILSON Y V

He further stated that their activities have been confined

to "conversations with their own union members. He further stated that this __

union's membership is composed of Italians largely and that the work which they

do is ornamental plaster cast work^£/

STUDIO CARPENTERS LOCAL NUMBER 946
,

JTcPj *)
/"Source 3-Q ini'ormed] Agent that this union is apparently

free of any outwara Comaiunist activities. Ke stated that it is an old line

^roup, the members of T?hich are for the most part men identified with the pic-

ture industry for many years. He further stated that the membership of this

union tended to lean toward the conservative side* He also stated that it had

been reported that there had been some Communist agitation in the past but at
the present time it does not show. He stated that the officers of the union

are in no v/ay involved in radical activity of any kind; however their position

is one of neutrality toward Communist activity. / .

/Source 3-Q further stated)tftat at a meeting of this union

in June, 1941 of various conservative heads of Hollywood unions to combat Com-
munist activity the representatives of this group would not cooperate. Attempts
were later made to get their representatives to do so but without results. He
further stated that the membership of this union is approximately 2,200 and that
the position which the officers took on the situation with respect to Communists
was one of aloofness, contending that there was no problem within the organiza-
tion they represented.

STUDIO UTILITY E^PLOTSBS LOCAL HO. 724

/^Source 3-R informe^^gerk that the membership of this union
is approximately 1,600 and that there is no serious attempt by the Comnunist
element to penetrate this sroup. Attempts have been made in the past but such
attempts were entirely unsuccessful.

Source has stated that the officials of the union are in
no way implicated in any radical activity; in fact it is one of the organisa-
tions in the Hollywood industry that has been aware of what has been going on
and has consistently taken steps to prevent any Communist activity within the

ranks of the membership* ' ' _f
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In addition to the conservative position of the liipfttfNy.

officials another factor operates to prevent Communist activity. And that
is that the membership is composed of common laborers who drift in and out
of the union* There is a large turnover in membership and as a consequence
it is impossible for the Communist elements to concentrate on the members to
build up a permanent faction*

The officials of the union, particularly LEW HELM, Busi-
ness Representative, and H. C» ROHRBACH, JR., Secretary, have cooperated with
other conservative union leaders in Hollywood unions to put down, or prevent
Communist activity in the unions.

H0LLT7TO0P UNIONS. FREE OF COMMUNIST PARTY INFLUENCE

/source >-S has stated^tnlt h» following motion picture
unions in Hollywood, California, have, so far as he has been able to ascertain,
remained entirely free of Communist Party influence. They are the following:

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL VJORKERS,

A.F. of L. LOCAL 40, Approximately 900 members

BUHDING SERVICE XSKERS KO. 99, A.F. of L.,
approximately 500 members

S0CI3T? OF UOTIOl! PICTURE INTERIOR DECORATORS,
INDEPENDENT - approximately 250 members

MOTION PICTURE HAIR STYLISTS GUIID - Independent
approximately 250 members

ARTISTS UANAGERS GUHD - Independent - approximately
100 members

SCRIPT CLERKS GUILD*.- Independent - approximately
-v* „ 250 members 4

UNIT 1IANACSRS GUHD - Independent - approximately 100

FIRST AID mi ANC YJ0MENS UNION - Independent - approxi-
mate 150 members

SOCIETT OF UOTIOft PICTURE FHii EDITORS - Independent
approximately 650 members

LSource stated.) that two of the above named A.F. of I.
•B.E.Vf. Local Ifo. 40 which naa about 900 members, ."aiw the Building
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Service Workers No, 99 with an approximate membership of about 500, have not

shown any activity along Communist linea as organizations. The officials of

these unions have not been identified with any form of Communist activity

to his knowledge, ^
^Source 3-S further stategthat the seven independent

unions named are small groups loosely organized and have not joined with any

other unions in any activity of any sort so far as communism is concerned.

Ke"stated that they function as small independent groups in efforts to better _

their working conditions. He further stated that these unions could not be

considered key groups and it therefore appears that there has not been inten-

sive concentration on them by the Communist Party. It has always been a con-

tention of the Communist element in Hollywood that if they could get eontrol

of the key unions, particularly those which are a part of the Conference of

Studio Unions and several other I.A.T.S.S. locals, not yet a part of the lat-

ter group, they would have the situation well in hand, and then could force

the remainder of the unions to fall in line with their wishes.

GENERAL SUMMARY
OF THE LABOR UNION SITUATION TA THE HOLLT-'IDOD

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY. x—
kJhI' ^

fsource 3-T has assisted) in summing up the labor union sit-

uation as it exLstsln Hollywood and has pointed out the various efforts which

have been made by the Communists and the Communist Party to get control of

the various unions and guilds, and has gone a little farther and has shown the

way in which the motion picture guilds and unions have endeavored to follow

the Communist Party line which he has stated has been "without deviation"*

He has further pointed out that while the motion picture unions and guilds are

at the present time on the surface at least for an all out war effort, that

one who is familiar with their tactics can readily see that the Communist

Party at the present time is losing no opportunity to further the interests

of the Communist Party at the present_time.

This summary is as follows

>

"In its attempt to take over and control the motion pic-

ture industry in Hollywood, plans for wnich were laid down about twelve

years ago, the Communist Party has consistently pursued policies and

methods which were adjusted to different group interests and which varied

in application according to the different changes in the party line of

the Communist International (Comintern). Af^



"In Hollywood there were two main lines of procedure;

one for influencing the so-called cultural groups, writers, actors,

artists, directors, etc,, and another for penetration and the captur-

ing control of the studio trade unions* Tactics used were not the

same, althaugh there was under cover coordination of all communist

interests and controlled groups.

_ _ "As has been shown heretofore, the initial attempt to

enter the trade union field in the motion picture industry was the

formation of the Motion Picture Workers Industrial Union. This union,

although not affiliated with the Trade Union Unity League (T.U.U.L.),

was set up along the same lines of that basic communist organization

and had the same object in view.

"At the time of the formation of the lf.P/,7.I.U. in 1934

the line of the Communist Party v.as to form independent unions, mould

them into revolutionary anions and work for the eventual overthrow of

capitalist democracy by means of violent revolution.

"This line of the Communist Party is clearly laid down

in THE COMUUNIST, the official monthly organ of the Communist Party of

the United States for June 1930, at Page 509, where it is stated:-

!\Te should keep in mind that the Party has also at

its disposal other organizations, schools of the

class struggle, schools of Communist strategy and

tactics, .where it can and in fact should recruit
workers by the thousands who are insufficiently pre-
pared, and in need of preliminary schooling. Such

are, first of all, the revolutionary trade unions.'

Again, on page 512 it stated:

'The TUUX. is an independent leader in the economic

.

struggles of the working class. It is an uncompromis-
ing foe of the A.F. of L. Its task is to mobilize the
masses, win them to its side, embrace them organiza-
tionally within its own folds and to destroy the A.F.
of L.t

"This was the iirst method of penetration of the Holly-
wood motion picture industry by way of the Motion Picture Workers In-
dustrial Union which was completely Communist dominated and which fol-
lowed the Communist Party line implicitly.
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"At the Seventh World Congress of the Communist Inter-

national held in Moscow July 25th to August 20th, 1935, at which Congress

EARL BROTOER was one of the delegates from the United States, a decision

was made to alter the methods and tactics of the world Communist movement.

What was called at that time the 'United Front 1
, later called the 'Popular

Front 1
, was set up. All the various Communist parties throughout the

world were ordered to conform and change their methods and tactics.

"In the trade union field this united front tactic called -

for the abandonment of revolutionary tactics, substituting therefor the

boring-froa-within process whereby all Communists were to join and work

within the then existing trade unions, vrfiich meant in the United States

the American Federation of Labor. They were to try and capture the lead-

ership and key positions in the unions and bend the organizations over

to the Communist Party line which had now become 'support of bourgeois

democracy, opposition to fascist, etc.*. This change In the Communist

Party line was determined by the foreign policy of the Soviet union which

was then advocating 'collective security* against the tendency toward

fascism.

"This line for action of Communists in trade unions was

laid down by GEORGE DEUTRQF, head of the Communist International , at

this Congress as follows:

'Hence, the main task of the Communist Parties of the
West at the present time is to develop the campaign
a j j. j_ » - A.^ 4. i— . a. w—i—.. -* *

to its consummation; to see to it that all Communists,
without exception, join the trade unions, there to
work systematically and patiently to strengthen the
solidarity of the working class in its fight against
capital, and thus attain the conditions that will
enable the Comrcunist Parties to rely upon the trade
unions*' (Report. vt DIMITROF to Seventh World Con-
gress - Page l*U)

' "
y

"EARL 3RCMJER, on his return to the United States from
this Congress, repeated this formula at the Novaaber (1935) Plenum of
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the United States, as
follows X

'The Seventh World Congress formulated a new tactical
line because new conditions have arisen, not because
the old line was wrong. The Communists are Marxists,
Leninists and Stalinists* We adopt such tactics as
best suit the concrete conditions. We will adopt new
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"1

tactics again when changing conditions demand it. w*

VThat Communists do not change, of course , ia their

strategic alia—the proletarian revolution and social-

ism . Naturally, the Seventh World Congress made no

change in that at all* On the contrary, it equipped

the working class vanguard with such a tactical line

as will enable them to fight most effectively for 'this

- - aim in the present world conditions. 1

(BRCV.DER'S report - Page 6)

"Then, respecting the trade union situation, specifically,

BROTIDER had this to report:

'Our party faces a great responsibility in the pre-

sent traae union situation • in order more
fully to carry through this role, we must complete

the organization of the unorganized Communists, those

who are eligible but have not yet joined the trade

unions* Ala. party organizations must consider it

one of their tasks to bring the Communists into the

organized trade union movement. 1

(Pages 53-54, BR07iDER Report)

"As a result of this decision of the Seventh World Con-

gress held in Moscow, Kussia, and the subsequent report of EARL 3R0?IDER

to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the United States,

the Motion Picture Workers Industrial Union of Hollywood, a revolutionary

trade union, was quietly dissolved in February, 1936, and all Communist
Party members, fellow travellers and sympathizers obediently went over

and joined the then existing A*F. of L. unions in the Hollywood motion
picture industry and began to work according to instructions based upon

the Moscow decisions* ~

"Then followed the various maneuverings heretofore de-
scribed the formation of such groups as Conference of Hotion Picture
Arts and Crafts (COHPAC), United Studio Technicians Guild (USTG),

Conference of Studio Unions, and a host of smaller groupings, all of
which was determined by the Communist Party line*

"During this period and up to the signing of the STAUH- „
HITIER pact on August 23, 1939, the Communist Party made tremendous . tfj

strides both in capturing unions and gaining influence all through the \^
motion picture industry* Concealing their identity by pretending sup-

port of democracy, registering politically as members of. the Democratic

party, and carrying out the Trojan horse tactics of Cfrgaitf^aW^qr-
national, their influence spread among the rank and file
unions*



"However, with the announcement of the STALI1I-HITLSR

pact there was a lull in the progress. For the duration of that

pact, August 23, 1939 to June 22, 19U-, the Communists confined their

operations in the unions nainly to collective bargaining for the coa-

bers, dropping the outward Communist political agitation almost com-

pletely. Politically, they were in very bad odor. But however, this

bad odor affected them politically they retained their hold on the un-

ion groups because the Hollywood motion picture producers, through

"their labor representative, PAT CASET, favored the Communist controlled -

unions. This enhanced the urestige of the Communist controlled leader-

ship which was thereby enabled to hold on during that rough period.

"The change in the Communist Party line that came with

this signing of the STAIJH-KITLER pact on August ^3i 1939, a change

which demanded that Communists abandon support of democracy as exempli-

fied by the Popular Front, and work for isolation, oppose national de-

fense, conscription, Lease-Lend aid to Britain, in effect give aid and

comfort as far as possible to Nazi Germany and the Axis powers, was fol-

lowed by the Communist controlled Hollywood unions cautiously* They took

the then Communist position that it was an imperialist war and America

should have none of it. But this line was followed in a very cloudy and
ambiguous manner. However, some of the unions went so far as to support
the American Peace Hobilization.

"In the main, however, such support was an individual
matter with some of the leaders of the Coainunist persuasion within the

unions. But it was very limited for the reason that it is an important

part of Communist strategy that Communist union leaders must always be
protected from exposure. They are instructed to confine their activi-
ties mainly to their union affairs, particularly during a period when
the party is under such fire as it was during the period of the HITIKR-
STAliN pact. The party line was carried more openly at this time by the
cultural 6roupa, and "front" organizations with which many of the Commun-
ists were working secretly. —

"With HITLERS attack on RusBia on June 22, 1941, a new
period was ushered in. The change in the position of Soviet Russia and
its subsidiary, the Communist International, from one of collaboration
with the Axis powers to one of antagonism, and the subsequent alliance
of Russia with Great Britain and the United States was immediately re-
flected in the union activities of the Hollywood motion picture indus-
try.

"From a position of opposition to the war in every re-
spect, the Communist controlled groups now suddenly becape violently
patriotic and began shouting for all-out support of democracy, the war.

national defense, second front, and in favor of everything tl
~r

condemned Just a few weeks before. This is the situa£ion as
vails at this time.
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"And it is on this situation which the Communist Party
relies to eventually control and dominate the Hollywood studio unions.
By assuming the garb of ultra patriotism, giving all support to every
project for national defense and taking part in all efforts to prose-
cute a successful end to the -.Tar, it is outwardly going along with
the tide. But at the same time it is working feverishly undercover to

build the party influence , recruit members into its ranks and to take
' ~~ advantage of every channel and avenue to build membership and influence.

"In this it, the Communist Party, is following out the
basic principle of the Seventh 7/orld Congress of the Coomunist Inter-
national, which 2ARL S&OTER clearly stated in his report on this Con-
gress given at Madison Square Garden in New York City, on October 3rd,

1935, when he stated:

f If, nevertheless, war breaks out, it is their duty
to work for its speedy termination, and to strive
with all their might to utilize the economic and po-
litical crisis produced by the war, to rouse the po-
litical consciousness of the masses of the people and
thereby hasten the downfall of capitalist class rule* 1

(BRDTTOIS'S report - Page 7)

"The tactics pursued by the Communists and fellow travel-
lers within the Hollywood unions, and the cultural groups as well, are,
at the present time, not easily distinguishable. Masking their efforts,
as has been said, behind an all-out war effort, they are utilizing all
their forces in work among the thousands of workers in all categories.
Their activities take the form of agitation for the second front, Russian
relief, sympathy for the Soviet system of government, freedom for India,
negro equality, defense of HARRY BRIDGES, pressure to have Communists
placed on the :?ar LSanpower Commission, Civilian Defense, Rationing
3oards, and all government appointed agencies, entertainment of and pro--
paganda among the armed forces, etc. etc. JU_L this is part of the Commun-
ist Party line at this time.

"All attempts to capture leaoership and key positions in
the unions by the usual tactics of slander, innuendo and false accusa-
tions against the conservative leaders have been temporarily abandoned.
In their place have teen substituted the program activities mentioned
above and an approach to these conservative leaders for cooperation with
the Communist Party line. h*\

£0*^ \®
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"In this program the Communists in the unions have the

fullest support from the cultural groups, writers, actors, directors

and the Hollywood "intelligentsia" generally who follow the Communist
Party line. These latter have great influence and prestige. Of ail

groups in the Hollywood sector these cultural groups are the most sus-

ceptible to Communist influence. Having greater latitude as theore-
ticians and artists their necks are generally found to be much farther
out than those of the Communist trade unionists who are instructed to

play a much closer game*

"To summarize the present union situation in Hollywood
it must be stated that while the campaign to taicover the remaining
unions from the top, not yet under Communist control, has now be«n
halted, the foundations lor a future coup by the Communist Party, its

fellow travellers and sympathizers is now being laid. Utilizing the
position and prestige of Soviet Russia in the war effort, the Communist
Party is building a strong following among all departments of the motion
picture industry, a feat not particularly difficult at this time due to
the peculiarities of the industry, its strong racial factors and forei^i
ties.

"Due to the war situation the picture may appear confus-

ing; but it will become somewhat clearer if it is borne in mind that the
leaders of the Communist International have stated many times with au-
thority, that 'support of bourgeois democracy is not a principle; on the
contrary, it is only a tactic to be applied under certain conditions* 1

This principle is clearly set iorth in the report of EABL BROADER quoted
above*

"The tremendous influence of Hollywood and the motion pic-
ture on the ways and customs of the people of the United States and tie
world must not be underestimated* The Communist International has under-
stood this for many years and has been laying plans accordingly. It is
fully aware of this influence and -for that reason has concentrated on both
the trade unions and the cultural departments.

"On the surface the increasing influence of the Communist
Party and its fellow travellers is not so apparent, amalgamated as it is
with the war effort* Eut behind the scenes this influence is growing and
has now become so strong that it is able to influence the type of picture
being made, or prevent anything being put into a picture which is consid-
ered contrary to the Communist Party line.



"Despite «n protestations by the Communists and their

fellow travellers that they now stand for complete support of democratic

processes, that they axe for a_il-out support of the war, and despite

the fact that they now appear in the garb of ardent American patriots,

they are working furiously behind the scenes to build the party and its

influence in order that they may render service to the Soviet Union and
its foreign policy, even though that policy should lead to direct antag-

onise* to the interests of the government of the United States.

"This principle is clearly understood by all members of

the Communist Party and trusted fellow travellers. It was clearly

stated by ZARL BEO'^DER in his speech in Madison Garden, Mew York City,

on October 3rd, 1935, quoted above.

"A statement made by a Communist of some importance in
the Los Angeles section, EUCEKE LIHDSR, within the last thirty days,

to the effect that they expected, within the next five years, to bring
about the proletarian revolution, is indicative of the party position*

Source 3-T has stated that UNDER has been a Communist
Party member since 1934, at which time he attended meetings at Unit J-6,

Hollywood Sub-section. He further stated that in 1937 LIIJDZR made a trip
to Russia in company with one GIBBS, and attorney ISO GALLAGHER joined them
or at least joined LENDER in Europe and toured several countries of Europe
with Ut!D3R. He stated that on UNDSR'S return to the United States he de-
livered a series of lectures on the advantages of the Soviet union and the

justice of Communism.^/ ^U- )
'•

Source further stated that UNDER was the chairman of
the Saturday Discussion Club, a Communist propaganda forum which holds meet-
ings in Clifton's Cafeteria on Olive Street in Los Angeles, at the sane tiias

that he, UNDER, was employed on the Adult Educational Project of the Works
Projects Administration, i»j

'

^Source 3-T stateojtKat UNDER Jaught sociology and eco-
nomics at the Belmont, Fairfax, and Hollywood high schools in Los Angeles,
as well as at several so-called discussion clubs and open forums and various
women's clubs.
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COmilST IiJFIL'rRA7IGN AMD CQMMUI'IST CONTROL IN TH5 SO-CALLSD

CULTURAL, POLITICAL^ PRQPAGAKDA A!?D FRONT GRGAiqci^
TIOIIS III THE liOTIQi: r-ICTUES BTDUSTICr IN

HOLCTDOD

The first section of this report dealt with the infiltra-
" tion of Communists and Coramunist influence and control into the labor unions

^nd <juiid5 -in the motion picture industry in Hollywood, California.

This, the second section of this rsport^deals with the

control and attempted control by the Communist part;- of the U.S.A. under gen-

eral directives from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union over certain

groups of directors, writers, actors, actresses and highly paid technicians,

the so-called intellectuals employed in the motion picture industry in Holly-

wood* (Jhe purpose of this control is to utilize the motion picture as a pow-

erful instrument of propaganda and cause the production of pictures which will

serve the interests of "the foreign policy of the Soviet Union throughout the

world.

J

COMMUNIST CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN H.OLOTOQD

[Source 3-0, who was a member of the Communist Party in

Hollywood for a number of years and^gL^as been very active in Hollywood ac-

tivities for many years, has state^Tvlat the Communist cultural entry into

Hollywood was not a spontaneous movement by certain persons in the industry

vmo v/ere in sympathy with "social causes" and who, living in an artificial

world of make-believe wished a Vicarious thrill by playing at being the

dreaded revolutionary in real life, on the contrary this program of Communist

infiltration of the '.ioll^Yfood motion picture industry with the object of tak-

ing over and influencing it in the interests of the Communist vxjrld revolution,

was planned in 1934 and thoss plans were laid far afield from the local scene.

This is not to say that some of those who later became involved in Communist

activities among the cultural groups in the industry were not romantic dabblers
'

- ifcrwhat has become since about 1936 a sojft of fad with the intelligentsia of

the "film world, but that group of Communist Party wheel horses which has been
working constantly in the interests of the Communist ?arty and Communism, is

in dead earnest, and when properly understood in the light of its place and
functions as part of a gigantic world Conspiracy, there can be no denial that

it has been extremely successful.

In an attempt to measure the progress of Communist activi-
ties and influence in the motion picture industry, it must be done by keeping

in mind the role to be played, which is to influence the minds and emotions,

of the great masses of people of the United States and the r.orld. rj&fijjft****30

be remembered that here in the United States alone the motion a^j&w^K&chw
approximately 85,000,000 people each week, that being the average weekly at-

tendance. ("While there has been an immense program of infiltration into the
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studio labor unions, as has been sho;vn, it is among the intellectuals, par-
ticularly the writers, directors, actor3 and artists, the so-called cultural
field, where nost progress has been made and where Communist sympathy and
influence is the strongest and most far-reaching;] and this is only natural,

for, despite all claims and pretensions that Communism as propagated by the

world Communist Internationale (Comintern) is a "-workers 1 movement" and meant
to free the "toiling masses" from the wage slaver;-' of capitalism and its opera-

tions, in"reality this is not true, and never was. The Communists, and all

radical aovements, in fact, are movements led by frustratea and satiated intel-

lectuals who, under the ~uise of lijurating the working classes, eeek to set

themselves up as a privile^ea class in a new society of which they will be the

directing heads.

The makers of the Russian Revolution in 1917, the model
for Communists everywhere, were »t

'

intellectuals—they never worked a day in
their lives at manual labor. This fact is proven further when we see the
Communist leaoers of labor unions here in the United States as intellectuals,
or striving to be such. The reason for this is that what is called Uarxism,
Leninism, and Stalinism—a combination of terras used by Communists everywhere—
is based on theory, and that theory calls for intensive intellactual concen-
tration. It is only from this basis of reasoning that the Communist activities
of the highly paid waiters, directors, actors and artists, whose salaries in
.many cases amount to thousands of dollars a week, can ce explained. This atti-
tuae is borne out by the statement of LAURA DUST to the State District Attorney
in l£>3 Angeles in 1940 when she stated:

"We atLendea a housewarminc in the nonie of H5LEN
3AHAGEN and DGUOLAS at which there were a number offscreen

people present. TTe complimented Hiss GAHACEX on their home and
she said, *1 don't laiow why we put so much money in it because when
revolution comes we will lose it all, and the revolution is bound
to come because conditions in trie country are so terrible it is in-
evitable.'" -

•

Jlhe initial move of the Communist Internationale to get
control over international artists, writers and those in the creative fields
of the arts began about the year 1930. The necessity for this action had long
been recognized in the Soviet Union as a policy of the state to control the

minds of the people. 3ut it was not until 1930 that the international struc-
ture, the Communist Internationale (Comintern) was delegated to make this

|
program everywhere throughout the world. It was in this year that the inter-

R national union of revolutionary writers

.

which has had such tremendous influ-
l ence on writers in the United States, held a congress in ICharkov, Russia.]
The effects of this congress, attended by delegatsc from the United States,

are apparent right now in Hollywood. [llany of the writers now/employed in
Hollywood motion picture industry were schooled in the organjl's^^o^vr1- *'**'"1
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sprang from this congress, ana those writers who were so schooled are still

carrying on for the Communist Party as vigorously as ever,]

^bout this same time, that is in 1930, another organiza-
tion was set up in the Soviet Union. It was callsd the International Union
of Revolutionary Theatre . The headquarters were in lloscow. It likewise was
the parent of a multitude of suo-organizations in the United States call ed
'TTorkers' Theaters", "Theater Groups 11

, "Little Theater", and others. All of
these- projects were under the firm control of the Communist Party.

~J

The president of this international union of revolution-
ary theatre was HZriHICH LL'J.iiIT, theater director in Russia. Others of
influence were:

PSARL ATTACrSVA.

AKATOLI G3LSBGR
SERGEI 3I32r5TSm
IZ'.H! PI3CAT0R
SERGI TRTTTAKOV
chaii rrai:

JAY LH3DA

All of the above are Russians and are internationally -

known in theatrical circles as being authorities on theatre end theatre busi-
ness. The plans of this oroup rere to s?t up in the United States schools
of the theater patterned aiter those of ISYZPJBQIT and STAIilSlAVSKT, Russian
authorities on the use of the theater as a weapon ior revolutionary propaganda.
Such w<-re the plans laid down' in Moscow, Russia to be sponsored by the Commun-
ist Party in the United States.

Shortly after this International Union of Revolutionary
Theatres was set up in Russia, there sprang up in the United States in all
the major cities a multitude of so-called "theater groups". There were such
organizations as:

"Theater of Action"*
"ARTEF"
"Theater Collective"

"Chicago Group Theater"
"New Theater Players of Hollywood"
"Negro People Theaters of the South"
"Rebel Players"

All of the above groups were under Conmunist Party control
and followed the pattern of the "Revolutionary Theater" as above stated. Thar*
were also set up at the same time the following:
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"Film and Photo League*
"Workers Dance League"

These tvjo latter organizations at their inception were

separated from the theater groups but they also were Cocmunlst inspired and

controlled*

In April, 1932 the Communist leaders in New York called a

national theater conference. It was composed of delegates from all of the

aforementioned groups. At this conference there was created what was called

the LSAGUE OF YJQRKERS THEATSR. This League brought together all groups into

one-cehtrally controlled organization and was known as the American section

of the International Union of Revolutionary Theatre, It published a magazine

called "The Workers 1 Theater".

In 1934 the name of the League of Vforkers' Theater was

changed to the NETf THSATra TEftrajE and the magazine was re-named "New Theater",

The structure and Communist control remained. It was the same set up under a

new name*

Previous to this change in names there had been very little

attention paid to the Hollywood motion picture industry but now that sound was

introduced and the talking motion picture was firmly established which was

changing the technique of the motion picture to one more adaptable for propa-

ganda purposes, the Communist Party began an intensive campaign to penetrate

the industry.

The consolidation of all of these theater groups into one
organization with its headquarters in Mew York made it possible to direct all

activities more efficiently. This supervision of all of these group theater

activities which were in effect schools for writer, actors, directors, artists,

etc., many of v;hora later were employed in Hollywood was succesaful and as a
result the initial infiltration in Hollywood was mainly from this source*

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE BQAKD OF THE KEET THEATER LEAGUE - 1935

H ANITA BLACK-
PHILLIP BA2B3R
JOKtf —

.

BEN BLAiCS

VICTOR CUTISR
HARRY 2LI0N

yALICE EVAKS-
BEN GOLDEM

ANNE HOVE
BEN imim
HERBERT KLIrE

70NT KRABER
JCtfN HOT/ARC LAiBON
tVXLL USE
HARK UARVIN
ALBERT UALXZ
listoh oak,

robhtlT riis£
george h3*e2id
augustus suth
molu day [thatcher



NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

STANLET EERI3HAW
AL3ERT 3EIN
J. 0. BAILEX
IDRETTO BATW
M. BUCHVIAID

12CHAEL BUUKPORT
3A?-FETT H. CLARK ~—

-

CKKR2L CRAVJFORD-

H. *„'. L. DANA
WALTER ITUTCHAED EATON
RANDOLPH EDEWGS^
JOSEPH FRIZLOT"^
VIRGIL GEEDES
1HCHA3L GOID
UOHDESAI GORRT.TK

A, T. HOHAN
LANGSTON HUGHES-

slia ica2an

alfred kesj130rg
melve; p. ievt
TTTTiTTAK E. L30KAFED
ROSE LIcCLENDON

SAMUEL 0RNIT2
CLIFFORD &)ETS
PAUL PETK3S
PAUL ROBESON
COilRAD SIISR
BENNO SCHNEIDER
GEORGE SKLAR
LEE STEASBERG
PAUL SIFTON -

CLARA SIFTON

,
PKTTJ.TP STEVENSON
LEIGH SHIPPER

'

Editorial Staff of "New Theater"

HERBERT INLINE

G3QRGE REDFlEir
EI£ANQR FLEXN321

VICTOR TOLE50N
ROBERT STEBBIiiS

EDNA OCKO
3EK BLAKE
DAVID CRYSTAL

Editor
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Drama
Films
Dance
European Editor
Business Manager

Associates

L. HSE21AN
DOROTHY DANNIN
STEPHEN FOSTER
LEO T. KUR7HTZ
JAY LEYDA
RAY LUDIDVT

JOHN LIAiEPSACE
IIARIC LIARVBT

LOUIS IJOHDEN

NORMA ROLAND

MURIEL RUCKSTSER
ELIZABETH RUSKS!
MAT SAUI-DSPS

AUGUSTUS SLTTH-^
ROBERT STECK
JE! STSRK
NOBKAH STEVENS —

DAT THATCHER
DORIS YANKAUEER
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TTnile the above lists of names represent »1
"* sections of

the Unitec Spates, among them will be found some that are now employed in Holly-
wood and carrying on activities which are in tune with the Communist Party line.
They are the following:

^ HERBERT KLINE, Director, Communist Party member, associated
with J&KN SEHiHSCE. Now in Lfexico City making a picture.

JOHN KJffARD IATSON . writer, member of League of American
*.7riters and a Communist Party member.

UALTH i writer, member of the League of American
V»riters and a Communist Party member*

ALB5T.T 3EIN, writer, member of the League of American
Writers, member of the Kew Theater League and a fellow traveller.

MICHAEL BIAI-flCFORT. writer, maaber of the League of Ameri-
can liters, and a mentoer of the Communist Party.

"jjttNGSTOK HUGHES

«

writer, a member of the League of Ameri-
can Viriters and a member of the Communist Party.

"^AMUBL ORHITZ. writer, member of the League of American
"Writers, a member of the American Peace Mobilization and many other front or-
ganizations, and a member of the Communist Party for many years.

i/CLIFFORD QDSTS , writer, a lumber of the League of American
Writers, active in the American Peace Mobilization and a member of the Commun-
ist Party.

PAUL FSTERS. writer, a member of the League of American
Writers and a fellow traveller.

"

^PAUL HQEESQK, actor and singer. Very active in American
Peace Mobilization and a member of the Communist Party.

BUNKD SCHHEIDSR, director, an ardent fellow traveller.

GSORGE SIILAR. writer, a member of the League of American
Writers, very active in American Peace Mobilization and an active member of
the Communist Party.

^ JAY L5fl)A, director, member of the American Peace Mobiliza-
tion; at the present time directing the picture "Mission to Moscow", and an
ardent member of the Communist Party.
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Others now in Hollywood connected with the motion picture
industry who were affiliated with or supported the activities of the New Theater
League, are the following:

DUDLEY' KICH3I5» writer and director, member of the League
of American Writers and a fellow traveller.

i/VIOIA BROTHERS SHORE , writer, member of the League of
ftE^rican Writers, and a very active member' of the Communist Party.

MARC BUTZSTEIK , writer and composer, member of the
League of American Writers, member of the American peace Mobilization.

^fsSTSR COLE, writer, member of the League of American
Writers, member of the American Peace Hobilization and an active member of
the Communist Party.

/fr.TLT.TAK KSTTItaw, writer, a member of the League of American
Writers, a member of the American Peace Mobilization, an active member of the
Communist Party, and the wife of ARTHUR KOHER.

ARTHUR KOBER , writer, member of the League of American
Writers, member of the American Peace Mobilization, a member of the Communist
Party and the husband of t.ttt.TAN HELLISH.

LESTER KOEMIGt writer, member of the League of American
Writers and a fellow traveller.

i/KER3ERT BIBERMAN, director, Las Angeles director of the
American Peace Hobilization; picketed the White House until & few cays before
HITLER attacked STALIN on June 22, 1941; a member of the Communist Party.

"'
ORSON WELLES, writer and director, a member of the League

of American Writers, a member of the American Peace Llobilization; active in
the HARE7. BRIDGES defense committee.

/ HERMAN SHUZLSIN, director, member of the American Peace
Hobilization and a member of the Communist Party.

,/LSWIS T.nr.RSTQNE, director and a fellow traveller.

JOHN CROiflaSLL. director, a fellow traveller.

WTT.T.TAH D1EXEKIE, director, and a member of the Communist
Party.
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wjyjlNK TUTTLS, director, a member oil the League of American

?friters, a member of the American Peace Mobilization, and a member of the Com-
munist Party.

KBfG VTDQR, director, fellow traveller who follows the

Communist Party line ardently.

JORIS IVES, director, follower of the Communist Party

line,

\J PARS LQKSNTZ, director, a follower of the Communist Party
line*

*^ J. EDWARD 3RQHB3RG. actor, a member of the American Peace
Mobilization and an ardent member of the Communist Party*

JOHN GARF^TV actor, a. fellow traveller and an ardent
follower of the Communist Party line,.

MAURICE CARKQ75KY. actor, a fellow traveller and a follower
of the Communist Party line*

HQU&K 30HNEN, actor; follower of the Communist Party line.

FRANCES FAR1IER, actress, fellow traveller.

GALS SQND5RGAARD. actress, member of the American Peace
Mobilization and a member of the Communist Party.

JOHN VEy^! writer, member of the League of American
Writers, a teacher in the writers school, and a follower of the Communist
Party line.

HflVIN SHAW, writer, member of the League of American
Writers, sponsor of Contemporary Theater, and a follower of the Communist
party line,

FK5DSRIC MARCH, actor; very active in the Hooney defense
committee; a member of the Communist Party*.

FLORENCE SLDHEDGE, actress, member of the Hollywood Anti-
Nazi League and a member of the Communist Party*

DONALD 0CT3K STEWART, writer, member of^tyN
American 'Writers and former president of that organizationVMi^firember of the
Hollywood Anti-Nazi League; very active member of the American Peace Mobili-
zation, and a member of the Communist Party*
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/' J2fl3S CAG^ST , actor; a member of the American Peace Uobili-
zation, and a fellfaiw traveller mo follows the Cooaunist Party line.

*4jQ?r^L STAIUSR , actor; member of the Hollywood Anti-«aai
League, a member of the League for Peace and Democracy, and a uember of the
Communist Party.

in Mexico City.
ART &L.TH. a follower of the Communist Party line; now

JEAN HUIR , actress; member of the Holi;-wood Anti-I!azi

League, and follower of the Communist Party line.

RQU52N H'JJC'ULLU. , director; member of the Holljwood Anti-
I.'azi League and other fronts and a fellow traveller.

The above described activity of the Communist Party operat-
ing, t-rough the :-ew Theater League and its offshoots is by no aeans the extent
of ita activity in the Hollywood cultural section. It will be seen in reports
on separate or anizatious heretofore niaae and n-ieinafter iven, that[the per-
sons mentioned in connection vdth the I'evj Theater League appear in each and
every one of the numerous front organizations and Communist controlled labor
unions and groups sponsored by the cultural groi.ps and labor unions. Instead
of being a group here told a Oroup there operating separately, it is an inter-
locicing systemjwith tentacles in every organization, political, cultural,
front, or labor unions, all activities of which stem from, the spearhead, the
Communist Farty.

The method of operation, the tactics for infiltration,
and the general procedure as described abore are basically the same in all of
the work of the Communist Party, whether_it be in Hollywood, labor unions,
iijjpnt organizations, local, state or national government, or social groups.
The" general line is laid down in Moscow, the national groups carry it out
through the network where it eventually takes effect in every section of the
world. The changes in the party line are reflected in the United States
nationally and locally with an incredible efficiency.

As an example of this which we have seen the elimination
of the Hollywood Anti-Uazi League, the program of which was one of opposition
to Naziism, and support of the democratic processes, and the almost immediate
substitution of the Hollywood League for Democratic Action, the program of which
was just the reverse. This change from one organization to another was deter—
Jiined by the foreign policy of the Soviet Union which changed with the consum-- \

nation of the STALHr-HITIzfl pact, august 23, 1939. It will elsd" be noted from
separate raports hereinafter that the same officials of the Hollywood Anti-Nazi
League were the same as they were for the Hollywood League for Democratic. -'^Vl/
tiorw ^bad*2^"
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